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FOREWORD
This document, the IMTI Roadmap for Modeling & Simulation, is a “living plan” being distributed
to a wide audience of industry, government, and academic reviewers. Your comments and
suggestions for improvements are welcome and strongly encouraged.
The IMTI roadmaps represent an important first step in the initiation of a broad-based effort by
government and industry to identify, develop, and deliver advances technologies that will
enable manufacturers to operate with unprecedented speed, quality, precision, efficiency,
responsiveness, and cost-effectiveness.
We appreciate your involvement and support in IMTI’s initiatives, and look forward to
working with all members of the manufacturing community to help make our vision for future
manufacturing excellence come alive.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Challenge of 21st Century
Manufacturing

investments are well placed. Many of these
roadmaps identify infrastructure issues as
major barriers to progress, but there has been
little concerted attempt to attack these barriers with the intensity required for success.

Manufacturers today face greater challenges
than ever. Globalization has greatly expanded the availability of new markets, while simultaneously spurring intense competition in
all manufacturing sectors. New technologies
enable us to design, build, distribute, and
support new and improved products with
speed and quality not to be believed just a
few years ago.

IMTR: Building a Strong National
Manufacturing Infrastructure
Recognizing these challenges, the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), National
Science Foundation (NSF), and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA),
launched the Integrated Manufacturing Technology Roadmapping (IMTR) Initiative in
1998 to develop a research and development
agenda that:

Clearly, innovations in processes, equipment,
and systems are driving a major transformation of the U.S. manufacturing base over the
next few decades. Although this transformation is well underway, it is far from complete,
and even greater changes can be expected in
the future.

• Defines key technology goals that cut across
all manufacturing sectors

Manufacturers, technology suppliers, researchers, and government agencies have a
unique opportunity to lead and accelerate the
transformation of the U.S. manufacturing infrastructure and enhance the economic wellbeing of the nation. While a tremendous volume of resources is being expended on developing new manufacturing technologies, it is
clear that 1) there is much redundant effort
being focused in a few key areas; 2) many
manufacturing infrastructure issues that affect all of industry are receiving insufficient
attention; and 3) huge investments in proprietary solutions are either not delivering on
their promises or are being rendered moot by
new technologies or unpredicted changes in
the business environment.

• Provides focus for concentrated effort to
achieve the goals
• Promotes collaborative R&D in support of
critical requirements.
Leveraging work done by the Next-Generation Manufacturing (NGM) project, which
published its final report in early 1997, IMTR
is defining future manufacturing technology
requirements and outlining solution paths to
meet these requirements in four interrelated
areas:
• Information Systems for Manufacturing
Enterprises (IS)
• Modeling & Simulation for Manufacturing
(M&S)

Many manufacturing sectors have developed
roadmaps to define a path to the future for
their industry, and identify technology advances that will help them reduce costs, increase profitability, improve quality, shorten
time-to-market, respond to regulatory drivers, and better serve their customers and
other stakeholders. Roadmapping has
proven to be a valuable strategy to assure that
Modeling & Simulation Roadmap

• Manufacturing Processes & Equipment
(MPE)
• Technologies for Enterprise Integration
(TEI).
Using a series of workshops and reviews involving more than 400 individuals representing a broad cross-section of the nation’s
1
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manufacturing community, the IMTR team
has completed its baseline roadmaps for IS,
M&S, and MPE, and is now developing the
roadmap for TEI. The first three roadmaps
are available on the IMTR web site (http://
www.IMTI21.org) for downloading by interested reviewers.

• Plug & Play Interoperability – All technical, manufacturing and business systems
will be seamlessly plug-compatible and selfintegrating, such that a new software module or new piece of equipment can be inserted into the manufacturing enterprise
and be operational immediately, with zero
integration cost.

Each IMTR roadmap provides an assessment
of the current state of art and practice in the
technology area, a vision of the future state,
and a series of goals, requirements, and tasks
to achieve that vision. Each document includes a series of milestone schedules that lay
out a time-phased plan for accomplishing the
defined scopes of effort.

• Seamless, Flexible Distributed Operation –
Self-integrating systems, shared knowledge
bases, and a robust communications infrastructure will enable widely distributed operations to interoperate in real time, regardless of geographic separation. This will
help companies to establish “virtual enterprise” teaming relationships on the fly to
pursue emerging opportunities.

The sponsor agencies – and other technology
users and developers – will use the roadmaps
as an input to their planning processes, with a
goal of focusing more resources on highpayoff needs, reducing redundant parallel
efforts, and maximizing returns on their R&D
investments.

• Intelligent, Efficient Processes – The ability
to measure, analyze, and control processes
in uncertain conditions will mature to the
point that all processes will operate intelligently in closed-loop environments with
100% assurance of quality, in-process. Improved processing technology, optimized
product and process design, and life-cycle
responsibility will enable zero net waste in
every aspect of the manufacturing enterprise.

The IMTR Vision
In developing the IMTR roadmaps, there has
emerged a common vision of several attributes of future manufacturing enterprises and
how they will function internally and interact
with their customers, partners, suppliers,
workforce, and other stakeholders.

• Science-Based Manufacturing – Improved
understanding and shared knowledge of
the scientific foundations for material and
process interactions will support optimized
process design and total understanding of
complex transformations and interactions at
the micro and macro levels.

Some key aspects of this vision include:
• Total Connectedness – All enterprise processes, equipment and systems will be linked
via a robust communications infrastructure
that delivers the right information at the
right time, wherever it is needed.

Modeling & Simulation: the Engine
and Control Systems for Lean, Agile,
Responsive Manufacturing

• Integrated Enterprise Management –
Hierarchical, interconnected, simulationbased engineering, manufacturing, and
business systems will ensure that decisions
will be made in real-time and on the basis of
enterprise-wide impact.

Modeling and simulation are emerging as key
technologies to support manufacturing in the
21st century, and no other technology offers
more potential than M&S for improving
products, perfecting processes, reducing design-to-manufacturing cycle time, and reducing product realization costs. Although specialists currently use M&S tools on a casespecific basis to help design complex products and processes, use of M&S tools other
than basic computer-aided design/engineer-

• Fully Integrated Product Realization – Intelligent design systems linked to a rich
base of science- and experience-based
knowledge will enable products and manufacturing processes to be conceived and optimized for performance, cost-effectiveness,
and quality with no iterative physical prototyping – right the first time, every time.
Modeling & Simulation Roadmap
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vanced M&S technologies to reduce aircraft
development costs by 50%.

ing (CAD/CAE) applications is largely limited to solving specialized design and production problems.

In the IMTR vision, M&S tools will couple
evolutionary knowledge bases (that continuously learn and grow using genetic principles) with validated, science-based first principles models. This deep understanding will
enable “continuum modeling” of products
and processes down as far as the molecular
level, enabling prediction of macro behavior
that takes into account the cumulative effects
of all factors at the micro level.

The real value of M&S tools is their ability to
capture and represent knowledge to make
confident predictions – predictions to drive
product design, process design and execution, and management of the enterprise.
Product and process development has historically been accomplished through testing designs to see how well they work, then modifying the design and testing it again. This test/
evaluate/modify phase consumes a vastly
disproportionate share of the time and cost
required to move a product from concept to
delivery.

Product and process models will be smart,
self-correcting, learning systems that adapt in
real time based on changing conditions and
past experience. M&S systems will provide
the knowledge and rules (constraints) to enable individuals to perform their functions
within the enterprise to the best of their ability, with no specialized training.

These costs can be significantly reduced by
investing more in the initial design, using
M&S tools to optimize products and processes in the virtual realm before committing
resources to physical production.

As described in the IMTR Roadmap for Information Systems, the M&S systems of the future
will be interconnected and supported by a
robust and seamless information infrastructure that interfaces these systems to internal
and external sources of accurate, real-time
data. This will enable products, processes,
and facilities to be designed, optimized and
validated entirely in the virtual realm.

Beyond design, simulation tools can greatly
help improve the efficiency of manufacturing
processes. For example, being able to accurately simulate the performance of a device
over a range of temperatures can eliminates
the need for lengthy temperature testing and
expensive test facilities. In the electronics industry, accurate models of the process of epitaxial growth help maximize production
yields for microchip wafer fabrication

Supporting analytical tools will be invoked
automatically and run near-instantaneously
in the background, and computer-based advisors will be available at the touch of a button
or a spoken command to aid designers and
managers in evaluating options, understanding issues, and making the best decisions.

The Boeing 777 and Dodge Viper are outstanding examples of how M&S tools can
greatly reduce the cost and time of bringing
products to market. The 777, the first jetliner
to be designed entirely with 3-D modeling
technology, used digital preassembly and
concurrent collaborative engineering to
eliminate the need for full-scale mockups,
improve quality, and reduce changes and errors – all of which contributed to significant
reductions in cost and time compared to conventional techniques.

This robust M&S infrastructure will enable
creation and operation of totally integrated
enterprise control systems, where product
models, process models, and resource models
interconnected within an overarching master
enterprise model interact to drive and control
the living enterprise – fed by accurate, realtime data drawn from the lowest levels and
farthest reaches of the enterprise. The desktop PCs and information reporting systems of
today will be replaced by “virtual cockpits”
where executives, managers, designers, and
administrators interact with the living enterprise model at the appropriate level to:

The savings provided by M&S are significant.
In the automotive industry, M&S tools have
helped reduce the time required to move a
new car design from the concept stage to the
production line from 3 years to about 14
months. The U.S. Air Force’s Joint Strike
Fighter (JSF) program expects to apply ad-

Modeling & Simulation Roadmap
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Table 1 on the following page provides a
summary-level view of where we are today,
from the standpoint of the current state of art
and practice, and where we want to go. The
goals reflected in the “IMTR 2015 Vision”
column encompass most of the goals identified in the IMTR Roadmap for Modeling &
Simulation, and readers are encouraged to
read the full document for a deeper understanding of these requirements.

• Have instant, clear, accurate visibility into
the status and performance of their operations.
• Quickly evaluate issues and options to determine the best solutions.
• Instantly propagate changes to all parts of
the enterprise, and automatically update the
living enterprise model.
Other specific benefits of the next-generation
M&S systems and tools inherent to the IMTR
vision include:

It is important to note that there is a very
wide range separating the current “state of
practice” and “state of the art.” Many of the
systems and processes now being pioneered
by leading-edge companies are closely attuned to the IMTR vision, and it is our expectation that these capabilities will evolve to
widespread use over the next 5 to 10 years.

• Rapid evaluation of alternatives, trends, and
risks, based on accurate data, to confidently
predict the results of contemplated actions.
• Greatly shortened product development
time and cost, by eliminating the need for
physical prototyping.

The “Nuggets” of Modeling &
Simulation for Manufacturing

• Rapid optimization of new product designs,
processes and equipment, and business operations, to maximize efficiency and profitability while reducing all forms of waste

The IMTR Roadmap for Modeling & Simulation
identifies some 40 top-level goals and more
than 170 supporting requirements and tasks
to meet the needs of future manufacturing
enterprises. However, out of these goals and
requirements there are 10 “nuggets” – critical
capabilities or attributes – that underpin the
IMTR vision and which offer the greatest return on investment by virtue of their broad
applicability to industry:

• Automatic producibility, affordability, and
other critical analyses, running in real or
near-real time, and intelligent decision support to ensure both the products and the
processes used to create them are the best
they can be.
• Significant reduction of economical order
quantities, enabling “mass customization”
to better meet the needs of individual customers while enhancing profitability.

• Nugget #1: Micro to Macro Continuum
Modeling – A major drawback of current
product and process models and simulations is that they are generally valid only for
the exact parameters around which they
were built, and are not valid at larger scales.
Future models will be infinitely scaleable,
assuring the ability to create models on a
manageable scale that are valid when extrapolated to the real world.

• Fast, accurate exploration of many more
product and process design options, to increase value to the customer and reduce
concept-to-production time and cost.
• Ubiquitous service throughout the enterprise, enabled by low-cost, interoperable
tools. This will also enable rapid, seamless
integration of new supply chain relationships to pursue new opportunities.

• Nugget #2: Science-Based Models Integrated with Living Knowledge/Experience Bases – The models and simulations of
the future will be built on a foundation of
deep understand of first principles, providing perfect fidelity with the real world they
are designed to emulate. They will be able
to adapt and learn based on real-world experience, capturing the insights and lessons
learned of their users.

• Comprehensive, globally accessible knowledge bases of validated plug-and-play
models, simulations, and supporting tools
upon which all companies can draw, thus
greatly reducing the cost of acquiring and
implementing M&S capabilities.
Modeling & Simulation Roadmap
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Table 1.
Modeling & Simulation: Where Are We Now, and Where are We Going?
Manufacturing Function

Current State of Art/Practice

IMTR 2015 Vision

Product Modeling & Simulation Functions
Physical Representation

Performance

Cost/Affordability

Producibility

Life Cycle Considerations

• Solid models of nominal shapes; limited ability to accurately model
complex interfaces, many attributes represented by symbols & notes
• Unable to capture design intent or product functionality; limited
ability to translate design to actual product
• Limited product data exchange or across different domains
• Complex tools requiring high skill & long processing times
• Modeling of electrical performance more advanced than mechanical
performance
• Highly specialized applications with tremendous & complex computational demands – high cost & complexity
• Poor understanding of underlying physics
• Bottoms-up cost modeling from component level; no linkage to
actual, real-time data
• Custom cost models or generic tools (e.g., spreadsheet apps or database-driven simulations); specialized tools tailorable to similar processes with many variables
• Limited to assessment based on parts count, number of part surfaces,
or known chemistry; no tools for assessing non-physical factors
• Lengthy simulation times limit number of alternatives
• Little or no modeling & simulation of life cycle issues
• Limited modeling of environmental attributes (e.g., product “greenness”)
• Some modeling of product support costs

• Object-oriented and feature-based models scaleable from micro to
macro levels and containing all product info
• Complete interoperability between physical models
• Direct linkage to prototyping systems
• Collaborative modeling & simulation using integrated environments
• Performance design advisors and fast automatic performance optimization
• Performance modeling & assessment tools plug-compatible with
design systems
• Multivariate performance analysis
• Cost data available on commodities & downstream life-cycle costs
• Performance-based cost modeling
• Enterprise-wide cost models
• Producibility alternatives automatically modeled during all development phases; autonomous agents to track producibility-related
changes for products
• Producibility models interoperate with other technical & business
models
• Environmental & support analytical modules included in or interfaced to product M&S applications
• All life-cycle considerations included in product models, such as
recycling, disassembly & disposal

Process Modeling & Simulation Functions
Material Processing

Assembly/Disassembly/
Reassembly

Modeling & Simulation Roadmap

• Excellent analytical M&S capabilities in continuous processing industries (e.g., chemicals); some knowledge-based advisory systems
in use
• Good base of material models for simple & traditional materials;
simplified models & assumptions; data from handbooks
• Applications based on empirical data or past “art”; high costs &
special skill needs limit use
• Emerging base of material models for newer nontraditional processes
(e.g., composites)
• Good electronics assembly modeling applications
• Assembly line balancing (workflow optimization)
• Tolerance & interference modeling in limited use
• Few standards

5

• Automated process model creation from design models & enterprise
data
• Validated, science-based models for all materials
• Model repository for reuse
• Open, universal framework for M&S standards & model interoperability
• Collaborative distributed analysis & simulation systems supporting
global distributed manufacturing enterprises
• Immersive VR system for assembly modeling & simulation, with
automated optimization
• Integrated links to production systems for real-time troubleshooting,
change response, & optimization across enterprise & supply chain
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Table 1. (continued)
Modeling & Simulation: Where Are We Now, and Where are We Going?
Manufacturing Function

Current State of Art/Practice

Quality, Test & Evaluation

• Models from empirical data for statistical control
• Limited modeling of dimensional metrology

Packaging

• Product flow models coupled with part tracking systems
• Models for packaging design for some industries (e.g., defense, food,
chemicals)
• Limited, specialized applications for specific product types
• Existing process modeling apps used to evaluate remanufacturability
of designs (not tailored for remanufacturing)

Remanufacture

IMTR 2015 Vision
• Virtual system for test & evaluation modeling coupled to test &
evaluation knowledge bases
• Automated model generation from specifications
• On-line virtual system for modeling packaging, including environmental impacts
• “Reverse engineering” modules to optimize life-cycle performance
and re-use
• Robust applications integrating all aspects of remanufacturing in
initial product and process design stages

Enterprise Modeling & Simulation Functions
Strategic Positioning
Market Assessment & Positioning

Risk Management
Financial/Cost Management
Resource Management
Quality Management

•
•
•
•

Little or no modeling & simulation
Limited use of simple, “homegrown” models
Primarily use of spreadsheets
Some market share modeling & gaming simulations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Little or no automated modeling
Spreadsheet-based models based on individual expertise
Spreadsheet-based financial modeling
Deterministic cost models
Many tools for specific uses; expensive data collection
No common standards or integration frameworks
Limited “cost of quality” modeling

•
•
Extended Enterprise Management •
•
Operations Resource
•
Management
•
Performance Management
•
•
Factory Operations
•
•
Facility Infrastructure
•
Management
•

Enterprise Architecture
Management

Modeling & Simulation Roadmap

Little or no modeling
Structured models (e.g., IDEF & GRAF)
Little or no modeling
Supply chain modeling using proprietary or custom systems
Many tools available for specific functions or resources
Large, complex, hierarchical models
Cost & schedule performance models
Larger custom models
Many domain-specific models
Expensive & time-consuming systems
Domain-specific systems
Some ERP systems have infrastructure features

6

• Strategic decision models with real-time data links
• Easy, transparent modeling & simulation
• Domain specific models with links to external & internal information
sources
• Extensive market assessment models & tools
• Domain & function specific risk models
• Risk assessment & avoidance models
• Predictive cost modeling
• Integrated cost & profitability models
• Enterprise-wide resource models
• Extended enterprise resource models
• Quality impact assessment & tradeoff tools
• Quality no longer a discriminator – all excellent
• Generic enterprise architectures, metrics & modeling tools
• Full enterprise architecture models
• Techniques for modeling functions across the supply chain
• Automated knowledge management across extended enterprise
• Tools & standards for model building & integration
• In-depth resource management models
• Accurate data collection techniques for model building
• Self-optimizing simulation models
• Data collection techniques, standards & frameworks
• Virtual factory models using real-time data
• Standard taxonomies & generic infrastructure models
• Integrated physical control & performance models
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will “understand” their own needs, goals,
and requirements, and will interact with
other models and simulations – and the enterprise knowledge bases – to continuously
improve their depth, fidelity, and performance. Product models, for example, will be
“smart” enough to optimize themselves for
producibility, maintainability, and similar
attributes based on real-time access to information on factors such as availability of
components and raw materials, shop capacity, and individual process equipment and
unit operation capabilities and workloads.

• Nugget #3: M&S Is Rule, Not Exception –
M&S technology will evolve from a specialized, application-specific troubleshooting
tool to a ubiquitous capability that pervades
and supports all functions of the manufacturing enterprise. Executives, managers,
supervisors, and manufacturing staff will
interact with the manufacturing enterprise
through a user-friendly virtual interface on
their desktop PC to a living enterprise
model that links them to real-time information about all of the operations, activities,
and processes relevant to their jobs. Proliferation of high-fidelity, generic product and
process models, coupled with intelligent
software for creation and tuning of models
and simulations, will make M&S tools inexpensive and easy to use.

• Nugget #7: Open, Shared Repositories &
Validation Centers – The creation of science-based models and simulations for
widely used materials and processes will
give rise to the establishment of national
and international libraries of validated
models and simulations that can be shared
by many manufacturers across different sectors. This will drastically reduce a manufacturer’s cost and time in developing models and simulations to support critical
business requirements. Open access to
common process and product models and
M&S tools will also enable rapid integration
of new partners and supply chain members
to pursue new opportunities.

• Nugget #4: Intelligent Design & Analysis
Advisors – Product and process developers
will tremendously increase the productivity, speed, and quality of their work with
aid of intelligent software-based advisors
that assist in every step of the product realization cycle. These advisors will draw on
an ever-expending knowledge base of scientific principles and captured experience
(lessons learned) to help designers work
around obstacles, avoid false starts, and optimize their work product at every stage of
its evolution.

• Nugget #8: Integrated, Robust Product &
Process Models Supporting All Domains
& Applications – M&S will move from the
product and process domains to support all
facets of the manufacturing enterprise.
Product models will be robust, high-fidelity
representations that capture all relevant attributes of the product, from the molecular
composition of its materials to the physics
of its interactions in the manufacturing
process and in its real-world use. Manufacturing and business process models will
have similar high fidelity, and all models
will be able to integrate to enable creation of
“macro models” that accurately represent
end-to-end processes, collections of processes, and the total enterprise. This will enable users to accurately predict how the effects of a change will ripple throughout the
enterprise, and thus assure that all decisions
are made based on a clear understanding of
advantages, disadvantages, risks, and probable outcomes.

• Nugget #5: M&S as Real-Time Enterprise
Controller – As modeling and simulation
become pervasive, manufacturers will be
able to build a real-time, accurate simulation model of the entire enterprise, including all of its products, processes, resources,
assets, constraints, and requirements. In its
ultimate form, the living enterprise model
will be the control interface for all enterprise operations, monitoring real-time performance and status of every operation.
Managers will interface with the enterprise
model to evaluate performance, identify issues and concerns, and assess outcomes of
contemplated actions, ensuring that enterprise performance is continuously optimized in response to changing requirements and conditions.
• Nugget #6: Smart, Self-Learning Models –
Next-generation models and simulations
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requires attention (e.g., a change to a lowercost material).

• Nugget #9: Total, Seamless Model
Interoperability – Future models and simulations will be transparently compatible,
able to plug-and-play via self-describing interfaces, and require no outlay of resources
for integration or tuning. Every product
and process model will understand its own
behavior, its own input needs, and its own
output capabilities, such that when a new
element is added to the system (e.g., a process control sensor), it will negotiate with the
models of all other elements of the system
to “fit in” with no human assistance.

Achievement of these cross-cutting goals will
have a major impact on manufacturing enterprises, enabling them to:
• Reduce the cost of developing and manufacturing products
• Enhance product quality and reliability
• Reduce the time required to move new
products from concept to market
• Improve responsiveness to changes in customer needs

• Nugget #10: Real-Time, Interactive, Performance-Based Models – Future models
and simulations will be linked via enterprise information systems to all data they
need to remain current based on changing
business considerations. Product models,
for example, will be able to link to real-time
material and labor cost databases so as to
provide continuous visibility of actual
product costs and be able to alert product
managers when a changed parameter (e.g.,
increased price for a constituent material)

• Enhance ability to establish competitive position and increase market share
• More effectively manage capital investments (and therefore, increase return on investment).
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Figure 1 illustrates how each of these attributes is supported by each of the M&S Nuggets.

1. Micro to Macro Continuum Modeling
2. Science-Based Models Integrated w/ Living Knowledge/Exp. Bases
3. M&S Is Rule, Not Exception
4. Intelligent Design & Analysis Advisors
5. M&S as Real-Time Enterprise Controller
6. Smart, Self-Learning Models
7. Open, Shared Repositories & Validation Centers
8. Integrated, Robust Product & Process Models for All Domains /Apps
9. Seamless Interoperability
10. Real-Time, Interactive, Performance-Based Models
= Major Impact

= Moderate Impact

Figure 1. Benefits of the IMTR M&S “Nuggets” on Future Manufacturing Enterprises
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Next Steps: The Call to Action
If you are a manufacturing technologist, we
want you to help MAKE IT WORK. Read the
plan. Have your associates read it. It’s full of
great ideas, and even a few far-fetched ones.
Have we missed something? If so, let us
know. But most importantly, identify those
challenges that you can help meet, and work
with your sponsors to develop programs that
deliver the critical technologies. Many of the
capabilities identified in the roadmaps are
already in the pipeline; our challenge to you
is to BRING THOSE CAPABILITIES HOME
and launch new programs to FILL THE
GAPS. Seek opportunities to start or join the
teams that will deliver the right solutions.

Now that the IMTR project is delivering its
roadmaps, what next? How do we make the
IMTR vision come alive? How do we move
from plan to implementation?
If you are a CEO or senior executive of a
manufacturing firm or a manufacturing technology organization, we want you to GET
BEHIND THE PLAN. Read it. Have your
senior staff members read it. Identify those
goals and requirements that you think offer
the greatest benefit to your organization, and
join with other IMTR implementation partners to MAKE IT HAPPEN.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 The IMTR Challenge
Manufacturing is changing rapidly in the U.S. and around the world. The processes, equipment, and systems used to design and produce everything from automobiles to computer chips
are undergoing dramatic changes in response to new customer needs, competitive challenges,
and emerging technologies. Recent advances in information systems, business practices, engineering techniques, and manufacturing science now enable companies to produce new and better products more quickly and at a much lower cost than ever before.
Clearly, these innovations are driving a major transformation of the U.S. manufacturing base.
Although this transformation is well underway, it is far from complete, and even greater
changes can be expected in the future.
Manufacturers, technology suppliers, and research institutions have a unique opportunity to
lead and accelerate the transformation of the U.S. manufacturing infrastructure and enhance the
economic well-being of the nation. While a tremendous volume of R&D resources is being expended on developing and implementing new manufacturing technologies, it is clear that 1)
there is much redundant effort being focused in a few key areas; 2) many manufacturing infrastructure issues that affect all of industry are receiving very little attention; and 3) huge investments in proprietary solutions are either not delivering on their promises or are being rendered
moot by new technologies or unpredicted changes in the business environment.
While many industries have developed technology roadmaps for their specific business sectors,
there has been no concerted effort to address technology requirements and associated barriers
that cut across multiple sectors. Many of the industry-specific plans mention cross-cutting infrastructure needs, but the challenges they present are beyond the ability of any one group of
companies to solve.
Accelerating
Technological
Change

Widespread Availability
& Distribution
of Information

Rapidly Expanding
Technology Access

21st Century
Manufacturing
Environment
Increasing Customer
Expectations

Environmental
Replenishing &
Resource Limitations

Increasing
Workforce
Diversity

Globalization of
Markets &
Competition

Increasing Knowledge
Intensity in Products,
Technology, Workforce
IS98-03

Figure 1.1-1. Forces Shaping the 21st Century Manufacturing Environment
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Recent studies such as the Next-Generation Manufacturing (NGM) project (see Appendix A)
have highlighted the need for R&D in several important areas that affect the entire manufacturing community. However, a comprehensive plan does not exist to:
• Define key technology goals that cut across all manufacturing sectors
• Provide focus for concentrated effort to achieve the goals
• Promote collaborative R&D in support of critical needs
• Move these developments from the laboratory to industrial use.
The IMTR initiative is providing that plan. IMTR is a focused effort, sponsored by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), National Science Foundation (NSF), and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), to develop
a manufacturing R&D agenda that cross-cuts the diverse needs of government and industry
across all major manufacturing sectors. Leveraging work done by NGM, which published its
final report in early 1997, IMTR is conducting a structured process (see Appendix B) to define
future manufacturing enterprise technology requirements and outline solution paths to meet
these requirements in four interrelated areas:
• Information Systems for Manufacturing
• Modeling and Simulation
• Manufacturing Processes & Equipment
• Enterprise Integration.
Each IMTR study area correlates to one of the four technology-focused “Imperatives” for future
manufacturers defined by the NGM project. Collectively, the four areas span all of the processes and enabling technologies that support the modern manufacturing enterprise. There is
however, inherent overlap among all four areas. Enterprise integration, for example, relies
heavily on information technologies to link widely distributed enterprise functions and operations. Modeling and simulation, which deal with the representation and manipulation of data,
are inextricably linked with many aspects of information standards and processing. Manufacturing processes and equipment rely on modeling and simulation and on information systems
to perform their functions, particularly within the context of the integrated enterprise.
Recognizing these relationships, the IMTR project team has developed each of the roadmaps as
a plan that can stand alone to the maximum extent possible, without redundancy. In each
document, however, we have included cross references to the other documents where supporting goals and requirements are addressed.
This report represents the key findings and recommendations in the area of Modeling & Simulation (M&S). The contents were developed by a core Roadmapping Project Team of eight individuals operating under the guidance of a 27-person Working Group representing a diverse set
of industrial, governmental and academic organizations, with additional inputs from invited
reviewers and subject matter experts. To date, more than 100 individuals have contributed to
the contents of this volume.
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1.2 Modeling & Simulation – Faster, Cheaper, Better

The real value of M&S tools is their ability to capture and represent information
to make confident predictions – to drive
product design, process design and execution, and management of the enterprise. As indicated in Figure 1.2-1, product and process development has historically been accomplished by testing a design to see how well it works, then modifying the design and testing it again.
This test/evaluate/modify phase consumes a vastly disproportionate share
of the time and cost required to move a
product from concept to delivery.
The cost-time profile can be significantly
reduced by investing more in the initial
design, by using M&S tools to optimize
products and processes in the virtual
realm before committing resources to
physical production.

Relative Cost

Test/Evaluate/Modify

Engineering
Demonstration
Initial Design

Time (Years)

Figure 1.2-1. Iterative prototyping consumes billions of
dollars and years of development for complex products.
M&S can drastically reduce those costs.

Value of Making
Best Decisions

Modeling and simulation1 (M&S) are
emerging as key technologies to support
manufacturing in the 21st century, and
no other technology offers greater potential for improving products, perfecting
processes, reducing design-to-manufacturing cycle time, and reducing the cost
of moving product from concept to delivery. Although specialists currently use
M&S tools on a case-specific basis to help
design complex products and processes,
use of M&S tools other than basic computer-aided design/engineering (CAD/
CAE) applications is largely limited to
solving specialized design problems.

Availability &
Capability of
Existing Tools

Opportunity

Preliminary
Design

Detailed
Design

Production

Figure 1.2-2. Few tools are available to help designers
make best decisions early in the product realization
cycle, where they provide the greatest benefit.

Figure 1.2-2 reinforces the point. As indicated in the figure, the impact of making good decisions early in the product life cycle is very high, and declines steeply as a product matures.
Conversely, while there are many tools (including M&S tools) to help manufacturers make
good decisions about a product late in the process, there are very few available early in the
process – where they are needed the most.
Beyond design, simulation tools can greatly help in improving the efficiency of manufacturing
processes. For example, being able to accurately simulate the performance of a device over a
range of temperatures can eliminates the need for lengthy temperature testing and expensive
1

“Model” and “Simulation” are often used interchangeably or in conjunction to describe representations of objects and processes.
Definitions of these terms vary widely, even in the M&S community. For purposes of this document, a “model” is a mathematical
representation of an object (a part, a product, a machine, a facility, an organization, etc.) or a process (e.g., a specific manufacturing
process or a business process). A mathematical model characterizes the behavior of its subject through the form of the equation(s)
chosen, the variables and parameters present, and the ranges or values of those terms for which the model is considered valid.
“Simulation” is a process for exercising mathematical models through simulated time wherein one or more models can be run
with varying values of input parameters to evaluate the effects of interaction among variables.
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test facilities. In the electronics industry, accurate models of the process of epitaxial growth
help maximize production yields for microchip wafer fabrication.2
The Boeing 777 and Dodge Viper (Figure 1.2-3) are outstanding examples of how modeling and
simulation tools, when applied as part of an integrated computer-based design and manufacturing environment, can greatly reduce the cost and time of bringing products to market. The 777,
the first jetliner to be designed entirely with 3-D modeling technology, used techniques such as
digital preassembly and concurrent collaborative engineering to eliminate the need for full-scale
mockups, improve quality, and reduce changes and errors – all of which contributed to significant reductions in cost and time compared to conventional techniques.
The savings provided by M&S technology are significant. In the automotive industry, M&S
tools have helped reduce the time required to move a new car design from the concept stage to
the production line from 3 years to about 14 months. In the defense industry, a key goal of the
U.S. Air Force’s Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) program is to apply advanced and emerging M&S
technologies to reduce development costs by 50%.
M&S tools and techniques are rapidly expanding beyond the domain of product design to become increasingly valuable in all aspects of manufacturing enterprise operation – including
tools in business decision making, sales and marketing, customer service, and total product lifecycle management.

The IMTR Vision: Modeling & Simulation as the Engine and Control Systems
for Lean, Agile, Responsive Manufacturing Enterprises
In the IMTR vision, M&S tools will provide designers and managers the ability to trade off for
best solutions, create accurate and complete models of the product, establish processes that best
produce that product, link those processes for optimization and integration of the total process
environment, establish enterprise models that control the factory operations and help manage
the enterprise, and have the capability to adapt to change in real time – including intelligent
control and assisted decision making
These M&S tools will couple evolutionary knowledge bases (that continuously learn using genetic principles) with science-based first principles models. This deep understanding will enable “continuum modeling” of products and processes from the micro to macro level, enabling
prediction of macro behavior that takes into account the cumulative effects of all factors at the
micro level. Product and process models will be smart, self-correcting, learning systems that
adapt in real time based on changing conditions and past experience. M&S systems will provide the knowledge and rules (constraints) to enable individuals to perform their functions
within the enterprise to the best of their ability, with no specialized training.

Figure 1.2-3. The Boeing 777 (left) and the Dodge
Viper (above) both made extensive use of advanced
modeling and simulation tools to create state-of-the
art products faster, better, and more affordably.

2

Photonics Manufacturing, NIST ATP 1998 Focused Program Paper for Simulation and Modeling; Philip Perconti, Program Manager.
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As described in the IMTR Roadmap for Information Systems, the M&S systems of the future will
be interconnected and supported by a robust and seamless information infrastructure that interfaces these systems to internal and external sources of real-time data. This will enable products,
processes, and facilities to be designed, optimized and validated entirely in the virtual realm.
Analytical tools that support the design process will be invoked automatically and run nearinstantaneously in the background, and intelligent computer-based advisors will aid designers
and managers in evaluating options, understanding issues, and making the best decisions.
This robust M&S infrastructure will enable creation and operation of totally integrated
enterprise control systems, where product models, process models, and resource models interconnected within an overarching master enterprise model interact to drive and control the living enterprise. These systems will be fed by real-time data drawn from the lowest levels and
farthest reaches of the enterprise, ensuring very high accuracy and fidelity of live operation
simulations and what-if scenarios. The desktop PCs and information reporting systems of today will be replaced by “virtual cockpits” where executives, managers, designers, and administrators interface with the living enterprise model at the appropriate level to:
• Have instant, clear, accurate visibility into the status and performance of their operations
and areas of responsibility.
• Quickly evaluate issues and options to determine the best solutions.
• Instantly propagate change actions to all affected parts of the real-world enterprise, and
automatically update the living enterprise model.
Other specific benefits of the next-generation M&S systems and tools inherent to the IMTR vision include:
• Rapid evaluation of alternatives, trends, and risks, based on current and accurate data, to
confidently predict the results of contemplated actions.
• Greatly shortened product development time and cost, by eliminating the need for physical
prototyping.
• Rapid optimization of new product designs, production processes and equipment, and
business operations, to maximize efficiency and profitability while reducing all forms of
waste
• Automatic producibility, affordability, and other critical analyses, running in real or nearreal time, and intelligent decision support to ensure both the products and the processes
used to create them are the best they can be.
• Significant reduction of economical order quantities, enabling “mass customization” to better meet the needs of individual customers while enhancing profitability.
• Fast, accurate exploration of many more product and process design options, to increase
value to the customer and reduce concept-to-production time and cost.
• Widely available service throughout the enterprise, enabled by low-cost, interoperable tools.
This will also enable rapid, seamless integration of new partners and supply chain relationships to pursue new opportunities.
• Comprehensive, globally accessible knowledge bases of validated plug-and-play models,
simulations, and supporting tools upon which all companies can draw, thus greatly reducing the cost of acquiring and implementing M&S capabilities.
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1.3 Maximizing Return on R&D Investments: The “Nuggets” of M&S
This document sets forth a high-level R&D plan for M&S technologies to support the IMTR vision of lean, agile, seamlessly integrated manufacturing enterprises able to thrive in the competitive environment of the 21st century. The IMTR M&S plan identifies some 40 top-level goals
and more than 170 supporting requirements and tasks to achieve the vision. However, out of
these goals and requirements there are 10
“nuggets” – critical capabilities or attributes –
Rethinking the Benefits:
that underpin the IMTR vision and which offer
The New View of M&S Investments
the greatest return on investment by virtue of
Perhaps the biggest inhibitor to widespread modeling
their broad applicability to industry:
1. Micro to Macro Continuum Modeling –
A major drawback of current product and
process models and simulations is that
they are generally valid only for the exact
parameters around which they were built,
and are not valid at larger scales. Future
models will be infinitely scaleable, assuring the ability to create models on a manageable scale that are valid when extrapolated to the real world.
2. Science-Based Models Integrated with
Living Knowledge/Experience Bases –
The models and simulations of the future
will be built on a foundation of deep understand of first principles, providing perfect fidelity with the real world they are
designed to emulate. They will be able to
adapt and learn based on real-world experience, capturing the insights and lessons
learned of their users.

and simulation in manufacturing is the perception of
its costs. Historically, M&S tools were expensive.
Computing platforms had to be high-end Unix workstations because of the need for rapid computation
and high-resolution graphic displays. Software was
expensive because of the effort required to develop it,
and the limited size of the market. Highly trained
professionals were required to run the systems because the tools were not well integrated and because
expert judgment was required to interpret the results.
At the same time, companies perceived that the
knowledge gained from M&S analyses was usually not
critical to their operations and that the benefit-to-cost
ratio was small compared to other manufacturing
technology investments.

Several factors are changing this picture. The explosion of low-cost, high-performance desktop computing
power, coupled with growth of easier-to-use, more
capable applications, is greatly enhancing the costeffectiveness and value of M&S systems. Although
many problems remain to be solved to achieve seamless integration between CAD systems and analytical
tools, interaction between CAD and M&S systems has
improved considerably.
The cost of NOT performing relevant analyses is fre-

quently ignored. New products and processes can be
3. M&S Is Rule, Not Exception – M&S techdesigned without using modeling and simulation; we
nology will evolve from a specialized, aphave operated in that mode for years. However, if
plication-specific tool to a ubiquitous caone considers the costs of reengineering a product and
pability that pervades all functions of the
its manufacturing processes using traditional “trial and
manufacturing enterprise. Executives,
error” practices, the benefit-to-cost ratio of M&S tools
that can optimize products and processes before promanagers, supervisors, and manufacturing
duction is potentially very large. M&S can also reduce
staff will interact with the manufacturing
the time it takes to get new products to market, which
enterprise through a user-friendly virtual
accelerates return on investment and growth of marinterface on their desktop PC to a living
ket share.
enterprise model that links them to realtime information about all of the operations,
activities, and processes relevant to their jobs. Proliferation of high-fidelity, generic product and process models, coupled with intelligent software for creation and tuning of models and simulations, will make M&S tools inexpensive and easy to use.

4. Intelligent Design & Analysis Advisors – Product and process developers will tremendously increase the productivity, speed, and quality of their work with aid of intelligent
software-based advisors that assist in every step of the product realization cycle. These
advisors will draw on an ever-expending knowledge base of scientific principles and captured experience (lessons learned) to help designers work around obstacles, avoid false
starts, and optimize their work product at every stage of its evolution.
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5. M&S as Real-Time Enterprise Controller – As modeling and simulation become pervasive, manufacturers will be able to build a real-time, accurate simulation model of the entire enterprise, including all of its products, processes, resources, assets, constraints, and
requirements. In its ultimate form, the living enterprise model will be the control interface
for all enterprise operations, monitoring real-time performance and status of every operation. Managers will interface with the enterprise model to evaluate performance, identify
issues and concerns, and assess outcomes of contemplated actions, ensuring that enterprise
performance is continuously optimized in response to changing requirements.
6. Smart, Self-Learning Models – Next-generation models and simulations will “understand” their own needs, goals, and requirements, and will interact with other models – and
the enterprise knowledge bases – to continuously improve their depth, fidelity, and performance. Product models, for example, will be “smart” enough to optimize themselves
for producibility, maintainability, and similar attributes based on real-time access to information on factors such as availability of components and raw materials, shop capacity, and
individual equipment and unit operation capabilities and workloads.
7. Open, Shared Repositories & Validation Centers – The creation of science-based models
and simulations for widely used materials and processes will give rise to the establishment
of national and international libraries of validated models and simulations that can be
shared by many manufacturers across different sectors. This will drastically reduce a
manufacturer’s cost and time in developing models and simulations to support critical
business requirements. Open access to common process and product models and M&S
tools will also enable rapid integration of new partners and supply chain members to pursue new business opportunities.
8. Integrated, Robust Product & Process Models Supporting All Domains & Applications –
M&S will move from the product and process domains to support all facets of the manufacturing enterprise. Product models will be robust, high-fidelity representations that capture all relevant attributes of the product, from the molecular composition of its materials
to the physics of its interactions in the manufacturing process and in its real-world use.
Manufacturing and business process models will have similar high fidelity, and all models
will be able to integrate to enable creation of “macro models” that accurately represent
end-to-end processes, collections of processes, and the total enterprise. This will enable users to accurately predict how the effects of a change will ripple throughout the enterprise,
and thus assure that all decisions are made based on a clear understanding of advantages,
disadvantages, risks, and probable outcomes.
9. Total, Seamless Model Interoperability – Future models will be transparently compatible,
able to plug-and-play via self-describing interfaces, and require no outlay of resources for
integration or tuning. Every product and process model will understand its own behavior,
its own input needs, and its own output capabilities, such that when a new element is
added to the system (e.g., a process control sensor), it will negotiate with the models of all
other elements of the system to “fit in” with no human assistance.
10. Real-Time, Interactive, Performance-Based Models – Future models and simulations will
be linked via enterprise information systems to all data they need to remain current based
on changing business considerations. Product models, for example, will be able to link to
real-time material and labor cost databases so as to provide continuous visibility of actual
product costs and be able to alert product managers when a changed parameter (e.g., increased price for a material) requires attention (e.g., a change to a lower-cost material).
Table 1.3-1 provides an overview of the M&S Nuggets and identifies supporting requirements
addressed through this document. Achievement of the Nuggets and the cross-cutting goals,
requirements, and tasks that support them will better enable manufacturing enterprises to:
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Table 1.3-1.
IMTR Nuggets for Modeling & Simulation R&D
M&S Nugget
1. Micro to Macro
Continuum Modeling

2. Science-Based Models
Integrated with Living
Knowledge/Experience
Bases
3. M&S Is Rule, Not
Exception

4. Intelligent Design &
Analysis Advisors

5. M&S as Real-Time
Enterprise Controller

Benefits of Implementation

See
Section

Supporting Requirements*

Robust, infinitely scaleable product, process, and business
models able to predict macro-level behaviors from microlevel attributes, and to accurately and quickly propagate
effects of changes at macro level down to affected micro
levels
High-precision, high-fidelity models continuously incorporating accurate data and best knowledge for accurate
simulation and confident prediction

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
Widespread use of M&S tools to support all functions in
all kinds of companies in all manufacturing industries will •
drastically reduce the cost of developing and using the
•
tools, and enable seamless operation of distributed, ex•
tended manufacturing enterprises
•
•
Automatic execution of analytical functions and design
suggestions based on best captured knowledge and expe- •
rience, shortens product/process development times and
•
prevents false starts
•
•
•
High-level enterprise model linked to all process, product, •
and business models provides instant visibility of all as•
pects of enterprise performance, enables fast, accurate
•
simulation to evaluate impacts of change
•
•
•

Continuum Modeling Capability
Functional Specifications Derivation
Integrated Life-Cycle Material Behavior Modeling
Continuum Quality Modeling

3.3.1
3.3.3
3.3.4
4.3.1.6

Information-Centric Product Model Objects
Integrated Life-Cycle Cost Modeling
Science-Based Material Modeling Knowledge Base
Analytical Systems Integration
Virtual Product/Process Planning Structure
Integrated Packaging Modeling
Quality, Test & Evaluation Certification Models
Qualitative Forecasting Tools
Performance Data Integration & Assessment
Intelligent Models
Automatic Performance Optimization
High-Fidelity, Multi-Model Analytical Applications
Contact Interface Management
Material Assessment Tools
Discontinuity Event Modeling
Direct Product Realization
Market Data Model Integration
Manufacturing Capacity/Capability Representation
Adaptive, Real-Time Process/Equipment Control Models
Enterprise Multi-Model Integration
Multi-View Factory Vision

2.3.1
2.3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.4
3.3.3
4.3.1.2
4.3.2.2
2.3.1
2.3.2
3.3.1
3.3.1
3.3.5
4.3.1.2
2.3.1
2.3.3
2.3.4
3.3.2
4.3.1.8
4.3.2.3

* This is not an all-inclusive list of all IMTR requirements that support each “nugget” capability, but rather provides a representative sample of major R&D requirements.
Many requirements and tasks also support multiple nuggets.
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Table 1.3-1.
IMTR Nuggets for Modeling & Simulation R&D (continued)
M&S Nugget

Benefits of Implementation

See
Section

Supporting Requirements*

Continuously increasing accuracy and depth of underlying • Control Program Autocreation
data and knowledge enables true continuous improve• Intelligent Material Separation Modules
ment in all model-driven applications and operations
• Plug & Play Resource Models
• Change Requirements Identification
• Embedded Process & Equipment Simulators
• Self-Assessment & Learning Tools
• Automated Reconfiguration Capability
•
Vendor-Supplied Models
7. Open, Shared Repositories Drastically reduces cost and time of developing accurate,
& Validation Centers
robust models; all users contribute to and benefit from
• Interactive Knowledge Base & Validation Methodology
refinements
• Packaging Criteria
• Materials Knowledge Base Interface
• Process Knowledge Base Interface
• Boundary Conditions Database Interface
• Plug & Play Enterprise Process Model Library
• Infrastructure Model Library
• Model Federation
8. Integrated, Robust Product Enables all disciplines to realize benefits of M&S tools,
& Process Models Support- supports real-time enterprise control through linking and
• Single Product Model Representation
ing All Domains
integration of individual product/process/business models • Plug & Play Cost Models
& Applications
to create high-fidelity enterprise “metamodel”
• Strategic Decision Modeling
• Real-Time Model Data Links
• Interoperability Methods
9. Total, Seamless Model
Infinitely composable, transparent plug & play models
Interoperability
enable instant integration of models at any level – prod• Hierarchical Models
uct, process, facility/operation, enterprise, and extended
• Multi-Source Data Integration
enterprise
• Multi-Resource Optimization
• Extended Factory Integration & Optimization
• Interoperability Methods
10. Real-Time, Interactive,
Supports real-time control of processes and operations
Performance-Based
and rapid, accurate evaluation of issues and options
• Robust Product Modeling Standards
Models
• Intelligent Models
• Generic Performance Attribute Representation
• Distributed Enterprise Assembly Planning System
6. Smart, Self-Learning
Models

3.3.2
3.3.5
4.3.1.5
4.3.1.5
4.3.2.1
4.3.2.2
4.3.2.2
2.3.1
3.3.1
3.3.4
3.3.4
3.3.4
3.3.4
4.3.1.8
4.3.2.4
2.3.1
2.3.1
2.3.3
4.3.1.1
4.3.1.1
2.3.1
2.3.1
4.3.1.5
4.3.2.1
4.3.2.1
2.3.1
2.3.1
2.3.1
2.3.2
3.3.2

* This is not an all-inclusive list of all IMTR requirements that support each “nugget” capability, but rather provides a representative sample of major R&D requirements.
Many requirements and tasks also support multiple nuggets.
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• Evaluate alternatives, options trends, and risks, based on current and accurate data, to predict – with high confidence – the results of product, process, and enterprise decision actions.
• Reduce product development time and cost by eliminating the need for physical prototypes.
• Rapidly optimize new product designs, production processes, and business operations, to
maximize efficiency and profitability while greatly reducing all forms of waste.
• Automatically run producibility, affordability, and other critical analyses in real or near-real
time, aided by intelligent decision support to ensure both products and processes are the
best they can be.
• Reduce the economical order quantity of production lot sizes, enabling “mass customization” to better meet the needs and wants of individual customers while enhancing enterprise profitability.
• Provide ubiquitous service throughout all enterprise operations, enabled by low-cost, completely interoperable tools. This will also enable easy, seamless integration of new business
relationships to pursue new opportunities.
Figure 1.3-1 illustrates how each of these attributes is supported by each of the M&S Nuggets.
As a first step towards interrelating the key findings of the three IMTR Roadmaps, we have developed a series of “nugget roadmaps” that map the nuggets for each document against all of
the goals across all three documents. Individual roadmaps for the Information Systems nuggets
are presented on the following pages.

Figure 1.3-1. Each of the M&S Nuggets makes significant contributions to improved
manufacturing enterprise performance.
Modeling & Simulation Roadmap
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Roadmap for Modeling & Simulation Nugget 1 – Micro to Macro Continuum Modeling
Mid-Term
(3-10 Years)

Near-Term
(0-3 Years)

Long-Term
(Over 10 Years)

Information
Systems
Roadmap

Modeling &
Simulation
Roadmap

Flexible, Complex Representation (2.3.1 Goal 1)
Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework (3.3.1 Goal 1)

New Materials Creation (3.3 Goal 2)

Processes &
Equipment
Roadmap

Precise, Science-Based Mat’l Transformation (4.3.1 Goal 1)

Micro
to Macro
Continuum
Modeling

One-Step Net Shaping (4.3.2 Goal 4)
Zero Hard Tooling (4.3.2 Goal 5)
Nontraditional Material Removal Technologies (4.3.3 Goal 8)

Seamless Data & Application Interoperability (2.3.1 Goal 1)

Enterprise
Integration
Roadmap

Interoperable, Hierarchical M&S Systems (2.3.2 Goal 7)
Common Reference Architectures & Frameworks (4.3.1 Goal 1)
On-Demand Access to High-Capacity Processors (4.3.2 Goal 4)

Note: Referenced Sections of the respective IMTR Roadmap documents are indicated in parentheses
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Roadmap for M&S Nugget 2 – Science-Based Models Integrated w/ Living Knowledge/Experience Bases
Mid-Term
(3-10 Years)

Near-Term
(0-3 Years)

Long-Term
(Over 10 Years)

Integrated Knowledge Repositories (2.3.1 Goal 3)

Information
Systems
Roadmap

Automated Models of Product Functions & Performance (2.3.2 Goal 3)
Info Filtering & Analysis Tech (5.3.2 Goal 2)
Real-Time Access to All Relevant Internal & External Data (5.3.2 Goal 3)
Manufacturing Knowledge Repository (5.3.3 Goal 2)
Robust Performance Modeling Environment (2.3.2 Goal 1)

Modeling &
Simulation
Roadmap

Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models (2.3.3 Goal 2)
Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability (2.3.5 Goal 1)
Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework (3.3.1 Goal 1)
Integrated Packaging Modeling (3.3.4 Goal 1)

Science-Based
Models Integ
w/ Living
Experience
Base

Integrated Mat’l Stream Modeling (3.3.5 Goal 1)
Real-Time Resource Modeling System (4.3.1.5 Goal 1)
Design for Life Cycle Support (2.3.1 Goal 1)

Processes &
Equipment
Roadmap

New Materials Creation (3.3 Goal 2)
New Production Methods for Materials (3.3 Goal 3)
Precise, Science-Based Mat’l Transformation Processes (4.3.1 Goal 1)

Enterprise
Integration
Roadmap

Integrated Prototyping Systems (2.3.2 Goal 10)
Reuse & Recycle Clearinghouses (2.3.6 Goal 1)
Cross-Functional Knowledge Representation (4.3.4 Goal 1)

Note: Referenced Sections of the respective IMTR Roadmap documents are indicated in parentheses
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Roadmap for Modeling & Simulation Nugget 3 – M&S is Rule, Not Exception
Mid-Term
(3-10 Years)

Near-Term
(0-3 Years)

Long-Term
(Over 10 Years)

Design Environments & Frameworks (2.3.1 Goal 1)

Information
Systems
Roadmap

Material Design Advisors (2.3.1 Goal 2)
Tools & Engineering Services (2.3.1 Goal 4)
Integrated Product & Process Development (3.2.1 Goal 2)
Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment (2.3.1 Goal 2)
Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models (2.3.3 Goal 2)
Total Service Modeling Environment (2.3.5 Goal 2)

Modeling &
Simulation
Roadmap

Integ Life-Cycle Matl Behavior Modeling (3.3.4 Goal 2)
Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite (3.3.5 Goal 3)

M&S is
Rule, Not
Exception

Timely, Accurate M&S for Strategic Positioning (4.3.1.1 Goal 1)
Risk Assessment & Analysis Toolset (4.3.1.3 Goal 1)
Enterprise Financial Simulation Environment (4.3.1.4 Goal 1)

Processes &
Equipment
Roadmap

Enterprise
Integration
Roadmap

Integrated Assembly (5.3 Goal 1)
Real-Time, Closed-Loop Control (6.3 Goal 2)
Integrated Packaging Design (7.3 Goal 1)

Enterprise-Wide Workflow Management (2.3.1 Goal 3)
Interoperable, Hierarchical M&S Systems (2.3.2 Goal 7)

Note: Referenced Sections of the respective IMTR Roadmap documents are indicated in parentheses
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Roadmap for Modeling & Simulation Nugget 4 – Intelligent Design & Analysis Advisors
Mid-Term
(3-10 Years)

Near-Term
(0-3 Years)
Information
Systems
Roadmap

Long-Term
(Over 10 Years)

Material Design Advisors (2.3.1 Goal 2)
Tools & Engineering Services (2.3.1 Goal 4)
Integrated Product & Process Development (3.3.1 Goal 2)
Enterprise Integration Tools (4.3.1 Goal 2)
Direct Product Model Design (2.3.1 Goal 3)
Robust Performance Modeling Environment (2.3.2 Goal 1)

Modeling &
Simulation
Roadmap

Parallel Multi-Attribute Producibility Evaluation (2.3.4 Goal 2)
Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability (2.3.5 Goal 1)

Intelligent
Design &
Analysis
Advisors

Collaborative Analytical Systems (3.3.1 Goal 2)
Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite (3.3.5 Goal 3)
Design for Life-Cycle Support (2.3.1 Goal 1)

Processes &
Equipment
Roadmap

Lean, Agile, Flexible Shaping (4.3.2 Goal 6)
Fundamental Process Understanding (4.3.4 Goal 1)
Integrated Assembly (5.3 Goal 1)
Integrated Packaging Design (7.3 Goal 1)

Enterprise
Integration
Roadmap

Standard Design Convention Advisors (2.3.2 Goal 3)
Collaborative Design Environment (2.3.2 Goal 5)
Top-Level Optimization of Product/Process/Resource (2.3.2 Goal 8)

Note: Referenced Sections of the respective IMTR Roadmap documents are indicated in parentheses
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Roadmap for Modeling & Simulation Nugget 5 – M&S as Real-Time Enterprise Controller
Mid-Term
(3-10 Years)

Near-Term
(0-3 Years)

Long-Term
(Over 10 Years)

Knowledge-Based Micro Planners (3.3.2 Goal 2)

Information
Systems
Roadmap

Dynamic Resource Allocation (3.3.2 Goal 3)
Control Around Critical Parameters (3.3.3 Goal 1)
Shop Floor Control (3.3.4 Goal 1)
Real-Time Access to All Relevant Internal & External Data (5.3.2 Goal 3)
Assembly Process Control Simulation (3.3.2 Goal 2)

Modeling &
Simulation
Roadmap

Real-Time Resource Modeling System (4.3.1.5 Goal 1)
Extended Enterprise Management System (4.3.1.8 Goal 1)
Real-Time Factory Model (4.3.2.1 Goal 1)

M&S as
Real-Time
Enterprise
Controller

Total Factory Control Model (4.3.2.3 Goal 1)
Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control (4.3.2.3 Goal 2)
Integrated Control System (2.3.3 Goal 2)
100% Availability (2.3.4 Goal 1)

Processes &
Equipment
Roadmap

Seamless Equipment & Facility Integration into Enterprise (2.3.4 Goal 2)
Flexible, Reconfigurable Distributed Enterprise Operations (2.3.4 Goal 3)
Intelligent Control Systems (2.3.5 Goal 2)
Real-Time, Closed-Loop Control (6.3 Goal 2)
Enterprise-Wide Workflow Management (2.3.1 Goal 3)

Enterprise
Integration
Roadmap

Accessible Control Information (2.3.4 Goal 2)
Integrated, Responsive Scheduling Systems (2.3.4 Goal 3)
Integrated Enterprise Logistics Mgmt System (3.3.4 Goal 5)

Note: Referenced Sections of the respective IMTR Roadmap documents are indicated in parentheses
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Roadmap for Modeling & Simulation Nugget 6 – Smart, Self-Learning Models
Mid-Term
(3-10 Years)

Near-Term
(0-3 Years)

Long-Term
(Over 10 Years)

Tools & Engineering Services (2.3.1 Goal 4)

Information
Systems
Roadmap

Associativity of All Related Product Info (2.3.2 Goal 1)
Knowledge-Based Micro Planners (3.3.2 Goal 2)
Info Filtering & Analysis Techniques (5.3.2 Goal 2)

Robust Cost Modeling (2.3.3 Goal 1)

Modeling &
Simulation
Roadmap

Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework (3.3.1 Goal 1)
Assembly Process Control Simulation (3.3.2 Goal 2)

Smart, SelfLearning
Models

Distributed Resource Management (4.3.1.5 Goal 2)
Adaptive Performance Mgt Sys (4.3.2.2 Goal 2)

Processes &
Equipment
Roadmap

Fundamental Understanding (Material Removal) (4.3.3 Goal 1)

Knowledge Capture & Dissemination (4.3.4 Goal 2)

Enterprise
Integration
Roadmap

Knowledge Life-Cycle Management Tools (4.3.4 Goal 6)

Note: Referenced Sections of the respective IMTR Roadmap documents are indicated in parentheses
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Roadmap for Modeling & Simulation Nugget 7 – Open, Shared Repositories & Validation Centers
Mid-Term
(3-10 Years)

Near-Term
(0-3 Years)

Long-Term
(Over 10 Years)

Integrated Knowledge Repositories (2.3.1 Goal 3)

Information
Systems
Roadmap

Unified Manufacturing Information Infrastructure 5.3.2 Goal 1)
Consistent Language & Structure (5.3.3 Goal 1)
Manufacturing Knowledge Repository (5.3.3 Goal 2)
Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models (2.3.3 Goal 2)

Modeling &
Simulation
Roadmap

Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework (3.3.1 Goal 1)
Zero Post-Process Certification (3.3.3 Goal 2)

Open,
Shared
Repositories
& Validation
Centers

Timely, Accurate M&S Processes for Strategic Positioning (4.3.1.1 Goal 1)
Design for Life-Cycle Support (2.3.1 Goal 1)

Processes &
Equipment
Roadmap

Precise, Science-Based Material Transformation Processes (4.3.1 Goal 1)
100% Quality Product, Right the 1st Time (4.3.2 Goal 3)
Fundamental Understanding (Material Finishing) (4.3.5 Goal 1)
Integrated Assembly (5.3 Goal 1)
Seamless Data & Application Interoperability (2.3.1 Goal 1)

Enterprise
Integration
Roadmap

Common Reference Architectures & Frameworks (4.3.1 Goal 1)
Plug & Play Software Modules (4.3.3 Goal 2)
Knowledge Capture & Dissemination (4.3.4 Goal 2)

Note: Referenced Sections of the respective IMTR Roadmap documents are indicated in parentheses
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Roadmap for M&S Nugget 8 – Integrated, Robust Product & Process Models Supporting All Domains & Apps
Mid-Term
(3-10 Years)

Near-Term
(0-3 Years)

Long-Term
(Over 10 Years)

Design Environments & Frameworks (2.3.1 Goal 1)

Information
Systems
Roadmap

Associativity of All Related Product Info (2.3.2 Goal 1)
Automated Models of Product Function & Performance (2.3.2 Goal 3)
Real-Time, Global Collaborative Product Design (2.3.3 Goal 1)
Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment (2.3.1 Goal 2)
Total Service Modeling Environment (2.3.5 Goal 2)

Modeling &
Simulation
Roadmap

Collaborative Analytical Systems (3.3.1 Goal 2)
Knowledge-Based Assembly M&S Tools (3.3.2 Goal 1)
Zero Post-Process Certification (3.3.3 Goal 2)
Integrated Material Stream Modeling (3.3.5 Goal 1)

Integrated,
Robust
Product &
Process
Models

Enterprise Financial Simulation Environment (4.3.1.4 Goal 1)
Extended Enterprise Management System (4.3.1.8 Goal 1)
Design for Life-Cycle Support (2.3.1 Goal 1)

Processes &
Equipment
Roadmap

Seamless Eqpt & Facility Integ into Enterprise (2.3.4 Goal 2)
Integrated Assembly (5.3 Goal 1)
Total Performance Data Visibility (6.3 Goal 3)
Product Realization Model Generation (2.3.1 Goal 2)

Enterprise
Integration
Roadmap

Top-Level Optimization of Product/Process/Resource (2.3.2 Goal 8)
Integ w/ Knowledge Sys (2.3.4 Goal 4)
Cross-Functional Knowledge Representation (4.3.4 Goal 1)

Note: Referenced Sections of the respective IMTR Roadmap documents are indicated in parentheses
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Roadmap for Modeling & Simulation Nugget 9 – Total, Seamless Model Interoperability
Mid-Term
(3-10 Years)

Near-Term
(0-3 Years)

Long-Term
(Over 10 Years)

Design Environments & Frameworks (2.3.1 Goal 1)
Associativity of All Related Product Info (2.3.2 Goal 1)

Information
Systems
Roadmap

Access & Multi-Format Storage (2.3.2 Goal 4)
Robust Product Representation (2.3.2 Goal 5)
Real-Time, Global Collaborative Product Design (2.3.3 Goal 1)
Integrated Product & Process Development (3.3.1 Goal 2)
Flexible, Complex Representation (2.3.1 Goal 1)

Modeling &
Simulation
Roadmap

Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment (2.3.1 Goal 2)

Total,
Seamless
Model Interoperability

Robust Cost Modeling (2.3.3 Goal 1)
Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework (3.3.1 Goal 1)

Processes &
Equipment
Roadmap

Interoperable, Hierarchical M&S Systems (2.3.2 Goal 7)

Enterprise
Integration
Roadmap

Compatible Multi-Enterprise ERP/ERM Systems (3.3.1 Goal 2)
Common Reference Architectures & Frameworks (4.3.1 Goal 1)
Interoperability Standards (4.3.3 Goal 1)

Note: Referenced Sections of the respective IMTR Roadmap documents are indicated in parentheses
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Roadmap for Modeling & Simulation Nugget 10 – Real-Time, Interactive, Performance-Based Models
Mid-Term
(3-10 Years)

Near-Term
(0-3 Years)
Information
Systems
Roadmap

Long-Term
(Over 10 Years)

Material Design Advisors (2.3.1 Goal 2)
Associativity of All Related Product Info (2.3.2 Goal 1)
Shop Floor Control (3.3.4 Goal 1)
Flexible, Complex Representation (2.3.1 Goal 1)
Robust Performance Modeling Environment (2.3.2 Goal 1)
Robust Cost Modeling (2.3.3 Goal 1)
Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability (2.3.5 Goal 1)

Modeling &
Simulation
Roadmap

Collaborative Analytical Systems (3.3.1 Goal 2)
Zero Post-Process Certification (3.3.3 Goal 2)
Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite (3.3.5 Goal 3)
Timely, Accurate M&S Processes for Strategic Positioning (4.3.1.1 Goal 1)
Real-Time Resource Modeling System (4.3.1.5 Goal 1)

Real-Time,
Interactive,
PerformanceBased
Models

Extended Enterprise Management System (4.3.1.8 Goal 1)
Real-Time Factory Model (4.3.2.1 Goal 1)
Flexible, Reconfigurable Distributed Enterprise Ops (2.3.4 Goal 3)

Processes &
Equipment
Roadmap

Intelligent Control Systems (2.3.5 Goal 2)
Assured Eqpt Repeatability/Accuracy (4.3.3 Goal 2)
Real-Time, Closed-Loop Control (6.3 Goal 2)

Enterprise
Integration
Roadmap

Collaborative Design Environment (2.3.2 Goal 5)
Real-Time Process Planning (2.3.3 Goal 3)
Accessible Control Information (2.3.4 Goal 2)

Note: Referenced Sections of the respective IMTR Roadmap documents are indicated in parentheses
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1.4 Roadmap Organization
This document is organized around the basic functions inherent to a typical manufacturing
enterprise3, in the context of modeling and simulation. These functional elements, and their
respective sub-elements, are shown in Figure 1.4-1.
In the IMTR workshops, the participants used the “goals > requirements > tasks” methodology
to develop the draft roadmaps in top-down fashion, first defining goals and then fleshing out
the supporting detail to the lowest level possible.
For each functional element, this roadmap presents four basic sections:
1) Functional Model Definition: Descriptions of the different elements (i.e., the manufacturing enterprise processes) included in the functional model.
2) Current State Assessment: A brief overview of the current state of industry art and practice for each functional element, highlighting major deficiencies, barriers to advancement,
identified needs, and some relevant ongoing R&D initiatives.
Manufacturing
Enterprise
M&S Functions

Section 2
Product M&S
Functions
Physical Representation
Performance
Cost/Affordability
Producibility
Life Cycle Requirements

Section 3

Section 4

Manufacturing
Process M&S
Functions

Enterprise M&S
Functions

Material Processing
Assembly/Disassembly/
Reassembly
Quality,Test, & Evaluation
Packaging
Remanufacture

Business Functions
Strategic Positioning
Market Assessment & Positioning
Risk Assessment & Mitigation
Financial/Cost Management
Resource Management
Quality Management
Enterprise Architecture Management
Extended Enterprise Management
Operations Functions
Resource Management
Performance Management
Factory Operations
Facility Infrastructure Management

Figure 1.4-1. The functional model for Modeling & Simulation provides
a framework for identifying R&D requirements according to specific areas of need.
3

The term “manufacturing enterprise” has come into popular use to define a manufacturing firm as more than just a single factory
location, and many variants of the term have appeared to describe different corporate relationships. In the IMTR context, the
“enterprise” is the manufacturing firm without respect to its component parts. A “distributed enterprise” is the manufacturing firm
including all of its operations, regardless of geographic separation. An “extended enterprise” is the firm plus all of its suppliers and
partners, including partnerships of convenience that may be formed for specific purposes under formal or informal arrangements. The
term “supply chain” is also used to specifically refer to the manufacturing firm and the tiers of subcontractors and suppliers who
provide products, materials, services expertise, or other assets that enable the manufacturing firm to create, deliver, and support its
products and services. The supply chain concept has also been modified with descriptors such as “value chain,” to extend the
concept beyond the traditional view of suppliers simply delivering parts and materials, and “value webs,” which recognize that the
supply chain is more than just a vertical relationship of multiple tiers of subcontractors and suppliers supporting one prime contractor.
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3) Future State Vision, Goals, & Requirements: A conceptual view of the future state of the
manufacturing enterprise relative to each functional element, and goals and requirements
to achieve that vision (a framework for recommended R&D activities)
4) Roadmap: A high-level milestone plan that maps the future-state goals and requirements
over time in a framework intended to support research, development, validation, and implementation plans.
The Future State Vision, Goals, and Requirements sections lay out a top-level “statement of
work” to achieve their respective future visions. As indicated in Figure 1.4-2, the Goal statements describe the functionalities or capabilities that must be achieved to fulfill the vision, the
Requirement statements define the work that must be done, and the Task statements provide a
lower-level breakout of major activities that support their requirements. Significant input for
these requirements was developed using Internet-based surveys of the manufacturing technology community. (See Appendix C.) In some areas, the work that needs to be done to fulfill the
vision is defined only down to the Goal or requirement level. It is expected that organizations
who seek to work toward specific goals will work together to establish the detailed R&D plans
for their accomplishment.
It is important to note that the milestone plans are not intended to provide a definitive, stepwise project plan for every goal. Rather, they are to identify major R&D tasks that should be
done, based on the recommendations of the IMTR workshop team and contributing reviewers.
The timeframes in the plans represent a collective consensus on reasonable spans of effort. It is
expected that projects organized around the IMTR objectives will define detailed statements of
work and task plans consistent with sponsor requirements, and it is the IMTR team’s intent to
update the baseline roadmap to reflect progress of specific implementation efforts.
It is also important to note that much work is already underway in many of the technology areas identified in the IMTR Roadmaps. In some cases, the ongoing work may map very closely
to the IMTR requirements, and may merely require extension or acceleration to implement the
desired capability consistent with the IMTR vision of totally integrated, plug-and-play enterprises. In other areas, companies and research institutions are already developing or piloting
point solutions that meet IMTR-relevant requirements within the context of their own needs. In
these instances, our goal is to see these solutions adapted and enhanced as required to support
the IMTR concept of seamless plug-and-play functionality.
In all cases, the R&D projects defined in the IMTR roadmaps culminate with a validated tool or
capability either ready for widespread commercial implementation, or implemented to the
point of significant use (standard practice) among multiple major manufacturers.

Goal: A basic capability
to be developed to support the future vision

{

Requirement: A specific
R&D effort required to
achieve the goal

• Goal 1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework – Provide a broad-based
framework to provide validated, interoperable material models that serve many
process applications. This framework must consist of open, shared models for a
wide range of materials and enable tailoring with proprietary extensions for specific
applications.
– Science-Based Material Modeling Knowledge Base – Establish a “body of
knowledge” to provide a foundation for more accurate and cost-effective material
modeling and simulation applications. (Specific knowledge bases needed to
support this requirement are identified in the IMTR Roadmap for Information
Systems, Section 2.3.1, Databases/Libraries, and Knowledge Repositories.)

{

Task: A specific action
that must be taken to
meet the requirement

{

* Standard Information Representation Framework– Establish a standard
framework for representing material properties and characteristics data in plug
& play models.

Figure 1.4-2. The roadmapping process identifies top-level goals to be achieved,
requirements to support the goals, and tasks to accomplish the requirements.
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2.0 PRODUCT MODELING & SIMULATION
FUNCTIONS
Manufacturing
Enterprise
M&S Functions

Product M&S
Functions

Manufacturing
Process M&S
Functions

Enterprise M&S
Functions
M&S98-02

2.1 Functional Model Definition for Product Modeling & Simulation
The product-related modeling and simulation activities of a manufacturing enterprise can be
functionally divided into five elements for assessment and planning purposes:
Physical
Representation
Performance

Cost/Affordability
Producibility
Life Cycle
Considerations

⇒ Includes the conceptualization, creation, capture, preservation, and depiction of the product and its associated features based on defined requirements, needs, desires, and goals.
⇒ Includes all performance attributes of the product, including size, weight,
strength, material properties, operating environmental limits, reliability,
availability, maintainability, supportability, interoperability, and similar
features.
⇒ Includes determination of product cost and associated affordability tradeoffs with various price and performance factors.
⇒ Includes determination and optimization of product manufacturability aspects such as material selection, part and feature complexity, tolerances,
assembly interfaces, process options, and similar factors.
⇒ Includes specific performance factors related to overall product life cycle
attributes, including sparing, repairability, replaceability, and transportability, and environmental requirements such as recyclability, reusability,
and disposability.

Each of these elements is intimately tied to the overall process of product design. Since product
design is, at its heart, the creation, manipulation, and application of information to drive the
physical processes of manufacturing, product design as a function is addressed in the IMTR
Roadmap for Information Systems (specifically, Section 3 of that document). This roadmap, for
Modeling & Simulation, addresses specific aspects of the product design process from a modeling and simulation perspective.

2.2 Current State Assessment for Product Modeling & Simulation
In progressive companies where concurrent engineering and integrated product/process development (IPPD) are rapidly becoming the way of doing business, the results have been impressive. Time to market is being reduced by orders of magnitude, costs of development and
non-value-added activities are being slashed, and initial product (first article) quality is increasing dramatically. Despite these advances, however, IPPD is not yet supported by the rich toolset required to reach its full potential. Even the leading practitioners are limited by the capabiliModeling & Simulation Roadmap
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ties of available tools, and the few integrated toolsets that are available, do not fully support
emerging IPPD philosophies. Progress is being made: 2-D and 3-D CAD systems are continuing to evolve with increasingly better fidelity of design data, more robust abilities to output the
data needed to drive manufacturing processes, and improved capabilities to evaluate more than
just the physical configuration of the product.
Modeling techniques such as quality function deployment (QFD) are enabling crossdisciplinary teams to compare and contrast customer needs and wants in a structured way
against design and manufacturing options – and business drivers – to help optimize the total
product strategy very early in the process.4 QFD is still largely a paper-based modeling tool
that uses highly subjective measures, but it points the way for future tools that will bring
greater rigor to these kinds of modeling applications.
Improvement and expanded use of product modeling and simulation tools is hampered by several issues that are true for all M&S domains:
• Models and simulations are expensive and time-consuming to build and validate, since they
are typically created from scratch for a very specific purpose.
• Creation and use of models and simulations requires sophisticated technical skills and extensive application-specific training and practice.
• Models with any substantive value are not openly shared, but rather are protected as proprietary assets.
• Since most models and simulations are developed and applied exclusively for problemsolving, the majority of manufacturers do not have a good basis for making cost/benefits
decisions about enterprise-wide use of M&S tools and techniques.
• Most models and simulations (and most M&S tools) are not interoperable.
Current tools for modeling and simulating physical products are limited in their ability to fully
characterize all of the attributes of the product. The term “product model” is almost a misnomer, because even the most robust models today are little more than a geometric representation
coupled with limited product definition and manufacturing information. Thorough modeling
of a complex product today requires the creation of multiple models of different types, none of
which work together.
Computational complexity and time constraints prevent simulation tools from providing adequate and timely decision-making support in the product design process. There is little knowledge of the underlying physics of most materials and transformation processes, very little ability to capture and reuse knowledge about a product, and few tools or methods (other than
QFD) that enable product designers to take organizational, social, or other nonphysical factors
into account. Modeling the physical representation, performance, cost/affordability, producibility, and life-cycle features of a product demands robust capabilities to capture, transform,
translate, and exchange knowledge and data.
Lack of standards is a major concern in all M&S applications. Compatibility in product data
exchange, standard representation of product and process, compatibility of M&S systems with
process information systems, scaleability between micro and macro levels, all must be addressed as we move to the next level of cost-effective, accurate simulation. STEP is a major factor in this migration. Constraints and features are now represented in STEP standards, but incorporation in commercial tools is in its infancy. There is little incentive for technology
suppliers to model assemblies because the multiplicity of incompatible systems limits the scope
of utility and cost-effectiveness.
4

For more about the Quality Function Deployment methodology, see the Harvard Business Review, May-June 1998, pages 63-73.
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Many examples of M&S cost savings in product and process design do exist. The continuous
processing industry – particularly large manufacturers such as Dow Chemical – has made modeling and simulation an integral part of its product and process design operations for many
years, and has reaped the benefits of very high product quality and “right the first time” process facilitization. In the aerospace and automotive industries, high-profile products such as the
Boeing 777 and the Dodge Viper (see page 1-3) have demonstrated the large cost and time savings achievable with all-digital, model-based design and manufacturing. The semiconductor
industry is a good example of modeling and simulation as “the way” to move from concept to
manufactured product. This sector has done a superb job of defining needs and developing
tools and technologies that directly support those needs. The job is not complete, but a good
benchmark does exist.
Neural networks5 have also brought accurate and cost-effective solutions to bounded applications, and genetic algorithms6 are showing revolutionary promise in a number of areas. A good
example of a useful genetic algorithm-based tool is a transportation routing system developed
by Westinghouse which models the management of perishable goods to assure their safe and
spoil-free arrival. Knowledge-based systems are coming into their own and, coupled with good
M&S capability, automated advisors are helping designers make better decisions. Fast computing on the desktop and automation of highly complex processing techniques (e.g., creation of
finite element meshes) are revolutionizing the modeling and simulation world.
Federal facilities are likewise leveraging leading-edge technologies to design, develop, and test
products entirely in the virtual realm. In November 1998, the DOE Kansas City Plant (KCP) cut
the ribbon on its new “Heartland Supercomputer,” a massively parallel processing system
which will be the centerpiece of KCP’s virtual design and manufacturing operations. With the
new system, KCP engineers will be able to analyze product designs in collaboration with DOE's
national laboratories; minimize variations that occur in processes such as welding, bonding,
and encapsulation; and simulate complex interactions between electrical and mechanical components of an assembly.

2.2.1 Physical Representation
Modeling of physical objects is the most common and well-developed application of computer
modeling technology. The emergence and growth of 3-D CAD and manufacturing engineering
systems in the 1980s gave product developers powerful tools for creation, evaluation, and refinement of prototype designs, greatly reducing the time required to create specifications and
drawings for handoff to manufacturing. In the aerospace and electronics industries, a number
of specialized tools and systems have evolved to enable direct output of manufacturing data
(e.g., numerical control programs) to drive actual manufacturing process equipment. The
maturation of electron beam lithography systems, coupled with 3-D CAD systems, now enables
creation of complex unitary physical shapes directly from a 3-D electronic model. These “rapid
prototyping” systems provide very high fidelity of form and fit, and enable creation of physical
prototypes that would otherwise require the services of an entire machining shop.
However, the ability of current M&S tools to physically represent a product in models or simulations is inadequate to support the integration and application of transformations from design
features (physical and non-physical attributes) to manufacturing features, or to simplify or
modify the models to meet the needs of users other than M&S experts. Solid models are primarily limited to display of nominal shape and capture of geometric specifications, and joining
features are represented with only limited fidelity, if at all.
5

Neural nets: A method for analyzing large amounts of data to create “convergence” (define common trends and reach conclusions)
faster than conventional methods. The methodology is based on the biological model of the neurons of the human brain.
6
Genetic algorithms: A method for representing knowledge in decision support tools, based on the analogy of DNA and Darwinian
“natural selection.” In simple terms, a decision process involves “chains” of options from a limited set (as in the four basic compounds of DNA) and can decompose complex decisions into strings of selection of best options. Although the discussion seems
complex, the methodology greatly reduces time and provides a systematic approach for automated decision support.
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Many problems are caused by the ability of modeling systems to create mathematical shapes
that can’t be manufactured. Product model interfaces are also limited in dealing with nongeometric issues such as environmental considerations and materials of composition. Current
modeling applications are unable to represent the different states of a product throughout its
life cycle, such as “green” or preform, or to support creation of a synthesized component model
based on a specific process. Multipurpose material models are available for some homogeneous
materials, but not for complex or non-homogeneous materials (e.g., multilayer composite structures, liquid mixtures with multiple chemical constituents or entrained particulates).
Current-generation product models are not robust. That is, they are unable to capture knowledge about the product beyond much more than simple geometry and materials of construction. Today’s solid modeling languages do not relate to product functionality, which limits
their ability to capture design intent. The physical representation of the product is performed
through symbology in many domains (e.g., gases or liquids are represented symbolically with
an engineering note). Capture of product updates is based on product model version control.
It is also true, particularly in the chemicals industry, that very detailed, high-fidelity models are
created during the product design stage to help engineer the process chemistry, then left to collect dust in the lab when the process is implemented for production.
There is limited ability to use models in one domain that were created in a different domain,
and product data exchange is still in its infancy in many industries. Most models are currently
preserved only in hardcopy form. Some modeling is beginning to be archived electronically.
Modeling in the current state requires multiple models for each domain, and linkages and associativity between the models are virtually nonexistent.
One of the most vexing barriers in this area is the complexity of simulation tools. Their very
high computational demands, long turnaround times, and high operator skill needs dictate that
their application is almost exclusively limited to troubleshooting of cost-critical problems.

2.2.2 Performance
Current modeling systems for physical components address size, weight, materials of construction, and similar factors, but product performance modeling is limited in most industries. Specialized applications (e.g., finite element analysis tools) are used to custom-build mathematical
models to evaluate performance in different operational regimes of temperature, pressure,
stress, and similar factors. Functional performance modeling of electrical circuitry, which relies
on a large base of validated component models and a handful of popular simulation codes
(SPICE, etc.), are very well developed compared to that for mechanical systems.
However, performance modeling systems in both domains are inadequate to support the transformations between design features and manufacturing features – i.e., how characteristics at the
micro level relate to behavior at the macro level – in the context of how the product will behave
in the real world.
Current-generation operational analysis simulations use Monte Carlo techniques to predict how
a weapon system will perform with different attributes in different battlefield scenarios. However, these simulations do not use a complete and accurate model of the system, but rather a
few defined performance parameters such as range, speed, accuracy, and lethality. Making
non-financial “affordability” tradeoffs of multiple performance attributes (e.g., to balance the
need for low weight against the need for long range, which dictates a large, heavy fuel load) is
more art than science, and driven almost exclusively by a customer’s “must” requirements.
Little capability exists to model and simulate complex interactions outside of highly specialized
aerospace and defense applications. Simulation codes are used extensively for specialized
needs such as aerodynamic (e.g., for airframes and aerostructures) and hydrodynamic (e.g.,
submarine hulls and control surfaces) performance evaluation, but these applications require
expert operators and huge amounts of high-speed computing power, and certainly do not proModeling & Simulation Roadmap
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vide the confidence to do away with traditional engineering practices such as wind-tunnel testing of scaled physical prototypes.
Existing performance modeling applications are not adequate to support capture of the full
range of knowledge about the product, the process of product design, or the processes required
to produce the product. Such applications also have only limited capabilities to link and associate related models from different domains.
The fundamental physics of actual product and material characteristics are not understood in
most domains. Product performance modeling offers only a few tools that can analyze a product in the context of its actual use, to help optimize designs for ease of use, maintenance, repair,
or final disposition (e.g., recycling). Physical interface interactions such as braze joints are difficult to model and there is very little correlation between failures on a microscopic scale and a
macroscopic scale. There is little capability to model the interaction of multiple dependencies
for complex products, particularly chemicals (e.g., multiple drugs).

2.2.3 Cost/Affordability
Accurate cost models are difficult to create, due largely to poor traceability between estimated
and actual costs – and due to limited understanding of the cost interdependencies of product
constituents and the different processes used to create the product. Cost models are traditionally developed in “bottoms up” fashion by estimating design and manufacturing costs for individual components, materials, and their assembly, test, packaging, and handling (plus overhead), then “scrubbing” the results to arrive at a set of numbers that management feels are
appropriate. Opportunities for reducing the costs of individual items or processes are generally
pursued only for the most expensive elements, or where affordability or competitiveness problems are perceived.
There are no good M&S tools for estimating costs for conceptual designs or determining to
what extent a given design is affordable, unless there are very close parallels with an existing
product for which costs are well known. Complex products such as a new military aircraft, or
the Space Station as a good example, typically end up costing two to three times their initial estimates, regardless of the level of detail and rigor in those initial estimates.
Other flaws in traditional cost modeling processes include:
• Few cost models take into account all possible cost factors, or enable the cost impacts of
changes in any one area to be accurately reflected in other areas.
• Estimates are based largely on experience and intuition, and “top-down” estimating (establishing a target cost and then determining how to achieve it) is often the only way to bring a
product to market with acceptable profit margins.
• Cost estimates from partners, suppliers, and vendors are problematic for all but simplest
kinds of work, largely because the underlying assumptions are based on a limited set of
specific conditions, which inevitably change.
Life-cycle costs are often given only passing consideration in the costing process, and in most
cases are not well enough understood – especially for complex products – to create accurate lifecycle cost models with sufficient validity to enable confident predictions. For example, although reliability data about delivered products is often gathered to forecast maintenance and
repair requirements, these data are rarely linked back to the product design to help enhance the
product and refine the original cost model. Some companies use proprietary models – mostly
spreadsheets – to create life-cycle cost estimates that incorporate the costs of spare parts, consumables, repairs, and maintenance, but these tools are limited in their accuracy and utility.
Accurate modeling of product and process costs cannot be achieved without a valid modeling
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architecture and tools for consistent, accurate representation of costs and cost relationships in
all enterprise functions and product life-cycle phases.
Other barriers to accurate life-cycle cost modeling include:
• Few models of manufacturing resources (i.e., factory models, machine models) exist.
• Engineering and business perspectives of cost are different and lead to an inconsistent view
of product cost within the enterprise.
• Inability to adequately model customer requirements and satisfaction criteria hinders the
enterprise’s ability to make optimum decisions regarding product design tradeoffs.
• There is little understanding of the relationships between product features and manufacturing costs.
• Costing of components and assemblies is done largely in isolation, not from a “total systems” view, which can cause a small component to drive up life-cycle costs for the total
product.
• Existing cost models are not optimized or integrated.
• No tools exist to create metamodels7 that integrate multiple cost models across related
products and processes.
• Little ability exists to adequately predict and define the costs impacts of post-manufacture
support requirements and optimize designs based on an integrated set of cost and resource
models.

2.2.4 Producibility
Producibility of a product has traditionally been a secondary consideration in product design,
addressed only after basic product functionality and performance are tuned to the designer’s
satisfaction. An excellent example of this is the Value Engineering change proposal (VECP)
process, where a government contractor may suggest producibility enhancements to a product
that is already in production, and share in the resulting cost savings. This actually incentivizes
contractors to get serious about producibility only after a design is frozen, when they can realize additional revenue that otherwise would not have been accrued had the product been properly optimized for manufacture in the first place.
Although increasing competition and cost-consciousness have made producibility an increasingly important factor early in the design phase, only recently have designers been able to apply M&S tools to this facet of the process. Increasingly sophisticated 3-D modeling tools are
enabling designers – and manufacturing process engineers – to see how complex parts fit together and to modify problematic designs to make them easier to fabricate and assemble. Coupled with improved capabilities to manufacture complex shapes, exotic materials, and chemical
formulations, designers are increasingly able to attack traditional producibility barriers such as
parts count, fastener complexity, curing/annealing schemes, and ease of assembly.
Perhaps the greatest advances in producibility engineering have not been provided by new
tools, but by new ways of doing work. Concurrent engineering and integrated product/process
engineering (IPPD) disciplines bring product designers and process designers together as
members of an integrated team, ensuring that a product benefits from the expertise of all do7

In the “metamodel” concept, many detail-level or micro models of different types can be quickly and easily composed to create
macro models that reflect the attributes and behaviors of the whole system as well as those of the constituent parts. As an example,
detailed models of the individual processes and equipment that comprise a factory can be composed to create a macro factory model.
Tuning of the factory model automatically propagates appropriate changes in individual micro models, thus keeping every process in
continuous tune with every other process.
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mains at each step of the product realization process. Still, outside of leading-edge applications
by the most forward-looking practitioners, optimizing a product for producibility still depends
largely on trial-and-error manufacturing: build one, decide what could be done better, change
the design of the product or the process, and build another one to see how the new approach
works.
Despite recent advances, there are no truly robust M&S tools for evaluating and optimizing
producibility in a systematic fashion. There is little fundamental understanding of the physical
phenomena related to producibility, and human experience and intuition – and a few rules of
thumb – remain the most valuable tools for judging producibility concerns and making good
decisions.
Although dynamic modeling of a part or an item of material in the production process can be
done, such simulations have very low fidelity, other than for modeling the flow of material
through the factory or the interaction of a specific part or material with a specific piece of process equipment. Existing product models do not relate geometric and non-geometric tolerances,
or have sufficient depth, accuracy, or flexibility to be imported directly into process models for
evaluation of interactions at the micro or macro levels.

2.2.5 Life Cycle Requirements
Many factors, including environmental regulations, product liability, and support (training,
maintenance, repair, sparing, etc.) drive the design of a product and the processes for its manufacture. Unfortunately, there are few tools to provide feedback (especially automated feedback)
from point of use to the product design function. This creates long timelines to pass information back to designers to influence subsequent designs. The detailed information designers
need to model and evaluate attributes such as field supportability, effectiveness of training, and
environmental suitability is rarely available. Even when such data exists, there are few or no
decision-making M&S tools available to help designers use the data to guide the design of
products and processes to optimize their life-cycle performance.

2.3 Future State Vision, Goals, & Requirements for Product Modeling
& Simulation
Future manufacturing enterprises will have seamlessly interoperable, easy-to-use modeling and
simulation capabilities that allow them to efficiently engineer totally optimized products that
satisfy customers’ needs and desires. Accurate, complete information about products and processes will be accessible throughout the enterprise, regardless of geographic separation. In turn,
product models will be ‘living” entities that understand what enterprise data influences their
“existence,” and will respond appropriately when changes in the enterprise dataspace affect
them (such as a change in the price of a part or material used in the product). Product models
will thus have perfect fidelity, and contain or transparently link to all data needed to drive
manufacturing, support, and other downstream processes. Product models will be virtual
building blocks, stored as objects and associated features, enabling high-speed automated integration of complex designs drawing on knowledge bases of validated material and component
designs. Product models will thus be seamlessly sharable and exchangeable between and
among different manufacturers and suppliers.
Product modeling and simulation applications will be easy to use with little formal training,
and embedded advisor utilities will provide guidance and training tailored to each user’s
unique needs, knowledge, and skills. These advisors will have direct access to the enterprise’s
knowledge resources (including model repositories), both internal and external, and will be
able to provide recommendations or actual model modules based on initial design parameters
and the designer’s plain-language requests or queries.
“Break-the-mold wins” for product M&S technology to achieve this vision include:
Modeling & Simulation Roadmap
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• Advancing object-based and feature-based data management technology to enable applications to manage product data “intelligently.”
• Product models will contain all the data needed to support all required modeling and simulation of their performance attributes, at both the micro and macro levels.
• All product models will “know” their own product life cycle, performance characteristics,
cost of realization, and other attributes, providing a “superset of behaviors” that enable the
greatest possible optimization of their design.
• The product data objects and features used to compose models will all hook together in
plug-and-play fashion, enabling creation of metamodels that extend from the total product
representation down to the lowest level of the product definition – even down to the molecular constituent level.
• The systems that manage the product models will be intelligent. Required manipulation
and analysis will be done in the background, transparent to the user, in real or near-real
time, greatly reducing the time and cost of computation.
Table 2.3-1 provides a summary-level view of where we are today and where we expect to be in
the next 15 years.

2.3.1 Physical Representation
Vision: Seamlessly integrated, infinitely
scaleable building blocks for perfect products

Quest for the Supermodel:
Federation is Key to Quantum Leap
An important issue in modeling and simulation is how
to link models developed for different purposes, or by
different organizations, so that the combined models
can be used to simulate larger applications. This
combining of models is often referred to as “model
federation.”

In the future state, product models will no
longer be simple physical representations coupled to a database of dimensions and other
physical attributes. The future product model
will be a complete virtual product, containing
and linking to all information related to its
manufacture, performance, use, and life-cycle
support. Reusable, scaleable (both spatially
and temporally), self-populating models will
be the standard tool of product engineering
and manufacture. A model will itself determine what it needs to fulfill the designer’s requests and automatically retrieve information
and perform necessary data manipulation and
analysis, enabling designers to focus purely on
the product innovation and optimization process.

A good example of model federation is in the area of
battlefield simulation, in which terrain, weather,
weapon systems, and tactical models are combined to
evaluate the effect of interactions in each of the models on the outcome of the hypothetical battle or the
performance of different weapons working together.
A similar need exists to combine various product, material, process, and operational models to simulate
manufacturing enterprises. There is also a need to link
models in a hierarchical manner so they provide consistent views of a product or manufacturing operation
at differing levels of abstraction or life cycle stages –
so that a manager or a product designer can quickly
see the right view of the product or process that they
need to make decisions. For example, product “supermodels” that integrate separate models of physical
representation, constituent material, manufacturing
process, and quality certification requirements would
be extremely useful.

Future product models will be populated with
or transparently linked to all relevant information describing the product, and have neutral
design representation or robust application
programming interfaces (APIs) that ensure
their ability to interface with other models, applications, and data sources. Product models
will also integrate macro- and micro-scale
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dramatically reduce the cost of modeling and simulation by enabling reuse of existing models and by making it easy to create higher-level representations.
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Table 2.3-1.
State Map for Product Modeling & Simulation Functions
Function
Physical
Representation
(Section 2.3.1)

Current State of Practice
• Solid models of nominal shapes
• Creation of models that are not physically
realizable
• Little ability to accurately model complex
interfaces
• Many attributes represented by symbols &
notes
• Limited ability to translate design to physical prototype or actual product

Performance
(Section 2.3.2)

• Modeling of electrical performance more
advanced than mechanical performance
• Very high cost & complexity

Current State of Art

IMTR 2015 Vision
(Major Goals)

• Unable to capture design intent or product functionality

• Models that incorporate macro& micro-level info

• Object-oriented models containing all
product info

• Limited product data exchange or linking
of different domain models

• Generic virtual “backplanes” for
creation of plug-&-play models &
simulations

• Complete interoperability between
physical models

• Complex tools requiring high skill & long
processing times
• Multipurpose models for some homogeneous materials
• Highly specialized applications with
tremendous & complex computational
demands
• Unable to support or link multiple user
perspectives
• Poor understanding of underlying physics

Cost/
Affordability
(Section 2.3.3)

Expected 2005 State
(Major Goals)

• Bottoms-up cost modeling from component
level

• Specialized tools tailorable to similar
processes with many variables

• Custom cost models or generic tools (e.g.,
spreadsheet apps or database-driven simulations)

• Difficulty modeling true product or process costs due to low fidelity of life-cycle
models and data

• Models that link process & enterprise features into product models

• Direct linkage to virtual & physical
prototyping systems
• Collaborative modeling & simulation
using integrated environments

• Performance design advisors

• Multivariate performance analysis

• Fast background simulation

• Automatic performance optimization

• Performance modeling & assessment • Linkages to many user types
tools plug-compatible with design
systems
• Cost data available on commodities
& downstream life-cycle costs

• Performance-based cost modeling

• Models of internal & external manufacturing capabilities

• Producibility alternatives automatically
modeled during all development
phases

• Enterprise-wide cost models

• No linkage to actual, real-time data

Producibility
(Section 2.3.4)

Life Cycle
Considerations
(Section 2.3.5)

• Limited capability to capture knowledge in
this area

• A few highly complex tools requiring
skilled users

• Limited to assessment based on parts count, • Lengthy simulation times limit number of
number of part surfaces, or known chemisalternatives
try
• Lack fundamental understanding of
• No tools or methods for assessing nonphysical phenomena of producibility
physical factors

• Autonomous agents to track producibility-related changes for products

• Little or no modeling & simulation of life
cycle issues

• Environmental & support analytical
modules included in or interfaced to
product M&S applications

• Limited modeling of environmental attributes (e.g., product “greenness”)
• Some modeling of product support costs

• Producibility models interoperate with
other technical & business models

• All life-cycle considerations included
in product models, such as recycling,
disassembly & disposal

Note 1: There is a wide gap between “state of practice” and “state of art” for product M&S capabilities among different industries and companies. A number of the attributes of the “Expected 2005
State” and the “IMTR 2015 Vision” are already emerging among leading practitioners; however, from the IMTR perspective these capabilities will not be considered mature until they are in wide use
among more than a handful of companies, and meet the test of total plug & play compatibility and robust functionality to serve any industry.
Note 2: The timeframes given for various capabilities reflect application of “reasonable” R&D resources toward their attainment. The timelines for most capabilities shown could be significantly
shortened through creation of focused R&D efforts with adequate funding.
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views, enabling designers to optimize product designs all the way down to the constituent material level.
Designers will be able to “run” candidate designs through virtual factories, virtual manufacturing processes, and virtual point-of-use environments to evaluate and optimize producibility
and quality attributes, and exercise designs in a real-world simulation environ-ment to evaluate
functionality and support requirements (reliability, maintainability, etc.). They will be able to
run these simulations in the background at extremely high speed, to quickly arrive at optimum
design solutions, and also will have the ability to visually “zoom in” to examine any detail from
any aspect. More importantly, product and process models will be valid at any scale, retaining
their integrity at both the micro and macro levels regardless of the transformations that naturally occur when a model is translated to real-world application.
Future product models will provide the exacting fidelity and depth to directly drive the manufacture of the actual product, enabling creation of “net products” (see the IMTR Roadmap for
Manufacturing Processes & Equipment, Section 3.3.4) directly from the designer’s workstation.
No physical prototyping will be required, because the product will be totally optimized and
validated in the virtual design environment.

Goals & Requirements for Physical Representation
Section 2.3.1 of the IMTR Roadmap for Information Systems defines goals and requirements to develop unified design environments and frameworks that support the IMTR vision of truly integrated product/process development capabilities that support all manufacturing. Modeling
and simulation capabilities are key to making these design environments a reality, and in this
section we identify M&S-specific requirements to support the product design vision and goals
defined in the Information Systems roadmap.
• Goal 1: Flexible, Complex Representation – Provide product model representation technologies that enable capture and representation of all product design attributes in a single
model that enables multiple customizable views as desired by different types of users.
– Model Federation – Develop procedures and standards that enable product models to be
built by integrating physical representation models with material, process, and quality
certification models to yield a complete, federated simulation model.
– Single Product Model Representation – Develop technologies and standards enabling
creation of a single mathematical product model that allows all modeling tools to work
with the model through user interfaces.
* Design Intent Capture – Develop modeling techniques that completely capture design
intent in the product model and enable visual representation and clear understanding
of design intent factors.
* Integrated Functional/Performance Modeling – Extend modeling and representation
systems to provide capability for creation of complete functional/performance models.
* Multi-Sensory Design Representation – Develop standards and methods for model
representation which incorporate tactile and other useful sensory perception attributes
of the product.
– Interoperability Methods – Develop methods for ensuring interoperability of product
modeling systems through neutral design representation and seamless application programming interfaces (APIs), without translators.
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* Seamless Model Access – Develop modeling standards and interface protocols for
enabling product design models to be seamlessly accessible to and useable by all users, including shop floor production functions.
* Reusable Generic Product Models – Develop basic, tailorable models that are useable
by anyone.
* Nongeometric Model Extensions – Extend the generic models to include physical
considerations and representations other than geometrical features.
* Multi-Scalar Model Scaling & Integration Framework – Develop a framework that
allows modeling from atomic to macro scale that integrates all necessary functions to
create product.
– Hierarchical Models – Develop techniques for creating models that can be expanded or
collapsed to increase or decrease the amount of detail and level of assembly as appropriate for a particular simulation need, while maintaining consistency of data between levels.
• Goal 2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment – Provide a uniform
standard modeling environment for integration of complex product models using components and designs from multiple companies, where any model is completely interoperable
and plug-compatible with any other model.
– Robust Product Modeling Standards – Develop a modeling structure and definition to
support a modeling approach that includes: a product performance requirements survey,
a method to identify models necessary to fulfill requirements, a common reference language for different models, robust enterprise representation models, and methods to
move data among the models.
– Information-Centric Product Model Objects – Develop capability to create product
model “objects” populated with all relevant information describing the product.
* Continuous Static Representation – Develop capability to create models which use
STEP8 continuous static representation.
* Composable Single Object Models – Develop capability to create single object models that can be combined quickly and transparently, without manual adjustment, to
build complex product designs up from the material and component levels.
* Interactive Product Model Objects – Develop capability to create models that understand their own attributes and can interact with other model objects to understand the
resulting superset of attributes and behaviors.
* Plug & Play Model Interface – Develop an engineering “container” – the computer
model equivalent of a plug & play backplane.
* Simulation Data Hooks – Develop techniques for making simulation factors, elements, requirements and other data inputs readily available and seamlessly integrable
into product models.
* Complex Object Representations – Develop capability to create object representations
for product, process and enterprise that interact in models.

8

The Standard for Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP) is an ISO standards project to develop mechanisms for representation and
exchange of product models in a neutral form. The goal is to enable a product representation to be exchanged without any loss of
completeness or integrity. Individual applications are supported through Application Protocols (APs) which specify unique and
unambiguous mappings of an application's information elements to the STEP information resources. APs constrain the use of the
standardized representations to satisfy only the specific requirements of the application.
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* Cut & Paste Features – Develop capability to cut, copy, and paste product model features from one environment or domain into another.
– Vendor-Supplied Models – Develop procedures and standards that enable vendors to
supply plug-and-play models for purchased parts and components that can be integrated
into larger product models.
• Goal 3: Direct Product Model Design – Provide the capability to create and manipulate
product models by direct communication with the design workstation, enabling visualization and creation of virtual and real-time prototyped product.
– Intelligent Models – Develop intelligent modeling capabilities to automate and accelerate labor-intensive modeling tasks and reduce the need for human intervention in the design-build process, where modeling and simulation functions are automatically invoked
at required stages as the product design is conceived and evolves toward release for production.
– Direct Product Realization – Develop capability to produce virtual and real-time prototypes – and end-item products – directly from design models interfaced to rapid prototyping and production systems. (This requirement is expanded on in the IMTR Manufacturing Processes & Equipment roadmap, Section 3.3.4.)

2.3.2 Performance
Vision: Fast, Accurate, Total Performance Optimization
In the future, product performance modeling and simulation applications will facilitate multivariate analysis to accurately predict how the product will behave in the manufacturing process
and in its operating environment, and how it will react to external forces and changing conditions. Product performance models will be based on a robust knowledge base of first principles
and experience, and self-aware9 at the system level.
Advanced performance modeling and simulation systems will enable elimination of all but the
most critical physical prototype testing, such as for weapons and other safety-critical products
(see Sections 3.2.6 and 3.3.3), greatly reducing the time and cost of moving products from concept to production. These next-generation systems will enable optimization of all performance
attributes, including reliability, maintainability, recyclability, and other life-cycle factors.

Goals & Requirements for Performance
• Goal 1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment – Provide modeling and simulation
methods that allow input and understanding, in both concrete and abstract terms, by all
participants to all aspects of product performance.
– Customer Requirements Translation – Create tools that convert customer needs and
wants to product performance goals and requirements.
– Generic Performance Attribute Representation – Develop modeling semantics that
characterize product performance in fuzzy, generic terms.
– Automatic Performance Optimization – Develop modeling and simulation tools providing automated design advice and automatic optimization of product performance attributes.
9

In the IMTR vision, all models will have links to all information relevant to their purpose and “recognize” when changes in that
information require a response. The response may take the form of an alert to a designer or a manager that a change is required
to resolve a conflict or desired to optimize a result, or the model may autonomously update itself within allowed parameters.
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– Total Performance Modeling – Develop capability to create a product model “object”
(individual model or metamodel) that contains all product performance data.
– Physics Modeling – Develop capability to create models that demonstrate the physics of
how products reacts to their environment.
• Goal 2: Fast Background Performance Simulation – Provide simulation techniques and
supporting processing technologies that enable complex simulations of product performance to run orders of magnitude faster and more cost-effectively than today.
– Auto Background Performance Analysis – Develop methods enabling required analyses
to run automatically in background (user-transparent), including ability to answer performance questions automatically in real or near-real time.
– Functional Performance Simulation – Develop M&S capability to quickly and accurately
predict how a product’s functionality reacts to changes in environment (both in its manufacture and its use).

2.3.3 Cost/Affordability
Vision: Current, true cost visibility across the extended enterprise
In the future, infinitely scaleable product models will accurately, efficiently, and instantaneously calculate the cost of materials, labor, equipment and other resources required for their realization, enabling designers to predict – with very high confidence – the true cost of any design
feature. Linkages to real-time global and enterprise financial information will enable product
cost models to fully account for commodity prices, subcontracting/sourcing costs, specification
compliance impacts, exchange rate and interest rate fluctuations, overhead rates, net present
value of assets, cost of money, and similar factors.

Goals & Requirements for Cost/Affordability
• Goal 1: Robust Cost Modeling – Create and extend product feasibility modeling techniques to include financial representations of the product as an integral part of the total
product model.
– Plug & Play Cost Models – Develop techniques and standards for creating uniform cost
models that are plug-compatible with product representation and performance models.
– Integrated Product Family Cost Models – Develop suites of generic, interoperable cost
models for common product types at the material, component/part, subassembly, and
final assembly levels.
– Intelligent Cost Models – Develop adaptive cost modeling techniques that automatically
and accurately calculate and distribute the effects of a change in one cost parameter
across the entire cost model, regardless of complexity, and automatically perform dynamic updates against enterprise data sources to ensure currency.
– Affordability Optimization – Develop tools and techniques for automatically linking affordability data to the product and process models.
– Robust Feasibility Modeling – Develop capability to create feasibility models where the
financial representation of the product is modeled as part of the overall performance
model.
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• Goal 2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models – Provide cost modeling systems and techniques that integrate all required data, from within and external to the enterprise, to support
analysis of producibility, profitability, and other cost attributes of a product design.
– Market Data Model Integration – Develop modeling standards and methods to access
and integrate global market data (e.g., current commodity pricing and lead times) and
time-to-market projections into product models for cost/affordability analysis. (Supporting requirements are addressed in further detail in Section 4.3 of the IMTR Roadmap for
Information Systems.)
– Interchangeable Cost Models – Develop and unify product modeling standards and
techniques to enable seamless integration and interchange of cost models among partners
and suppliers.
– Integrated Life-Cycle Cost Modeling – Establish methods for integrating life cycle considerations such as maintenance, repair, spares, recycling, and disposal in
cost/affordability models.

2.3.4 Producibility
Vision: Total optimization for manufacturing efficiency
Future modeling and simulation tools will enable simultaneous dynamic evaluation of internal
and external production alternatives, seamlessly from concept through development, to determine feasibility of designs and optimize product producibility (ease of manufacture) attributes
for speed, cost, quality, and ultimate product performance.
Producibility attributes of multiple product design alternatives, including materials of construction/composition, parts count, and geometric complexity will be evaluated in parallel to enable
very fast tradeoffs and optimization of design characteristics for production. Real-time capacity
and capability of all manufacturing assets available to the enterprise, including in-house and
supplier/partner facilities, will be adequately represented and modeled to optimize the total
production strategy. Autonomous software agents will track factors that affect producibility
(e.g., material availability, and capacity and capabilities of production equipment) to keep
product models continuously up to date.
Producibility models will be transparently integrated as an aspect of the total product model,
which in turn will be transparently interoperable with manufacturing process and enterprise
models.

Goals & Requirements for Producibility
• Goal 1: Producibility Requirements Integration – Provide modeling and simulation techniques to directly translate product goals to producibility requirements for application to
product designs.
– Customer Requirements Translation – Develop modeling and simulation techniques to
directly translate customer needs to producibility goals and requirements for product designs.
– Manufacturing Capacity/Capability Representation – Develop product model interface
standards to enable real-time access to and incorporation of information that affects producibility, including material availability and manufacturing capability and capacity
throughout the extended enterprise.
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• Goal 2: Parallel Multi-Attribute Producibility Evaluation – Provide the capability to simulate and evaluate many design alternatives in parallel to perform fast tradeoff evaluations,
including automated background tradeoffs based on enterprise knowledge (i.e., enterprise
experience base).
– Producibility Engine – Develop a generic producibility modeling system that integrates
seamlessly with product design systems and supports multivariate producibility analysis
and tradeoffs for major product families (e.g., mechanical and electrical parts and assemblies, composite structures, chemical product formulations).
– Producibility Attribute Modules – Develop suites of producibility analysis modules, for
generic product families, that are plug-compatible with the generic producibility engine.

2.3.5 Life-Cycle Requirements
Vision: Complete optimization for total life-cycle performance
Future product modeling systems will provide the capability to optimize product designs – as a
natural, integral step in the design process – for all aspects of life-cycle performance, including
reliability, maintainability, repairability, reusability, recyclability, and disposability. Knowledge-based systems will automatically factor life-cycle requirements and considerations into
product models to guide designers in making tradeoffs among life-cycle attributes in light of
product functionality, cost, quality, producibility, and time-to-market drivers.
Life-cycle considerations will be built into product models to facilitate selling customers a longterm capability instead of just a product. Material reclamation models, including the cost of
remanufacturing, recycling, disassembly, and disposal, will be part of front-end product design
modeling. Models will incorporate functional specification tradeoffs and projected technology
advancements to aid designers in making informed decisions about a product’s entire lifespan.

Goals & Requirements for Life-Cycle Requirements
• Goal 1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability – Provide integrated, plug & play toolset for modeling and simulation of all life-cycle factors for generic product types
(e.g., mechanical, electrical, chemical).
– Reclamation Modeling Tools – Develop M&S tools to incorporate the expected percentage of material reclamation into the product model, including the cost of remanufacturing, recycling, disassembly, and disposal. (Related manufacturing process and equipment requirements are discussed in the IMTR Manufacturing Processes & Equipment
Roadmap, Section 2.3.1).
– End-of-Life Prediction – Develop capability to incorporate accurate prediction of product conditions at end of life into product models, to support design decisions about refurbishment, recycling, and disposal.
– Integrated Life-Cycle Support Modules – Develop plug-compatible modeling modules
that enable modeling and simulation of all factors relevant to product support, including
reliability, availability, maintainability, and supportability, to optimize the product design for performance, cost-effectiveness, and ultimate customer value.
– Technology Impact Forecasting – Develop the means to link enterprise knowledge and
projections about expected technology progressions (e.g., faster processors for computers, material recycling capabilities) to optimize the product design over its intended useful life.
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• Goal 2: Total Service Modeling Environment – Provide modeling and simulation techniques that facilitate selling customers not just a product, but a lifelong service.
– Service Modeling Tools – Develop service modeling tools that enable and support lifelong customer relationships – such that when a customer is done with a product, the
manufacturer will replace it and take it back for recycling, reprocessing, or disposal.
– Robust Requirements Modeling Tools – Develop M&S tools that incorporate functional
specification tradeoffs including warranty data in the product model, and simulate the
entire chain of a product’s life-cycle events, including factors such as regulatory requirements for hazardous and recyclable constituents.

2.4 Roadmap for Product Modeling & Simulation
Using the goals outlined in Section 2.3 above, the workshop team mapped the associated requirements and R&D areas over near-, mid-, and long-term timeframes as presented on the following pages. The attached roadmap represents a “first cut” at defining a research, development, and implementation plan, and additional work is required to develop detailed task plans
as well as to align dependencies among the various activities.
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2.3 PRODUCT M&S FUNCTIONS

0 to 3 Years

3 to 10 Years

10+ Years

2.3.1 PHYSICAL REPRESENTATION
2.3.1 Goal 1: Flexible, Complex
Representation

1.1 Model Federation
1.2 Single Product Model Representation

1.2.1 Design Intent Capture
1.2.2 Integrated Functional/Peformance Modeling
1.1.2.3 Multi-Sensory Design Representation
1.3 Interoperability Methods

1.3.1 Seamless Model Access
1.1.3.2 Reusable Generic Product Mode
1.3.3 Nongeometric Model Extensions
1.3.4 Multi-Scalar Model Scaling & Integration Framework
1.4 Hierarchical Models

2.3.1 Goal 2: Distributed Product
Modeling Collaboration
Environment

2.1 Robust Product Modeling Stds
2.2 Information-Centric Product Model Objects

2.2.1 Continuous Static Representation
2.2.2 Composable Single-Object Models
2.2.3 Interactive Product Model Objects
2.2.4 Plug & Play Model Interface
2.2.5 Simulation Data Hooks
2.2.6 Complex Object Representation
2.2.7 Cut & Paste Features
2.3 Vendor-Supplied Models
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2.3 PRODUCT M&S FUNCTIONS
2.3.1 Goal 3: Direct Product
Model Design

0 to 3 Years

3 to 10 Years

10+ Years

3.1 Intelligent Models
3.2 Direct Product Realization

2.3.2 PERFORMANCE
2.3.2 Goal 1: Robust Performance
Modeling Environment

1.1 Customer Requirements Translation
1.2 Generic Performance Attribute Representation
1.3 Automatic Performance Optimization
1.4 Total Performance Modeling
1.5 Physics Modeling

2.3.2 Goal 2: Fast Background
Performance Simulation

2.1 Auto Background Performance Analysis
2.2 Functional Performance Simulation

2.3.3 COST/AFFORDABILITY
2.3.3 Goal 1: Robust Cost
Modeling

1.1 Plug & Play Cost Models
1.2 Integ. Product Family Cost Models
1.3 Intelligent Cost Models
1.4 Affordability Optimization
1.5 Robust Feasibility Modeling

2.3.3 Goal 2: Enterprise-Wide
Product Cost Models

2.1 Market Data Model Integration
2.2 Interchangeable Cost Models
2.3 Integrated Life-Cycle Cost Modeling
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2.3 PRODUCT M&S FUNCTIONS

0 to 3 Years

3 to 10 Years

10+ Years

2.3.4 PRODUCIBILITY
2.3.4 Goal 1: Producibility
Requirements Integration

1.1 Customer Requirements Translation
1.2 Manufacturing Capacity/Capability Representation

2.3.4 Goal 2: Parallel Multi-Attribute
Producibility Evaluation

2.1 Producibility Engine
2.2 Producibility Attribute Models

2.3.5 LIFE-CYCLE REQUIREMENTS
2.3.5 Goal 1: Integrated Life-Cycle
Modeling Capability

1.1 Reclamation Modeling Tools
1.2 End-of-Life Prediction
1.3 Integrated Life-Cycle Support Modules
1.4 Technology Impact Forecasting

2.3.5 Goal 2: Total Service
Modeling Environment

2.1 Service Modeling Tools
2.2 Robust Requirements Modeling Tools
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3.0 MANUFACTURING PROCESS MODELING
& SIMULATION FUNCTIONS
Manufacturing
Enterprise
M&S Functions

Product M&S
Functions

Manufacturing
Process M&S
Functions

Enterprise M&S
Functions
M&S98-03

3.1 Functional Model Definition for Manufacturing Process Modeling
& Simulation
The manufacturing process-related modeling and simulation activities of a manufacturing enterprise can be divided into eight functional elements for assessment and planning purposes:
Material Processing

Assembly/Disassembly/
Reassembly

Quality, Test &
Evaluation
Packaging
Remanufacture

⇒ Material Processing involves all activities associated with the conversion of
raw materials and stocks to either finished form or readiness for assembly.
Material Processing includes four general categories of processes:
1) Material Preparation/creation processes such as material synthesis,
crystal growing, mixing, alloying, distilling, casting, pressing, blending,
reacting, and molding;
2) Material Treatment processes such as coating, plating, painting, thermal
conditioning (heating/melting/chilling), chemical conditioning (pretreating);
3) Material Forming processes for metals, plastics, composites, and other
materials, including bending, extruding, folding, rolling, shearing,
stamping, and similar processes;
4) Material Removal/Addition processes such as milling, drilling, routing,
turning, cutting, and sanding, deburring and trimming, etching, sputtering, vapor deposition, solid freeform fabrication, ion implantation,
and similar processes
⇒ Includes all assembly processes, including joining, fastening, soldering,
integration of higher-level packages (e.g., electronic packages) as required
to complete a deliverable product; also includes assembly sequencing,
error correction & exception handling, disassembly & reassembly (maintenance & support issues).
⇒ Includes design for quality, in-process quality, all inspection and certification processes, such as dimensional, environmental, and chemical and
physical property evaluation vs. requirements and standards; diagnostics
& troubleshooting.
⇒ Includes all final packaging processes, such as wrapping, stamping &
marking, palletizing, and packing.
⇒ Includes all design, manufacture, & support processes that support return
& reprocessing of products upon completion of original intended use.
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3.2 Current State Assessment for Manufacturing Process Modeling
& Simulation
The current state of modeling and simulation in manufacturing process applications is best
stated in one sentence: they are not “critical path” activities, but rather are used as troubleshooting tools. Models of products and factory equipment and simulations of manufacturing processes are often created to help diagnose a problem, but are rarely used as the method to create
and optimize process and product designs. Modeling and simulation of processes is expensive
and time-consuming, and use is thus limited to applications with a high return on investment.
While limited in scope, the successes have been significant. In 1997, a demonstration by Pratt &
Whitney for the joint DOE/industry Technologies Enabling Agile Manufacturing (TEAM) program used simulation tools (Figure 3.2-1) to optimize the design of a forming process for jet engine nozzle panels. The simulation results enabled ensuing tests using a digital press controller
to produce high-quality parts in a one-step operation – and demonstrating a 6:1 reduction in
design-to-manufacturing cycle time.
However, the lack of awareness of and confidence in process M&S tools makes it difficult to secure support for application development efforts with potentially large payoffs in time, resources, and profitability. A good example of such impact is materials failure, where fatal flaws
that might otherwise have been found by thorough process simulation are inevitably discovered long after tooling is in place and production lines are committed.
Integration and interoperability of M&S tools is sorely lacking in the process realm. Most M&S
tools are single-function. They may deal with the stress and temperature profiles of products
undergoing individual processes, but seldom do they deal with the total performance profiles
of products and processes across multiple operations, and even more rarely do they deal with
interactive, real-time optimization of multiple product and process parameters. Attempts at
improving the interoperability of process M&S tools are frustrated by grossly incomplete data
representations as well as incompatible data structures and representation formats. Rich standards do not exist or are not widely used for representing and manipulating product designs,
and product and process parameters; and no good standards exists to ensure compatibility between process M&S tools and the rest of the systems that support any given manufacturer’s
product design and manufacturing environment. These are major barriers to realizing the full
potential of the integrated product and process development (IPPD) concept that is fundamental to our vision of future manufacturing enterprises.

Completed Part
Nozzle Panel Simulation

Figure 3.2-1. Use of simulation tools to optimize a forming process for precision components helped
Pratt & Whitney demonstrate a 6:1 reduction in design-to-manufacturing time.
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Environmental issues must be considered in the manufacturing process model, and often are
not. Different materials are hard to separate, and many chemical compounds used in manufacturing processes (and the products themselves), present a major environmental challenge. The
ability to identify and simulate all material streams in a process model would reduce this concern. Process modeling that considers the environmental aspects of multiple processes and materials is also a prerequisite to “green manufacturing.”
The final consideration in the current state assessment is technology foundation. In general, a
good fundamental understanding of the scientific basis for most manufacturing processes does
not exist. Physical and chemical interactions are not well enough understood to support the
design of optimum material processing applications with accurate models and simulations.
Macro and micro behaviors of materials may be quite different due to material phase transformations, and there is little understanding of how effects at the micro level impact macro-level
attributes.

3.2.1 Material Processing
Material Preparation
M&S applications for material preparation processes are highly niche specific. The applications
represent islands of knowledge and are well-bounded. Most of the applications are based on
empirical data, and supporting scientific understanding is limited, particularly in the discrete
manufacturing industries. Casting still depends on pattern masters, and heat treatment follows
time-proven processes with limited understanding of the underlying metallurgical physics.
The science for controlled volume and fundamental geometry (conservation of volume with
“rules of thumb” for deviations and compensations) is understood, but not successfully applied
on the smaller (micro) scale. The fundamental science of distortion, residual stress, phase transformations, and similar factors is not well understood.
On the upside, present models are the basis for much success, and we have excellent information on which to build. Consortium activities such as FASTCAST10 are making great strides in
addressing fundamental understanding and improved applications. Niche applications do exist, and, in some cases, the science and knowledge base is well-defined. Advanced analytical
techniques are being successfully applied for many material preparation activities, particularly
in continuous processing industries.

Material Treatment
Material treatment processes, as with material preparation, are considered by most manufacturers as more art than science, and thus modeling and simulation are used in only limited,
well-defined applications. In most cases, material treatment models are based on empirical
data, or, more often, “we have done it this way for years; it works, and we are not going to
change it now.” Several drivers are forcing change, however, such as the environmental effects
of material treatments and the demand for reduced timelines and greater efficiency.
Environmental impact plays a strong role in the selection and execution of material treatment
processes. Some curing techniques, for example, use chemical compounds or have byproducts
that must be managed and controlled to avoid environmental and human health impacts. Although curing process selection and design is normally based largely on human experience and
judgment, there are modeling systems that can assist in this process to optimize processes and
assure safe, compliant operation. However, much better models of the total behavior of processes and their effects are needed.
10

The FASTCAST project, conducted by an industrial consortium of U.S. producers and users of investment castings and rapid
prototyping technologies, is aimed at developing and implementing computational simulation of investment casting; developing
rapid prototyping technologies and practices specifically integrated for the investment casting process; and experimental validation
of computational simulations with instrumented casting facilities.
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Time compression drives the need to reduce curing times. Better tools for analyzing curing
processes are needed to help increase process efficiency and shorten curing times. Models that
clearly define the effects and underlying principles of processes such as heat-treating and annealing can make major contributions to shortening the manufacturing timeline.
Progress is being made. Empirical and analytical building blocks do exist, and models are being coupled with knowledge systems for optimized operations. One example is an advisory
system for electroplating, electroforming, plasma spraying, and similar operations. This system, developed by Lockheed Martin at DOE’s Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, uses material deposition
models and product geometry (both of the mandrel and the finished product) to automatically
design the “cells” and shielding to be used in the process. Neutral networks are being used to
synthesize process knowledge and ensure more accurate reliable results in conjunction with
M&S systems.

Material Forming
Modeling and simulation for material forming has a long history, and many excellent tools and
applications exist. Creation of finite element meshes constitutes perhaps the most popular application of simulation technology in this area. Meshing has gone from an intense, manual
process to an automated and flexible function in the computer-aided engineering (CAE) environment. However, the advantages of forming simulation are not being fully realized:
• Lots of data is generated in forming simulations, but we often lack the ability to manage and
present the data for maximum impact.
• Even the best forming models are subject to interpretation, and there is a “leap of faith”
from the model predictions to the true part shape.
• Finite element modeling is still the domain of expert technologists, and use by designers and
shop floor personnel is limited.
• The cost of forming simulation is still high, and return on investment is difficult to calculate.
• The ability to validate existing forming models and extend them to other applications, with
confidence, is lacking.
• Many legacy modeling systems are more comfortably used and accurate in two dimensions.
The transition to three dimensions to support forming is problematic.
• Benchmark information that clearly defines the ability of modeling codes to accurately predict forming process performance is lacking.
While modeling and simulation have been successfully applied for deformation of metallic
parts, additional materials and processes have often not been included. Current technologies
for modeling of fibrous structures and cellular solids, polymer paper laminates, and composites
are very limited. Specifically, composite performance and composite design for performance
are not well understood. Powder metallurgy, rolling, stamping, and forging are not nearly as
well addressed as more traditional metalforming operations.
The lack of reliable, consistent feedstock is a major limitation in accurate projection of final part
shape. For example, rolled material feedstock as called out in the specification rarely matches
actual test data from the laboratory, especially for cold-rolled thin foils. The reason for this is, at
least in part, that the ASTM, DIN, and ISO tests for mill certification were developed for generic
test samples, not for thin-foil specimens. Many discrepancies can be explained by looking at the
actual material data, but the ability to link test data to model calculations is immature.
The same situation is true in continuous processing industries, where inconsistencies (contamination or unacceptable variations in uniformity) in feedstocks are often not discovered until
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they cause problems in the end product. Rigorous process control is critical to feedstock and
end product quality, but better M&S tools could certainly help process designers anticipate
situations where minor problems in feedstock will cause major problems with end product,
without incurring the expense and risk of production line failures.
Progress is being made. Knowledge-based systems coupled with modeling and simulation
tools are creating successful design advisors that produce dies which “get it right the first time.”
Neural networks, trained through models and empirical data, are being extended as accurate
predictors of forming performance.

Material Removal/Addition
Material removal is probably the best understood of all manufacturing processes. Universities
and research institutions have done a good job for years in building the knowledge base, both at
the operations level and the scientific level. There is probably better understanding of the interface between the tool and the workpiece than with other processes, with prismatic parts being
the best understood. Traditional applications such as milling, drilling, turning, slitting, burning, and, to a lesser extent, electrical discharge machining (EDM), are well understood. Examples of material removal processes that are not well understood include micro processes, electrochemical machining, laser cutting, very high-speed machining, and water-jet cutting. Special
materials such as ceramics and certain composites present challenges beyond our present realm
of knowledge. The following general statements can be made regarding use of modeling and
simulation for material removal.
• Modeling and simulation are readily applied to homogeneous materials; heterogeneous materials greatly increase model complexity.
• The state of technology for interactions at the tool/material interface is based on long-held
assumptions, not on scientific understanding of the underlying physics.
• Models and simulations for material removal seldom account for variable machine tool behavior, and assume consistent and predictable performance.
• Rigidity of the machine tool and the part/cutting tool interface is commonly assumed, but is
rarely the case.
• Shared knowledge is pervasive; e.g., the Metcut machining handbook is widely used but is
not alone sufficient to practice the state of the art. Expert tools are emerging that select the
best machining parameters and cutting tools based on simulations and captured knowledge.
• As is the case with most processes, M&S cannot provide reliable performance predictions
for material removal and addition processes involving phase transformations.
• New tools and new materials are not well understood, although M&S tools can have impact.
For example, nickel aluminides are desirable in high-temperature applications, but are difficult to machine at room temperature. M&S tools based on metallurgical principles have
predicted optimum machining parameters for efficient cutting. As predicted by M&S and
verified in practice, dry (coolant-less) machining heats the interface to about 1100 °F and
makes machining much easier.
Material addition technologies are flourishing, aided by advanced modeling and simulation capabilities. A few years ago, stereolithography was a revolutionary technology. Today, new
solid free-form fabrication techniques, driven by very precise 3-D models are producing real
parts from real materials.
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3.2.2 Assembly/Disassembly/Reassembly
Modeling and simulation are now used routinely to optimize product and process designs for
efficient assembly of complex products. Using 3-D models, designers can study and refine assembly sequences for ease of execution, and identify problems that otherwise might not be detected until significant resources were
already committed to production AsAssembly Modeling:
sembly modeling is well developed for
Right the First Time
rigid bodies, and tolerance stack-up (the
Anyone who has worked on or around an assembly line knows
cumulative buildup of the individual
there’s two ways to do it. The way the engineers tell you to,
tolerances of different parts that fit and
and the way that actually works. Much attention has been fowork together) is addressed well in limcused on modeling of assembly processes over the years to help
ited applications. Assembly models
manufacture complicated products correctly and efficiently,
that include deformable bodies (e.g.,
without losing too much time in the startup process. The increasing complexity of modern products, particularly electroncables and wiring harnesses) are much
ics and electromechanical systems, and the growth of manufacless mature, as are applications that adturing enterprises that span dozens of participating “supply
dress fluid/structure interactions (e.g.,
web” members across the nation and overseas, demands that
pumps). Automated interference
the trial-and-error assembly processes of the past be replaced
checking for assemblies exists today in
with far better solutions.
leading-edge applications, but these
Rapidly maturing computer-aided design and manufacturing
tools are not widely used.
technologies, coupled with advanced modeling and simulation
High-level models of assembly operations (e.g., blending, container sealing)
are common in the continuous processing industries. However, the ability to
accommodate both continuous and discrete processes together, at a good level
of fidelity, is missing.

techniques, offer the potential to totally optimize assembly
processes for speed, efficiency, and ease of human interaction.
Imagine an intelligent assembly modeling system that takes lessons learned from problems encountered in one assembly operation and transfers this knowledge to subsequent operations
automatically...and where assembly processes self-configure in
real time to fix manufacturing issues as they arise.
Next-generation assembly models will integrate seamlessly with
master product models and factory operations models to provide all relevant data to drive and control each step of the design and manufacturing process, including tolerance stack-ups,
assembly sequences, datums, ergonomics issues, tooling, fixturing, quality, and production rate to support art-to-part assembly, disassembly and reassembly.

Material handling is a critical element
of assembly modeling, but is often
omitted because of its complexity.
Models that do focus on material handling are usually very simple in their
The product assembly model will be a dynamic, living model,
treatment. These models may identify
adapting in response to changes in requirements and promulsources of defects from errors in mategating those changes to all effected elements of the assembly
rial flows, but not from excessive forces
operation – including process control, equipment configuration,
and product measurement requirements.
or strains on parts during assembly.
The link between assembly modeling
systems and enterprise-level models is often found in the material handling simulation.
It is also generally true that the designer does not think of assembly modeling as a tool for lifecycle engineering. Design of assemblies for disassembly, refurbishment, reuse, or recycling is
seldom included in the modeling objectives or supported by M&S applications.

3.2.3 Quality, Test, & Evaluation
Many of the statements about current state of M&S for all processes also apply to Quality, Test,
and Evaluation. In general, the first principles are well understood, but modeling tools that
support the application of those principles are lacking.
Recent philosophy changes have benefited the disciplines of design for quality and in-process
quality control. Modeling, simulation, and statistical methods are widely used to establish control models to which processes should conform. Characterization of processes leads to models
that define the impact of different process parameters and their variations on product quality.
These models are used as a baseline for establishing and maintaining in-control processes.
Modeling & Simulation Roadmap
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Design for quality is taking quantum leaps with the widely publicized all-digital design of the
Boeing 777. Lesser known examples exist at companies such Caterpillar and in the DoD Joint
Strike Fighter (JSF) and Affordable Multi-Missile Manufacturing (AM3) programs.
Over the years, significant investment has been made in M&S for destructive and nondestructive testing – albeit with limited impact on the way products are made and certified as
fit for use. In general, the physics behind these techniques (e.g., radiological testing, ultrasonic
evaluation, tomography, tensile testing) are well understood. However, many of the interactions are treated probabilistically and, even though models of the fundamental interactions exist, in most cases empirical methods are used instead. In today’s mindset, the best way to find
out whether a part has a flaw is to test samples and analyze the test data. “Models” are used in
setting up these experiments, but many times the models reside only in the brains of the experts
who support the evaluations. As the migration to science- and knowledge-based manufacturing accelerates, the need for first principles understanding of the physical relationships applied
to manufactured materials will increase. Combination of first-principles models with empirical
techniques has been addressed in probabilistic mechanics methods, such as those employed by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), and those developed and taught at Southwest Research Institute. However, these methods have not penetrated many industries. The modeler
and the experimenter have not converged on computational techniques for test and evaluation.
Modeling and simulation for dimensional metrology has lagged behind material processing
applications, but is now gaining speed. Until recently, programmed points for coordinate
measuring machines (CMMs) were calculated and input manually. Tools such as Cimstation
from Silma Corporation and Valysis from Technomatics, and the acceptance of DMIS as a standard for CMM programming, have had great impact. Simulation of toolpaths before inspections are performed is now common in many companies. Tools are emerging that enable programming of dimensional metrology equipment directly from the solid model and, in early
applications, dimensional inspection information is being fed back directly to the product
model to help refine the product design. Maturation of these tools will have great impact. The
movement to Lean Manufacturing has brought great pressure to reduce and eliminate inspection for certification.
Other observations in this area include:
• Present quality goals are driving processes for better performance, but models of quality expectations are lacking.
• Test plans are created by applying statistical methods. Statistical models define the confidence in the quality output of the process.
• CAD models have tolerance information in textual notes. Some emerging releases include
discrete part geometric dimensions and tolerances.
• An immature linkage exists between product quality and satisfying the needs of the customer, based on process capability models.
• Evaluation of a factory’s ability to perform needs to be based on models that include process
capability and capacity.
• Use of static and dynamic models of certification and testing equipment, processes, and
analysis tools is not common practice.
• Process capability models for test and evaluation are mostly empirically developed and empirically maintained.
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• Deformable parts are often tested and evaluated via industry “home brewed” methods. National and international standards are lacking for test and evaluation of many composites,
fibrous materials, and cellular solids.
• Simulation is being used more frequently for operator training and certification.

3.2.4 Packaging
Packaging has undergone a major revolution in the last decade. From products in a box, to the
package as part of the functional equation; from protecting products moving from source to
destination, to the emergence of radio frequency and infrared tags that record product manufacturing and distribution history. Modeling and simulation are playing a major role in this
transformation. Logistic models and part tracking systems help ensure the proper packaging
and labeling for correct product disposition.
Modeling and simulation are critical in designing packaging to assure product protection.
These applications range from the proper wrapping for chemical, food, and paper products to
shipping containers that protect military hardware and munitions from accidental detonation.
Some specific observations include:
• Modeling and simulation plays a strong role in the design and evaluation of multifunctional packages to replace the separate functions of packaging,
• Modeling of packaging for protection of product is viable today, but not widespread.
• Defense industries have led the way in packaging innovation, with techniques such as selfpackaging (e.g., the Javelin antitank missile, which is delivered and deployed in a protective
container that doubles as the launch tube); and packaging techniques that protect delicate
electronic components from adverse environments and rough handling).
• Automated marking and labeling are part of a modeled flow environment. Differentiation
of product (trade names, model and size determination, options included, etc.) is optimized
through flexible manufacturing techniques.
• Lack of a rich and re-usable library of models and the lack of a strong experience base for
M&S of packaging processes.

3.2.5 Remanufacture
The current state of remanufacture as a discipline covers the entire spectrum of material and
part/component reuse. Over several decades there has evolved a large number of products
that are returned to their original manufacturer or a third-party processor when the product is
worn out, then reworked and re-sold. This practice was developed not because of environmental regulations but because it made sense economically. A number of automobile components (batteries, alternators, brake components, etc.) fall into this category. Other remanufactured products, such as recycled motor oil, paper, and plastics, were developed initially because of regulatory requirements. Subsequent development of remanufacturing techniques and markets has now made recovery and recycle a profitable industry. Recycle of materials (particularly metals) for use in new products has gained emphasis in the past couple of
decades, but this practice was first employed to reduce the cost of the input material stream.
Likewise, a wide range of process chemicals are recycled internally by manufacturers or reclaimed and recycled at the end of the product life cycle.
Remanufacturing has received little attention from the M&S community, although many M&S
applications (such as assembly modelers) designed to support “original” manufacturing of
products can be used to support remanufacturing. The same process models used to support
production of car batteries can be used to support remanufacturing and refurbishment, taking
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into account additional requirements such as disassembly, cleaning, replacement of degraded components, and repackaging.
What is lacking in this domain are good M&S tools
and robust process models that enable designers
and manufacturing planners to evaluate remanufacturing considerations and options in the initial
product and process design phase, and optimize
manufacturing process designs to efficiently accommodate both original manufacture and
remanufacture.

3.3 Future State Vision, Goals, &
Requirements for Manufacturing
Process Modeling & Simulation

Science-Based
Process Modeling
Science-based process modeling is the representation of a process mathematically by
application of material properties and physical laws governing geometry, dynamics, heat
and fluid flow, etc. to predict its behavior.
For example, finite element analyses are used
to represent the application of forces (mechanics, strength of materials) to a defined
part (geometry and material properties) to
model a metal forging operation. The result
of the analyses is a time-based series of pictures, showing the distribution of stresses and
strains, that depict the configuration and
state of the part during and after forging.
The behavior predicted by process models is
compared the results of actual processes to
ensure the models are correct.

In the future state, modeling and simulation will be
the way of doing business to assure the best balance
of all constraints in designing, developing, producAs differences between theoretical and actual
ing, and supporting products. Cost, time compresbehavior are resolved, the basic understanding of the process improves and future procsion, customer demands, and life-cycle responsibiless decisions are more informed. The analyity will all be part of an equation balanced by
sis can be used to iterate tooling designs and
captured knowledge, on-line analyses, and human
make processing decisions without incurring
decision-making. Modeling and simulation tools
the high costs of physical prototyping.
will support best practice from concept creation
through product retirement and disposal, and
operations of the tools will be transparent to the user. Difficult-to-run codes will run transparently behind easy-to-use graphical user interfaces. Seamless integration will allow manufacturing to operate as a single process, not as separate processes connected by a material handling
system. Modeling and simulation systems will be dynamic, with learning a part of every operation, and training of manufacturing personnel will be an integral part of the process.
Table 3.3-1 provides a summary-level view of where we are today and where we expect to be in
the next 15 years. To achieve this vision, there are some key goals that must be realized.
Among these are:
• Establish a rich, integrated process M&S capability based on best science, best knowledge,
and best practices for product and process development. Process M&S tools must incorporate the best of analytical and empirical methods.
• Establish life-cycle process modeling capabilities that integrate all processes within the enterprise model. This will allow manufacturing to be modeled as a single integrated process.
• Reverse the ratio of the time spent finding data and the time spent using it. Today’s engineers and scientists spend 80% of their time finding the right information and 20% of their
time using it.
• Compress the time from concept to distribution by optimizing the benefit from each design
iteration and eliminating design detours through effective, accurate, reliable M&S.
• Establish a framework for compatible data representation within the M&S domain.
• Integrate product and process development through M&S.
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Table 3.3-1.
State Map for Process Modeling & Simulation Functions
Function
Material Processing
(Section 3.3.1)

Current State of
Practice
• Niche applications based on empirical data
• Excellent analytical M&S capabilities
in continuous processing industries
(e.g., chemicals)
• Good base of material models for
simple & traditional materials
• Applications based on empirical data
or past “art”
• Finite element modeling of forming
processes
• High costs & special skill needs limit
use

Current
State of Art

Expected 2005 State
(Major Goals)

IMTR 2015 Vision
(Major Goals)

• Rapidly advancing understanding of science for some processes

• Large base of robust models for nontraditional materials & processes, including engineered materials

• Validated, science-based models for all
materials

• Emerging base of material models for newer nontraditional
processes (e.g., composites

• Models include variations in materials, tooling & equipment

• Include time & cost results

• Some knowledge-based advisory systems in use

• Automated process model creation
• Collaborative distributed analysis & simufrom design models & enterprise data
lation systems supporting global distributed manufacturing enterprises

• Automated finite element mesh
generation

• Modeling advisor systems

• Model repository for reuse
• Open, universal framework for M&S standards & model interoperability

• 3-D modeling
• Traditional processes & materials relatively well understood

• Simplified models & assumptions
• Data from handbooks

Assembly/
Disassembly/
Reassembly
(Section 3.3.2)

• Good electronics assembly modeling
applications

• Tolerance & interference model- • Model disassembly & reassembly
ing in limited use

• Assembly line balancing (workflow
optimization)

• Lack of standards

• Immersive VR system for assembly modeling & simulation, with automated optimization
• Integrated links to production systems for
real-time troubleshooting, change response, & optimization
• Assembly modeling across enterprise &
supply chain

Quality, Test &
Evaluation
(Section 3.3.3)

• Statistical control models
• Electronic testing models

• Process capability models

Packaging
(Section 3.3.4)

• Product flow models coupled with
part tracking systems

• Models for packaging design for
some industries (e.g., defense,
food, chemicals)

• Model environmental impact of
packaging

• Virtual system for modeling packaging

Remanufacture
(Section 3.3.5)

• Limited, specialized applications for
specific product types

• Existing process modeling apps
used to evaluate remanufacturability of designs (not tailored for
remanufacturing)

• “Reverse engineering” modules plug
into product and process engineering
tools to optimize life-cycle performance and re-use

• Robust applications integrating all aspects
of remanufacturing in initial product and
process design stages across all product
families and industries

• Models from empirical data

• Modeling of dimensional metrology

• Test & evaluation knowledge bases

• Virtual system for test & evaluation modeling
• Automated model generation from specifications

Note 1: There is a very wide gap between “state of practice” and “state of art” for process M&S capabilities among different industries and companies. A number of the attributes of the
“Expected 2005 State” and “IMTR 2015 Vision” are already emerging among leading practitioners; however, from the IMTR perspective these capabilities will not be considered mature
until they are in wide use among more than a handful of companies, and meet the test of total plug & play compatibility and robust functionality to serve any industry.
Note 2: The timeframes given for various capabilities reflect application of “reasonable” R&D resources toward their attainment. The timelines for most capabilities shown could be significantly shortened through creation of focused R&D efforts with adequate funding.
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• Establish standards, protocols, and taxonomies to assure effective communication (the right
information delivered at the right time to the right application in the right format).
• Provide an M&S capability to streamline new technology insertion into existing operations
and thereby compress the technology insertion pipeline. The uncertainty and risk of new
technology is mitigated through modeling and simulation.
• Establish a framework and infrastructure for a globally accessible, validated repository of
best manufacturing process knowledge in a format to support its use in M&S.
• Develop computational modeling capability to a maturity level sufficient to eliminate the
need for physical prototypes as product and process validation tools. Confidence in design,
functional performance, life-cycle attributes, marketability, and affordability and profitability will be derived from computational models.

3.3.1 Material Processing
Vision: Best processes through applied understanding of fundamental principles
Modeling and simulation for all material-related processes (material preparation, treatment,
forming, removal, and addition) have several goals in common. To eliminate redundancy, the
common processes are grouped here under “material processing” and the common goals are
listed.
The future enterprise process M&S environment will provide the integrated functionality to assure the best material or material product is produced at the lowest cost. The models will treat
new, reused, and recycled materials. An open, shared industrial knowledge base and model
library will be created to provide:
• Ready access to material properties data using standard forms of information representation
(i.e., scaleable plug & play models).
• Means for validating materials property models prior to use in specific product/process applications.
• A fundamental, science-based understanding – including validated mathematical models –
of the response of material properties under the stimuli of a wide range of processes.
• Standard, validated time and cost models and supporting estimating tools for the full range
of material processing processes.
Process design M&S tools will use the shared material properties database to greatly reduce the
time and cost of designing and validating processes, and optimize decision-making. Analysis
tools will use the properties data to model materials and processes at the “micro” level to predict “macro” behavior with extreme accuracy. Intelligent tools that draw on historical knowledge and understanding of first principles, and learn by process experience, will help resolve
discrepancies between predicted and actual material responses. Knowledge-based tools will
gather and assimilate new material knowledge and also give directed advice to support design
of specific processes.

Goals & Requirements for Material Processing
• Goal 1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework – Provide a broad-based framework
to provide validated, interoperable material models that serve many process applications.
This framework must consist of open, shared models for a wide range of materials and enable tailoring with proprietary extensions for specific applications.
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– Science-Based Material Modeling Knowledge Base – Establish a “body of knowledge”
to provide a foundation for more accurate and cost-effective material modeling and
simulation applications. (Specific knowledge bases needed to support this requirement
are identified in the IMTR Roadmap for Information Systems, Section 2.3.1, Databases/Libraries, and Knowledge Repositories.)
* Standard Information Representation Framework– Establish a standard framework
for representing material properties and characteristics data in plug & play models.
* Material Knowledge Gap Analysis – Assess gaps and validity of available material
models, by process type, to identify voids in the initial knowledge base; identify highpriority voids and conduct R&D to fill them.
* Expanded/Sustained Knowledge Base – Populate the material modeling framework
via focused efforts by federal agencies, academic institutions, and industry consortia,
and provide for continuous refreshment.
– High-Fidelity, Multi-Model Analytical Applications – Develop a suite of validated analytical applications that enable correct prediction of the results and attributes (including
time and cost components, and environmental considerations) of widely used processes
for all of the material models captured in the shared knowledge base developed under
Goal 1 above. Specific process needs include:
* Material Preparation: Anisotropy,
adiabatic heating, hyperelasticity,
strain hardening, and rate dependence.

National Model Repository:
Making the Most of Our M&S Investments

* Material Treatment: Surface chemistry, multi-phase materials, fibrous
and cellular solids, fluid structure interactions, and turbulent fluid dynamics.
* Material Forming: Working fluid interface, and transfer of momentum
and heat to workpieces.
* Material Removal/Addition: Tool
paths, tooling and fixturing, feeds and
speeds, coolants, deposition rates, curing rates, flow, fiber placement, entanglement, and bonding.
* Process-Specific Applications – Develop analytical M&S applications
specific to particular processes such as
metal forming:
— Conditions Definition – Develop
capability to establish initial and
boundary conditions.
— Multi-Code Integration – Include
multiple analytical applications to
accommodate a broad range of materials e.g., metals, plastics, composites, polymers, textiles, liquids,
and fibrous materials.
Modeling & Simulation Roadmap
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— Low-Cost Dynamic Contact Modeling– Reduce the computational cost of dynamic
contact modeling, enabling computational prediction the interaction of forming
equipment, tools and dies, operational parameters, and materials interfaces.
– Interactive Knowledge Base & Validation Methodology – Establish an interactive
knowledge base for material processing technologies and a validation methodology for
testing results. Goal 1 above establishes a science-based data and information repository
from which modeling and simulation systems can acquire fundamental information e.g.,
validated materials models. This goal takes that basic information to the next level – application in validated process models that can assure optimized operations.
* Knowledge Capture Methodology – Use the Material Modeling Framework developed under Goal 1 to establish a methodology for capturing and updating new
knowledge, in real or near-real time, in the shared material processing repository.
– Continuum Modeling Capability – Develop continuum modeling capabilities to reveal
and predict macro process behaviors resulting from microstructure attributes and address requirements on microstructure to attain macro behavior.
* Model Validation – Validate micro-to-macro continuity of process models throughout
the ranges of interest; e.g., include phase transformation due to strain and temperature, and provide the capability to identify parameters for disconnects between micro
and macro behavior and incorporate these disconnects in the models.
* Parameter Identification – Identify parameters for disconnects between micro and
macro behavior and incorporate these disconnects in the models.
* Flagging Capability – Develop “flagging” ability to assure that deviations and discontinuities are identified and communicated throughout the system.
* Genetic Inheritance/Engineering of Microstructures – Develop genetic engineering
M&S capabilities for microstructure to achieve macro requirements.
• Goal 2: Collaborative Analytical Systems – Provide collaborative analytical systems using
modeling and simulation tools and decision support tools for resolving material processing
conflicts among any and all enterprise members (partners, suppliers, etc.).
– Analytical Systems Integration – Integrate available analysis systems to provide a robust, science-based environment for optimization of material processing designs. Features to be included are optimization criteria and weighting factors, constraints and
trade-off rules, a methodology for invention (theory of inventive problem solving), and
an open framework of best practices such as neural nets, genetic algorithms, advisors,
knowledge-based systems, visualization technologies, and computer-based imaging
analysis driving audio-visual interfaces.
– Automated Parameter Abstraction – Provide framework with the capability for automated abstraction of modeling and simulation parameters from the detailed material
processing design model.
– Contact Interface Management – Develop and incorporate schemes for dynamically
managing surfaces, particularly contact surfaces, during operations such as forming, assembly, and blending. Include the capability to dynamically identify & re-calculate midsurface locations for thin shells.
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3.3.2 Assembly/Disassembly/Reassembly
Vision: Optimized, flexible processes for engineered operations
Future modeling and simulation systems will provide a robust environment for designing,
planning, and driving seamless assembly/disassembly/reassembly processes that enable engineered operations. Automated design for assembly (DFA) tools will enable product and process designers to rapidly compose, adjust, and decompose “micromodels” of constituent materials, parts, components, subassemblies, and assemblies. The system will enable them to determine the fastest and most effective assembly sequence, evaluate and select the best joining/
attachment methods, ensure correct fit and tolerancing, and optimize the total assembly process
to make the most effective use of manual and automated assembly resources from all assets
available to the enterprise – including those of partners, suppliers, vendors, and remote facilities as well as the local factory.
A sound understanding of the ergonomics of assembly will enable the system to optimize both
product and process for ease of manual and automated assembly, reducing the need for developing specialized assembly tools while also reducing physical issues common to human assemblers, such as muscle strain, repetitive stress, and exposure to hazardous materials and operations.
The system will also enable product and process designers to reverse-engineer products for
ease of disassembly and reassembly, simplifying maintenance and support while also optimizing the product for eventual recycle, refurbishment and reuse, or disposal at the end of its useful life.
The output of the DFA system will be an electronic “script” for assembly that can be downloaded to the factory floor to both drive automated assembly systems (parts handling, pick-andplace systems, robotic riveters/welders, etc.) and provide on-line work instructions to operators
in the form of animated video, textual instructions, audio guides, or other sensory cues. The
electronic script will also drive the operation of maintenance and support activities, enabling
repair personnel to quickly isolate problems, fix or replace them problem part/assembly, and
return the product to service – or alternatively, break it down for recycle or disposal.

Goals & Requirements for Assembly/Disassembly/Reassembly
• Goal 1: Knowledge-Based Assembly M&S Tools – Provide knowledge-based assembly
modeling tools to ensure that design-for-assembly/disassembly/reassembly issues are addressed as an integral facet in process and product design decisions.
– Virtual Product/Process Planning Structure – Establish a virtual product/process planning structure that highlights key associated attributes (i.e., tolerances, constraints) of the
assembly activity, in the concept stage, providing a roadmap to assure assembly issues
are considered in all aspects of the design.
* Basic Planning Structure – Establish a basic planning structure that addresses and associates basic attributes of assembly/disassembly/reassembly processes.
* Extended Planning Structure – Extend the planning structure to include assembly tolerance stack-ups, assembly sequences, datums, ergonomics issues, assembly tooling,
fixturing, assembly quality, and production rate.
* DFM Product/Process Models – Develop product/process models that enable true
design for manufacturing (DFM), including disassembly, reassembly, and remanufacturing processes.
– Assembly Operations Process Modeler – Develop enabling M&S technologies for choosing assembly processes, enterprise configurations, material handling and logistics.
Modeling & Simulation Roadmap
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* Basic Assembly Process Selection Tools – Develop and validate a set of basic tools for
choosing assembly processes, with abilities to zoom up/down/in/out for visualization; highlight level of confidence in each model component; display associations
across all model structure and layers.
* Tool Extensions for Global Resources – Expand the basic toolset to incorporate use of
assembly resources drawn from outside the immediate confines of the enterprise (i.e.,
from partners and suppliers world-wide).
* Tool Extensions for Surge – Expand the basic toolset to provide for reserve/surge capacity to meet planned and potential peak loads.
– Distributed Enterprise Assembly Planning System – Establish a comprehensive M&S
planning system for assembly across extended enterprises.
* Planning System Backbone – Develop and validate a basic distributed M&S assembly
planning system able to incorporate disassembly, reassembly, and remanufacturing
considerations.
* Product/Process Software Interface – Extend the planning system backbone with a
uniform interface enabling plug & play integration of supporting product/process applications.
* Discrete Event Simulation – Extend the planning system backbone with discrete
event simulation capability to support M&S of assembly processing system availability.
* Advanced Tool Interfaces – Extend the planning system backbone with a capability to
interface with more detailed M&S tools to optimize assembly operations (process
physics and capability) down to the lowest level of assembly.
• Goal 2: Assembly Process Control Simulation – Provide a comprehensive and integrated
process control simulation capability for assembly, disassembly, and reassembly.
– Generic Assembly Control Model – Develop generic assembly process control models to
provide a baseline for creation and operation of integrated Manufacturing Execution Systems. (Model-based factory control is addressed in further detail in the IMTR Roadmap
for Manufacturing Processes & Equipment, Sections 2.3.3, 2.3.5 and 5.3).
– Control Program Autocreation – Develop capability to create dynamic assembly control
programs directly from process and product models and simulations.
– System Extensions – Extend assembly simulation capability to provide support for manual and automated operations, including setup, operation, and maintenance (diagnosis,
prevention, and repair).

3.3.3 Quality, Test, & Evaluation (QT&E)
Vision: 100% quality engineered into every facet of every manufacturing process
Over the next 10 to 15 years, “virtual testing” based on a solid foundation of science and knowledge (first-principles models coupled with experience captured in knowledge bases) will
gradually eliminate the need for physical testing of processes and products in all but the most
critical manufacturing operations. Today’s incrementally developed physical prototypes will
be replaced by true “first-article perfect” products immediately ready for customers to drive,
fly, wear, consume, or switch on. In the future product creation process, requirements will be
automatically converted into specifications that directly drive the design of product features,
the definition of process control parameters for quality assurance, and the subsequent execution
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of the manufacturing processes. Knowledge-based systems will enable certification of processes, eliminating the need for after-the fact certification of virtually all products.

Goals & Requirements for Quality, Test, & Evaluation
• Goal 1: Product Attribute Specification Capability – Provide the capability to capture
and/or generate the knowledge needed to convert functional specifications into product attribute control parameters that can be embedded in master product and process models and
continuously validated and updated based on actual process performance.
– Functional Specifications Derivation – Develop M&S systems that provide the capability to derive and specify all information needed to verify that products and processes
meet functional specifications (physical, geometric and chemical), and which specify requirements and processes for acquiring necessary evaluation/certification information.
* QT&E-Aware M&S Systems – Develop new product and process M&S systems that
1) are standards-based; 2) represent geometric design specifications with perfect fidelity; and 3) include all certification information as model attributes.
* QT&E Decision Support Systems - Develop QT&E decision support systems that access attributes of the product and process model to specify and optimize quality and
control requirements, and provide direct inputs to control quality/test and certification operations.
• Goal 2: Zero Post-Process Certification – Establish robust, science-based manufacturing
process control models that enable elimination of “after-the-fact” certification by integrating
certification as a real-time, integral part of individual manufacturing processes. (Also see
Section 6.3 of the IMTR Roadmap for Manufacturing Processes & Equipment.)
– Adaptive, Real-Time Process/Equipment Control Models – Develop self-tuning process
and equipment control models based on first principles, validated knowledge bases, and
continuous feedback of test and inspection data.
* Multi-Level Model Controls – Develop multi-level controls for model tuning and
verification.
* Capture/Use of Predefined Performance Parameters – Develop means for automatic
capture and use of historical or predefined performance parameters.
– QT&E Certification Models – Develop new certification models that enable elimination
of certification through the application of control strategies using real-time process information.
* Baseline Vendor Equipment Models – Establish standard practice for vendors to
supply baseline performance models of their test and inspection equipment.
* Updated Equipment Models – Establish vendor linkages to continually update test
and inspection equipment performance models based on factory floor experience.
* Critical Process Variables – Use historical data or perform testing to establish relationships between process variables and final product quality specifications.
* Process Control Strategy – Develop the necessary process control algorithms that provide continuous control over critical variables to ensure product quality.
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3.3.4 Packaging
Vision: Packaging seamlessly integrated into process and product design
Future process (and product) modeling and simulation systems will enable packaging designs
and processes to be fully integrated in all aspects of the design-to-manufacturing process and
will provide needed functionality with minimum cost, and minimum environmental impact,
with no non-value added operations. Advanced packaging M&S systems will enable product
and process designers to optimize packaging designs and supporting processes for enhanced
product value and performance, as well as for protection, preservation, and handling attributes.
Section 7.3 of the IMTR Roadmap for Manufacturing Processes & Equipment provides further detail
on packaging process R&D requirements.

Goals & Requirements for Packaging
• Goal 1: Integrated Packaging Modeling – Provide integrated M&S tools that enable packaging to be a full-fledged product design factor contributing to minimum product cost
while assuring product preservation and integration with logistics systems.
– Extended Process M&S Systems – Extend manufacturing product/process modeling
systems to address packaging, handling, and distribution functions.
* Packaging/Handling Constraints Application – Develop capability to ensure that
models apply constraints of inherent preservation, differentiation, identification, and
disposition throughout the product/process design function.
* Packaging Optimization Criteria – Establish criteria and strategies for optimizing
handling and packaging functions in process models. Include projected environmental boundary conditions and end use.
* Packaging Optimization Functionality – Develop and establish criteria to include
packaging/handling optimization strategies in product and process modeling and
simulation systems.
* Environmentally Benign Packaging – Develop M&S capability to ensure that packaging and packaging processes are environmentally benign; i.e. model includes reduce,
reuse, recycle considerations and that packaging is safe, sanitary, and simple.
• Goal 2: Integrated Life-Cycle Material Behavior Modeling – Ensure that the material
modeling frameworks and knowledge base developed under Section 3.3.1 include the materials and material properties used in packaging and packaging processes throughout the
production, distribution, and end use environments.
– Packaging Process Models – Develop models of best-practice packaging, marking and
tracking processes.
– Functional Packaging Performance Modeling – Develop common relationship model relating attributes of packaging in preserving product to packaging impacts on product
functional performance.
– Shipping Conditions Simulation – Develop science-based models of the effect of shipping conditions on common packaging and product types to enable elimination of transport/shipping testing.
• Goal 3: Optimized Life-Cycle Packaging – Establish the capability to create best packaging
based on characteristics of environments throughout life cycle (package design synthesis).
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– Packaging Criteria – Establish a packaging criteria knowledge base accessible to all
manufacturers.
– Materials Knowledge Base Interface – Develop an interface to the shared industry materials knowledge base developed under Section 3.3.1 for use in packaging design M&S activities. Extend the shared knowledge base with data on specific life-cycle issues such as
environmental and operational (end use) considerations.
– Processes Knowledge Base Interface – Develop an interface to a shared industry manufacturing processes knowledge base for use in packaging design M&S activities.
– Boundary Conditions Database Interface – Develop an interface to a shared industry database of environmental boundary conditions.

3.3.5 Remanufacture
Vision: Robust process design and execution for reuse, recycle, and total life-cycle
efficiency
Manufacturers in the future will reuse, recycle, and remanufacture products and materials to
minimize material and energy consumption, and to maximize the total performance of manufacturing operations. Advanced modeling and simulation capabilities will enable manufacturers to explore and analyze remanufacturing options to optimize the total product realization
process and product and process life cycles for efficiency, cost-effectiveness, profitability, and
environmental sensitivity.
Companies in related industries will use process and enterprise integration M&S capabilities to
develop integrated operations where product and process byproducts from one or more companies serve as feedstock to different companies, similar to the way paper products and plastics
are recycled today. Advanced manufacturing systems will knowledgeably treat material
streams with processes optimized through modeling and simulation for economical recovery,
remanufacture, and reuse without sacrificing product or process quality or performance. Process M&S systems will incorporate anticipated returned/recycled material as part of the input
stream and assist in making intelligent process development and process management decisions.
The products of the future will be designed from inception for remanufacture and reuse either
at the whole product or the component or constituent material level. In some cases, ownership
of a product may remain with the vendor (not unlike a lease), and the products may be repeatedly upgraded, maintained, and refurbished to extend their lives and add new capabilities. For
further description of remanufacturing-related issues, see the IMTR Roadmap for Manufacturing
Processes & Equipment, Section 2.3.1.

Goals & Requirements for Remanufacture
• Goal 1: Integrated Material Stream Modeling – Provide manufacturing process modeling
systems able to identify and separate product/material streams for 1) reuse of products or
constituents with little or no modification; 2) reused components (without reprocessing ); 3)
remanufactured components; and 4) material entirely recycled into new or similar products.
– Intelligent Material Separation Modules – Develop material stream design advisors that
anticipate the variety, state, and quantity of materials used in complex, distributed,
multi-product manufacturing operations, evaluate material reuse requirements and options, and assist product and process designers in achieving the most efficient and beneficial designs and processing approaches.
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– Material Assessment Tools – Extend the material stream modeling advisors to use historical information about returned material to determine if a given material will perform
adequately without reprocessing, or what processing steps are required for reuse.
• Goal 2: Comprehensive Material Flow Models – Provide material flow models for widely
used processes which include the flow of materials enterprise-wide, both internal to and
crossing plant boundaries, to support planning and execution of remanufacturing operations.
– Material Flow Interfaces – Develop generic definitions of material flow interfaces between the integrated product/process design systems and the overall material management systems that update these systems to reflect recycled/returned materials.
• Goal 3: Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite – Provide M&S applications that enable
full consideration of remanufacturing issues in the original product and process design
stage of the product realization cycle.
– Reverse Engineering Applications – Develop generic M&S application modules that are
plug & play compatible with existing product and process design applications, which enable product and process designers to “reverse engineer” prototype designs to evaluate
remanufacturability aspects of returned products in a wide range of condition (dysfunctional, damaged, corroded, contaminated, etc.), and which enable designers to optimize
the design of both the product and its manufacturing processes to support efficient, costeffective reprocessing, recycling, recovery, and remanufacture.
– Remanufacturing Design Advisors – Develop intelligent design assistant applications
that automatically evaluate, or score, candidate process and product design models on
the basis of their attributes to support remanufacturing, including disassembly, component/part/material recovery and reprocessing, and reassembly/reintegration, and which
drawn on captured knowledge to offer recommendations for remanufacturing design optimization.
– Automatic Remanufacturing Simulation System – Develop a robust, integrated product
and process simulation system that exercises candidate new product and process designs
through a living, high-fidelity factory model and life-cycle model and automatically adjusts both product and process models to optimize them for the most efficient and costeffective remanufacturing solution.

3.4 Roadmap for Manufacturing Process Modeling & Simulation
Using the goals outlined in Section 3.3 above, the workshop team mapped the associated requirements and R&D areas over near-, mid-, and long-term timeframes as presented on the following pages. The attached roadmap represents a “first cut” at defining a research, development, and implementation plan, and additional work is required to develop detailed task plans
as well as to align dependencies among the various activities.
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3.3 PROCESS FUNCTIONS

0 to 3 Years

3 to 10 Years

10+ Years

3.3.1 MATERIAL PROCESSING
3.3.1 Goal 1: Broad-Based Material
Modeling Framework

1.1 Science-Based Material Modeling Knowledge Base

1.1.1 Standard Info Representation Framework
1.1.2 Material Knowledge Gap Analysis
1.1.3 Expanded/Sustained Knowledge Base
1.2 High-Fidelity, Multi-Model Analytical Applications

1.2.1 Process-Specific Apps - Metal Forming
1.2.1.1 Conditions Definition
1.2.1.2 Multi-Code Integration
1.2.1.3 Low-Cost Dynamic Contact Modeling
1.3 Interactive Knowledge Base & Validation Methodology

1.3.1 Knowledge Capture Methodology
1.4 Continuum Modeling Capability

1.4.1 Model Validation
1.4.2 Parameter ID
1.4.3 Flagging Capability
1.4.4 Genetic Inheritance/Engineering of Microstructures

3.3.1 Goal 2: Collaborative Analytical
Systems

2.1 Analytical Systems Integ
2.2 Auto Parameter Abstraction
2.3 Contact Interface Management
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PROCESS FUNCTIONS
3.3.2 ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY/
REASSEMBLY
3.3.2 Goal 1: Knowledge-Based
Assembly M&S Tools

0 to 3 Years

3 to 10 Years

10+ Years

1.1 Virtual Product/Process Planning Structure

1.1.1 Basic Planning Structure
1.1.2 Extended Planning Structure
1.1.3 DFM Product/Process Models
1.2 Assembly Operations Process Modeler

1.2.1 Basic Assembly Process Selection Tools
1.2.2 Tool Extensions for Global Resources
1.2.3 Tool Extensions for Surge
1.3 Distributed Enterprise Assembly Planning System

1.3.1 Planning System Backbone
1.3.2 Product/Process Software Interface
1.3.3 Discrete Event Simulation
1.3.4 Advanced Tool Interfaces

3.3.2 Goal 2: Assembly Process
Control Simulation

2.1 Generic Assembly Control Model
2.2 Control Program Autocreation
2.3 System Extensions

3.3.3 QUALITY, TEST, & EVALUATION
3.3.3 Goal 1: Product Attribute
Specification Capability

1.1 Functional Specifications Derivation

1.1.1 QT&E-Aware M&S Systems
1.1.2 QT&E Decision Support Systems
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3.3 PROCESS FUNCTIONS
3.3.3 Goal 2: Zero Post-Process
Certification

0 to 3 Years

3 to 10 Years

10+ Years

2.1 Adaptive, Real-Time Process/Eqpt Control Models

2.1.1 Multi-Level Model Controls
2.1.2 Capture/Use of Predefined Performance Parameters
2.2 QT&E Certification Models

2.2.1 Baseline Vendor Equipment Models
2.2.2 Updated Equipment Models
2.2.3 Critical Process Variables
2.2.4 Process Control Strategy

3.3.4 PACKAGING
3.3.4 Goal 1: Integrated Packaging
Modeling

1.1 Extended Process M&S Systems

1.1.1 Packaging/Handling Constraints Application
1.1.2 Packaging Optimization Criteria
1.1.3 Packaging Optimization Functionality
1.1.4 Environmentally Benign Packaging

3.3.4 Goal 2: Integrated Life-Cycle
Material Behavior Modeling

2.1 Packaging Process Models
2.2 Functional Packaging Performance Modeling
2.3 Shipping Conditions Sim

3.3.4 Goal 3: Optimized Life-Cycle
Packaging

3.1 Packaging Criteria
3.2 Materials Knowledge Base Interface
3.3 Processes Knowledge Base Interface
3.4 Boundary Conditions Database Interface
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PROCESS FUNCTIONS

0 to 3 Years

3 to 10 Years

10+ Years

3.3.5 REMANUFACTURE
3.3.5 Goal 1: Integrated Material
Stream Modeling

1.1 Intelligent Mat’l Separation Modules
1.2 Material Assessment Tools

3.3.5 Goal 2: Comprehensive Material
Flow Models
3.3.5 Goal 3: Remanufacturing
Modeling Tool Suite

2.1 Material Flow Interfaces

3.1 Reverse Engineering Apps
3.2 Remanufacturing Design Advisors
3.3 Automatic Remanufacturing Simulation System
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4.0 ENTERPRISE MODELING & SIMULATION
FUNCTIONS
Manufacturing
Enterprise
M&S Functions

Product M&S
Functions

Manufacturing
Process M&S
Functions

Enterprise M&S
Functions
M&S98-04

4.1 Functional Model Definition for Enterprise Modeling & Simulation
The Enterprise Management activities of a manufacturing enterprise can be functionally divided into two major elements for evaluation purposes. The Business functions generally deal
with cross-cutting, high-level strategic issues at the enterprise level. The Operations functions
are more tactical, and deal with issues more specific to a discrete manufacturing facility.
Business Functions
Strategic Positioning

Market Assessment &
Positioning
Risk Management
Financial/Cost
Management
Resource Management

Quality Management
Enterprise Architecture
Management
Extended Enterprise
Management

Modeling & Simulation Roadmap

⇒ Includes decisions and evaluation of business lines, retention and
outsourcing of competencies, site locations, facilities, and configurations,
evaluation and other strategic decision-making (incl. evaluation of legal
and contractual implications and stakeholder concerns).
⇒ Includes customer and competitive analysis for product positioning and
product evolution, forecasting, business line assessment.
⇒ Includes all financial, technical, schedule, regulatory, legal (incl. intellectual property control), and other risk evaluation, decision, and management processes, relative to both internal and external enterprise views.
⇒ Includes all financial forecasting and trending functions, tradeoff analyses,
and cost management process modeling.
⇒ Includes management of all enterprise resources, including capital, manpower and skills, training, core competencies, facilities, material, and subcontractor/partner/supplier capabilities and assets, and Make/Buy decision
processes, and optimization of all resources across and among all functions for all elements of the extended enterprise.
⇒ Includes all quality design and specification and performance monitoring
and assessment functions, incl. continuous process improvement and support of certifications.
⇒ Includes management and integration of enterprise systems incl. physical,
organizational structure, info systems, and integration of enterprise models
and simulations.
⇒ Includes all aspects of teaming and partnering, such as supplier/vendor/
partner assessment and selection, working interfaces, information interchange (collaboration), knowledge management (including intellectual
property), contract vehicles, profit/risk sharing, and performance measurement.
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Operations Functions
Resource Management

Performance
Management
Factory Operations

Facility Infrastructure
Management

⇒ Includes identification, allocation, routing, and control of all operational
resources, including manpower/skills (incl. training and certification),
technology (incl. info systems), equipment, support assets, and supporting
information.
⇒ Includes all operational performance elements, including cost, schedule,
quality, throughput, productivity, risk, capture of corporate experience and
knowledge, effectiveness of training/certification, and similar parameters.
⇒ Includes all factory floor and related above-shop-floor operations functions, such as design change management, equipment configuration and
layouts, product and material flow, manpower (incl. training) and shift usage, experience/knowledge capture, and maintenance.
⇒ Includes management of physical assets and resources required to support
the core manufacturing operations, such as utilities, maintenance, calibration, standards, computers and networks, and telecommunications.

4.2 Current State Assessment for Enterprise Modeling & Simulation
Modeling and simulation have been extensively applied to product engineering and manufacturing processes over the past decade and are now evolving very rapidly in the business and
operations management arena. The challenges here are more problematic than in the math and
physics-based realms of engineering and manufacturing. The objects and events being modeled
are largely focused on business transactions, relationships, and human intellectual operations,
and models in this area are generally limited to spreadsheets for financial and resource calculations or simple graphic representations of processes and relationships. M&S capabilities in this
realm are almost exclusively developed and applied on a case-specific basis and, outside of the
emerging enterprise resource management (ERM) arena, there is essentially zero integration of
product and process models at any level to support processes at the enterprise level.
This "softer" side of manufacturing enterprises does offers rich potential for application of modeling, simulation, and other engineering disciplines to analyzing and optimizing business operations, and there are success stories that provide confidence in the ability of M&S to provide
bottom-line benefits in the enterprise management arena. The recursive executable cell (REC)11,
for example, is an architectural simulation template designed to model the relationship between
organizational structure, material and information flows, and behavior within and between enterprises from a performance perspective. It is a composite template consisting of six interconnected generic components that model the execution of tasks in business enterprises.
For a large banking firm, the scaleable architecture of the REC facilitated the modeling of a
multi-function and multi-location customer service environment. In this model, worker schedules were imported to describe time-dependent service capacities at a number of different
physical processing centers and historical and forecasted customer demand functions were
used to test the system's response to time-dependent service loads. The results of the simulation were used to fine-tune the total service delivery approach to meet customer needs at significantly lower operational costs.

4.2.1 Business Functions
There are some general observations that can be made about the current state of modeling and
simulation for the business functions of a manufacturing enterprise:

11

Peter H. Tag, The Recursive Executable Cell: An Architectural Template For Building Enterprise Simulation Models. January 1996.
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• The base of modeling and simulation tools is small but growing. Most existing tools are diagnostic and analysis tools, not optimization tools. Most are costly, slow, and reliant on
special expertise. The state of practice is defined by simple spreadsheet models and homegrown point applications.
• The process of validating business models is more art than science for most applications.
• Few tools exist for modeling soft, non-math/non-numerical sciences. There are few accepted standards or conventions for representing information other than financial data, and
financial data standards are subject to widely varying interpretation among (and even
within) different companies.
• Most tools used for modeling or simulating business enterprise functions are stand-alone,
point solutions, and do not integrate with other systems or higher-level simulation functions. The lack of an complete, synchronized enterprise model is a huge barrier to optimization of the total manufacturing enterprise design.
• Three-dimensional visualization techniques such as virtual reality modeling language
(VRML) have great potential to convert masses of enterprise data into useful information,
but are only now being explored in the business environment.
• There is very little linkage of business models to real-time data, or even to accurate. Data
collection is largely ad-hoc, and data quality is highly suspect even in the best companies.
• Little has been done to resolve pressing issues related to intellectual property, and there is
no consensus on how to treat intellectual property in enterprise asset models.

4.2.1.1 Strategic Positioning
The ability of a manufacturing enterprise to stake out a strategic position in its industry and
continuously adjust this position for best advantage is vital to the enterprise’s long-term survival, but there are few modeling and simulation tools available to support rigorous analysis,
evaluation of opportunities and challenges, and prediction of likely outcomes of decisions and
events. This is due in large part to the fact that there are no “first principles” for this type of
analysis; it is a soft science, subjective, and situation-dependent. Variables in decisions about
positioning business lines, retaining and outsourcing of competencies, siting new facilities, and
forming new relationships with suppliers and partners are not easily reduced to sets of numbers that can be run in a math-based simulation. Decision-making processes in these areas must
include legal implications and the concerns of all enterprise stakeholders (customers, stockholders, employees, and the wider community). The management of a manufacturing enterprise must take account of the economic, technological, and industrial trends surrounding the
enterprise in order to best plan for its future investments and development of its manufacturing
capabilities. For global enterprises, strategic positioning assessment becomes even more complex, since political and cultural differences of the distributed business environment can have a
great impact on the success or failure of decisions to site new plants or relocate existing ones.
Other attributes of the current state of M&S maturity for strategic positioning include:
• There are some "homegrown" applications that perform as simple models of the business
environment, but they do not enable prediction of outcomes with any degree of confidence.
Most possible outcomes of strategic decisions can only be expressed in terms of general likelihood, with no accurate weighting of probability.
• Some qualitative simulation techniques exist, and research is ongoing, but there are currently no widely accepted commercial tools available in this area. There is a real need to be
able to augment current management techniques with robust, widely applicable models and
Modeling & Simulation Roadmap
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simulation tools in a number of functions, such as risk analysis, capital budgeting,
make/buy analysis, and cash flow analysis.
• With current approaches, macro-level analysis is not possible without extensive (timeconsuming and costly) accumulation of detailed data to build bottom-up models.

4.2.1.2 Market Assessment & Positioning
The challenge in this area is to predict future market conditions and strategically plan how best
to position the enterprise to take advantage of those conditions. The complexity and "softness"
of the information modeled in this arena are similar to that described for Strategic Positioning.
The knowledge used primarily leverages personal wisdom and experience, and is closely protected for competitive advantage. Current practice is typically based on subjective assessment
of options and performance against known metrics of market size, competitor rankings, and
price levels. The few M&S tools available and used in corporate training or business schools are
primarily based on a few quantitative techniques (such as spreadsheet tradeoffs). One such tool
is the “Prosperity Game” by Pace Van Devender of Sandia National Laboratories.
Manufacturers and market analysis firms expend a great deal of time and energy analyzing potential customers in the consumer products markets. Warranty registrations, subscriptions, Internet transactions, postal “zip+4” codes, and post-purchase customer surveys are driving the
creation of huge databases about individual preferences, buying habits, and trends. While data
mining and analysis techniques are giving manufacturers a better picture of who their customers are and what they want in a product, current M&S applications lack the ability to do more
than support basic decisions about how many to make and what color to make them. Despite
the advanced tools that now exist, manufacturers continue to be surprised when a new product
wildly exceeds expectations or flops miserably.
The capability to assess the impact of a competitor’s products is also greatly lacking. Brisk sales
of Iomega’s new 100 MB “Zip” drive in 1997 gave new life to a company thought to be on the
rocks, and the resulting shift in market share was a likely factor in the decision by Iomega’s
major competitor, Syquest, to reduce its workforce and close some production facilities in mid1998.

4.2.1.3 Risk Management
Step-wise templates and spreadsheets are commonly used to model and assess risk in large
companies, but these tools these rely almost exclusively on individual expertise and insight to
identify and assign weights to risk factors. Cost risk is more easily quantified than other types
(such as betting on the wrong technology or failing to meet a development milestone on schedule), but here again the risk assessment is largely dependent on individual insight in determining the magnitude of possible outcomes or the value of workarounds or fallback strategies.
Disciplines other than manufacturing have deeper investments and insights in modeling and
simulation of risk factors (e.g., NASA and the FAA for space vehicle and aviation safety, DOE
for nuclear materials safety and surety); their best practices are directly applicable to manufacturing, but are not widely used outside their respective agencies.

4.2.1.4 Financial/Cost Management
There are many M&S tools available for static simulation and tradeoff analysis (e.g., spreadsheet-based cost models) for financial analysis of various types and views of cost, including total ownership cost, flyaway unit cost, activity-based cost, and capital investments, but few tools
exist in this area to support robust simulation. The latest enterprise resource planning (ERP)
tools have deterministic modeling capabilities such as cash flow analysis, but there is a driving
need to develop robust enterprise cost models that integrate all relevant factors and link to current, accurate data to enable fast, accurate analysis of cost/finance issues and opportunities.
Modeling & Simulation Roadmap
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4.2.1.5 Enterprise Resource Management
Enterprise resource management (ERM) has become a burning issue in the 1990s as increasingly
complex manufacturing enterprises – formed through mergers, acquisitions and formation of
virtual enterprises that bring together many partners and suppliers for a specific purpose – seek
to manage all of their resources in an increasingly competitive and resource-constrained environment. The larger and more complex the enterprise, the more difficult it is to manage its resources (e.g., capital funds, facilities, and equipment, manpower and skills, core competencies,
and product and material inventory) with any degree of fine control at the enterprise level. Increasing product complexity, decreasing lot sizes and lead times, and workforce reductions further drive an industry-wide sense of urgency to find ERM solutions that really deliver on their
promises.
Section 4.3 of the IMTR Roadmap for Information Systems provides an in-depth look at the current
state, vision, goals, and requirements for ERM. However, M&S technology is certainly a component of the ERM solution. Following are some general observations on the current state of
M&S tools in this area:
• There are many tools available in different domains, but there are no conventions or standards for common representation schemes to collectively manage different types of resources, no means of aggregating detailed data into a high-level model, and no common
understanding or definition of the terms used by the different tools.
• Development of models for any resource area is expensive and time-consuming. Current
tools are complex and require highly trained operators.
• Data collection to support resource modeling is largely ad hoc, and data accuracy and currency are major problems.
Resource areas with current M&S tools and capabilities of note include:
• Facilities resource management has good M&S tools for operational assets such as plant
HVAC and utilities systems. Some CAD tools are available to model factory layout, but
they are not integrated with simulation tools for analyzing operational or business performance – and no standards exist to support such representations. In a few cases, geographic
information system (GIS) tools are being used in modeling multi-plant resources or siting of
distributed resources, including status monitoring and logistics support.
• Manpower planning has some M&S tools available for planning and prediction, but these
are not integrated with simulation tools to do business analysis, and there are no standards
to support such models.
• Training is a major area of current focus for M&S applications, particularly virtual reality
training to operate complex equipment or perform hazardous processes. Simulations of
manufacturing processes with complex tools enable in-process training (or man-in-the-loop
training) on use of those tools. There is emerging use of web-based virtual reality training.

4.2.1.6 Quality Management
The function of quality management in manufacturing has undergone rapid evolution over the
past decade as companies – spurred largely by global competitive pressures – moved from a
philosophy of “inspecting quality in” to “getting it right the first time.” This was done largely
by designing more reliable manufacturing processes and providing capabilities such as statistical process control (SPC) to help keep processes operating within their specified parameters.
The recognition that properly designed and executed processes produce quality products has
extended beyond the shop floor to be applied to virtually any type of business process, from
engineering to business management to product support.
Modeling & Simulation Roadmap
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Modern quality concepts have evolved through many initiatives, such as DoD’s Total Quality
Management doctrine and the U.S. Malcom Baldridge Quality Award criteria, and are now
codified in the ISO 9000 quality standard and certification programs such as the Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Models (SEI CMMs).
While these standards and requirements do serve as excellent “models” for manufacturers to
enhance and assure quality in their products and processes, until recently no automated macrolevel modeling or simulation tools existed to support them. This is particularly true at enterprise levels, where discrete quality attributes are more difficult to define in meaningful ways.
Modeling techniques such as QFD (see page 25) are enabling companies to address subjective
quality measures in a more objective way, and products such as Catalyst by Software Productivity Solutions, Inc. are providing automated means of creating QFD models.
Firms such as John Keane & Associates (JKA) currently offer a number of simulation products
to support quality planning. These "virtual factories" enable managers to evaluate different
plant operating scenarios, especially as they relate to quality, and evaluate the effects on plant
performance. The simulators compress time [months into minutes] and reduce risk of missteps
when real dollars and jobs are on the line. JKA's QMS/9000+ is set of "building blocks" which
can be assembled to create a customized quality system solution for an actual plant. The software also instructs computers to execute procedures and instructions normally done by people,
thereby reducing labor costs associated with quality systems.
These kinds of tools can help predict the payoff for new quality improvement programs or to
evaluate the “cost of quality” and other factors, such as tradeoffs of contemplated alternative
process improvements with respect to the cost, schedule, or quality improvements which
would result.

4.2.1.7 Enterprise Architecture Management
Today’s complex manufacturing enterprise are managed in two domains: operational (execution of business missions) and functional (management of functions to support those operations). Management actions at the enterprise level focus largely on promulgating strategic objectives, performance parameters, and constraints, and the operational and functional units of
the enterprise develop and execute tactical plans to meet those objectives. The enterprise itself
comprises a series of loosely interrelated physical and process architectures, such as organizational structures, financial systems, “distributed repositories” of skills, competencies, and
physical resources, information and communications networks, and hierarchies of interrelated
processes and facilities.
Managing this complexity occupies a tremendous portion of the enterprise’s resources, and is a
huge component of product costs. There are many modeling and simulation tools available to
help manage various pieces of the total picture, but very few of these tools work together to any
meaningful degree and there are no tools available to manage the enterprise as a whole, in all of
its complexity.
At the macro level, there are some tools available for enterprise modeling, but most enterprise
models are custom-built for very specific domains (e.g., finance, communications, transportation and distribution), have limited fidelity with the real world, and little or no capability to run
simulations to predict the effects and impacts of planned or potential change events. A number
of vendors are working in this area, and some commercial, Internet-based enterprise financial
models are emerging.
One simple modeling tool freely available to help government facilities manage their information systems architectures is the GRAF system, developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
GRAF enables users to take simple database lists of resource objects (such as telephone repeater
nodes and computer servers), map their relationships, and graphically depict those objects and
their connections and interdependencies. This helps IT managers understand the “big picture”
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when services must be expanded, upgraded, or otherwise modified in response to changing
demands.

4.2.1.8 Extended Enterprise Management
This function includes all aspects of teaming and partnering, including supplier/vendor/
partner assessment and selection, establishing and managing interfaces between organizations,
information interchange and collaboration, knowledge management (including intellectual
property issues), contract vehicles, profit and risk sharing, and performance measurement.
Modeling or simulating the activities of extended enterprises is challenging, since most extended enterprise functions involve human activities and interactions that are impossible to
quantify or predict with confidence, particularly for global enterprises which include different
cultures and economic environments. The companies involved in an extended enterprise often
have different knowledge representations and information flows and different accounting
schemes. There are no mature tools openly available for modeling extended enterprises,
though there is research ongoing in this area.
The following observations describe the current state of practice in M&S for extended enterprise
management:
• The ability to build robust M&S tools for extended enterprise management is complicated
by different computer languages, data structures, and ways of representing requirements
and capacities among different companies. The different tools often do not have the same
scope of operation, or communicate well with each other (unless using a common interface
such as SAP's Business API).
• Tools are available for some functions – for example, SAP has tools for supply chain modeling using advanced planning and optimization techniques) and stochastic (deterministic)
models for forecasting.
• Depending on what management problem is being addressed, different levels of information granularity are used at different times. It is difficult to integrate these levels of information, both within one company and across the extended enterprise.
• Automotive companies are doing some multilevel supplier modeling.
• The Theory of Constraints 12 is now being used in leading-edge tools such as SAP and I2 to
manage and optimize use of capacity.
• Most tools are costly, inflexible, slow, limited in function, and do not integrate with other
tools; some firms are partnering with others to gain strategic capabilities and move away
from monolithic systems.
• Good tools to capture and represent domain knowledge (and model complex processes) so
it can feed models and simulations do not exist.
• Even if knowledge is captured in some representation mechanisms, there is no good way to
use the knowledge in business processes or integrate it with conventional simulations.
• Despite the lack of standards, it is easier to share nontechnical data (e.g., schedules and
spreadsheets) than technical data (e.g., designs) across an extended enterprise.

12

The Theory of Constraints states that every system has at least one constraint limiting its output. Therefore, by addressing the major
limiting constraints of a system (e.g., cycle time), the system can be improved to realize the greatest benefit with the least investment
of time and resources.
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• There is presently no way to model different levels of trust and common purpose in
representing the activities of different participants in virtual enterprises.

4.2.2 Operations Functions
4.2.2.1 Resource Management
This function includes identification, allocation, routing, and control of all operational
resources, including manpower and skills (and associated training and certification),
technology (including information systems), equipment, support assets, and supporting
information. There are many tools available for modeling different types of resources, for
example capacity and manpower planning and estimating, but these are not tied to simulations
or the models to each other. An exception to this is that scheduling tools are tied to resource
planning for assessment of resources to tasks over time. Some other observations include:
• New techniques such as genetic algorithms and neural nets are being used for schedule and
control, but they are narrowly focused, user-intensive and not interoperable. Genetic
algorithms provide a more efficient way of pruning the search space for potential solutions,
but they are very dependent on a good starting point to get good results.
• For manpower, skills, and associated training, the same points made under Business Management (Section 4.2.1) apply here.
• It is not possible to simulate what is happening at any given time in a manufacturing shop,
in order to evaluate problems. Post-event modeling and simulation are expensive, timeconsuming, and does not have a high probability of success except in clearly defined situations (e.g., single machine failure).
• It is not possible to capture inspection data and superimpose it on a machine's simulation, in
order to detect and correct noncompliance to specifications.

4.2.2.2 Performance Management
This function includes all operational performance elements, including cost, schedule, quality,
throughput, productivity, risk, capture of corporate experience and knowledge, effectiveness of
training and certification, and similar parameters. General observations include:
• The M&S tools in this area are immature. They help with planning in conjunction with captured performance information, but they do not extend to actual management, i.e., they do
not support robust modeling and simulation using experience and knowledge to help
reengineer and optimize processes.
• Tools do exist for cost and schedule performance (such as ProModel and Arena), but lack
necessary links to real-time performance data and are limited by the fidelity of defined dependencies in making predictions.
• Only a few tools, mostly homegrown, are available to model operator effectiveness and tie
in to appropriate training and certification information.

4.2.2.3 Factory Operations
This function includes all factory floor and related above-shop-floor operations functions, including design change management, equipment configuration and layouts, product and material flow, manpower (including training) and shift utilization, experience/knowledge capture,
and maintenance. Observations on the current state of practice are as follows:
• Many shop floor management tools are good in their specific domain, but do not interoperate; they are expensive, time-consuming, require dedicated assets and support, and provide
little or no predictive capability.
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• Knowledge is hard-coded into the tools,
and they offer little flexibility to adapt to
business requirement or technology
changes.

Flying the Factory:
The Enterprise Management Cockpit
Managers need the right information at the right time
to make the right decisions. They also need the ability
to evaluate options and risks and have confidence in
the results. Financial and market data, operations and
resource needs and status, and the ability to communicate all need to be at their fingertips – in the same
way that pilots of fighter aircraft need responsive controls and accurate information about direction, speed,
fuel, weapons, and potential threats in order to accomplish their mission.

• Maintenance problems and remanufacturing issues are not addressed by manufacturing M&S systems.
• There are no commercial M&S tools (only
customized point solutions) for distribution management, i.e., warehouse management and intersite movement and
tracking of materials.

The modern aircraft cockpit, with all of its sophisticated instruments and controls linked to sensors,
weapons, and flight systems, provides a perfect model
for enterprise management systems. Future managers
at all levels of the enterprise, who now get their information from paper and e-mail, will see their desktop computers evolve into sophisticated enterprise
management cockpits that are fully connected with all
of the systems and operations of the enterprise. Live,
3-D factory models will be hooked directly into the
factory’s design and manufacturing systems, providing
instant visibility into performance and status of every
operation. “Click down” interfaces will enable managers to quickly delve into successively deeper levels
of detail to aid decision-making, and integrated analytical tools and smart advisory systems will help them
head off problems, evaluate options for change, and
keep operations running at peak performance.

4.2.2.4 Facility Infrastructure Management
This function includes management of physical assets and resources required to support
the core manufacturing operations, including
utilities, maintenance, calibration, standards,
computers and networks, telecommunications, etc. There are good M&S tools available
for different areas of the facility infrastructure,
and many can be interfaced, but they are not
truly integrated. That is, they do not share or
act on the same common data set.

• For physical facilities management, there
are tools available for operational assets such
as HVAC (real-time status, balancing, etc.). Some ERP systems have plant and facility infrastructure management tools.
• Geographical information systems (GISs) can help manage distributed sites, allowing precise location of resources, and coordination and overlaying of different resource models.
• Tools such as Computer Associates' Unicenter TNG and Tivoli Systems' TME 10 are available for modeling and managing large, heterogeneous computer networks. There are commercial tools such as ComNet for simulating telecommunications networks.

4.3 Future State Vision, Goals, & Requirements for Enterprise Modeling
& Simulation
The future manufacturing entity will be a totally “connected” enterprise, where all processes
are tightly integrated and continuously tuned via automated systems and human decisions for
optimum performance. Manufacturing companies will no longer be unwieldy, inefficient “dinosaurs” where change is a years-long process; M&S technology will transform them into lean
dynamic, responsive entities that thrive on challenge and change.
Real-time data about all aspects of performance will feed detailed process and global enterprise
models that provide managers with total visibility into the health of the enterprise and all of its
processes and resources. Powerful, intelligent advisory and decision support systems will provide equipment operators, line and shop supervisors, operations managers, and higher-level
executives with real-time awareness of performance and potential effects resulting from changing conditions, and enable them to quickly make the best decisions based on enterprise needs,
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goals, and objectives. Directives for changes in products, processes, and resources will automatically propagate instructions and requirements to every affected part of the enterprise, enabling the business to respond in near-real time to new and changing requirements.
The centerpiece of this vision is the master enterprise model, a virtual mirror image of the enterprise and all of its component operations and processes (including business systems as well
as design, manufacturing, and support systems), which resides in the enterprise dataspace. Users at all level of the organization, from any location, will be able to interact with the model to
obtain accurate forecasts of the effects of planned or potential actions – such as introduction of a
new or improved manufacturing process, or a new product, or reorganization of a particular
operation or business unit, or establishment of a new partnering arrangement to pursue an
emerging opportunity. Since the elements of the enterprise model will be linked directly to
their real-world counterparts, and kept current through links permeating the enterprise’s information network, the simulations will provide a very accurate picture of real-world results.
Also, since the simulation model lives entirely in the virtual realm, users will be able to rapidly
evaluate many different options to arrive at the best decision in light of costs, risks, associated
impacts, and return on investment.
Table 4.3-1 provides a summary-level view of where we are today and where we expect to be in
the next 15 years.

4.3.1 Business Functions
4.3.1.1 Strategic Positioning
Vision: Deep understanding and accurate prediction of strategic issues
In the future, manufacturing enterprise leaders will be able to quickly and accurately evaluate
and explore opportunities, threats, and options – at the enterprise macro level – to make sound
business decisions. They will be able to evaluate options for evolution of existing products and
business lines, development of spinoffs, and creation of new products and business lines, and
make accurate predictions of the results of their decisions. Fast, intuitive predictive modeling
capabilities will enable managers to evaluate health and vitality of the enterprise at specific
points in future time based on real-time “as is” data and probable or possible future conditions.
User interfaces to the underlying M&S capability will be easy and transparent (including
graphical and verbal natural-language interfaces), and accessible from wherever they happen to
be, whenever they need it.
The global enterprise model will be able to identify and respond to changes in critical resources
based on accurate, current knowledge of assets, core competencies, capability, and capacity.
The enterprise model will have accurate, current knowledge of market conditions (including
technology trends and political and legal considerations), from perspectives of both the customer base and the competitive environment. It will be able to detect trends from early data
and provide an analysis of advantages, disadvantages, and implications of contemplated
courses of action. It will interface directly with the enterprise’s information systems to quickly
promulgate decisions and guidance to all enterprise elements once a change is accepted for action.

Goals & Requirements for Strategic Positioning
• Goal 1: Timely, Accurate M&S Processes for Strategic Positioning – Provide M&S tools
and techniques that enable accurate, timely, informed decisions for manufacturing enterprises based on comprehensive, useful, accurate information.
– Strategic Decision Modeling – Develop mechanisms to model and evaluate the strategic
decision-making process in manufacturing organizations.
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Table 4.3-1.
State Map for Enterprise Modeling & Simulation Functions
Function

Expected 2005 State
(Major Goals)

IMTR 2015 Vision
(Major Goals)

Current State of Practice

Current State of Art

Strategic Positioning
(Section 4.3.1.1)

• Little or no modeling & simulation

• Limited use of simple, “homegrown”
models

• Strategic decision models

Market Assessment
& Positioning
(Section 4.3.1.2)

• Primarily use of spreadsheets

• Some market share modeling &
gaming simulations

• Domain specific models

Risk Management
(Section 4.3.1.3)
Financial/Cost Management
(Section 4.3.1.4)
Resource
Management
(Section 4.3.1.5)
Quality Management
(Section 4.3.1.6)
Enterprise Architecture
Management
(Section 4.3.1.7)
Extended Enterprise
Management
(Section 4.3.1.8)

• Little or no modeling

• Spreadsheet based models based on
individual expertise

• Domain & function specific risk
models

• Risk assessment & avoidance models

• Spreadsheet-based financial
modeling

• Deterministic cost models

• Predictive cost modeling

• Integrated cost & profitability models

• Many tools for specific uses

• No common standards or integration
frameworks

• Enterprise-wide resource models

• Extended enterprise resource models

• Little or no modeling

• Limited “cost of quality” modeling

• Quality impact assessment & tradeoff tools

• Quality no longer a discriminator –
all excellent

• Little or no modeling

• Structured models (e.g., IDEF
& GRAF)

• Generic enterprise architectures,
metrics & modeling tools

• Full enterprise architecture models

• Little or no modeling

• Supply chain modeling using proprietary or custom systems

• Techniques for modeling functions
across the supply chain

• Extended enterprise models

• Many tools available for specific functions or resources

• Large, complex, hierarchical models

• Tools & standards for model building • In-depth resource management
& integration
models

• Cost & schedule performance
models

• Larger custom models

• Accurate data collection techniques
for model building

• Self-optimizing simulation models

• Many domain-specific models

• Expensive & time-consuming systems

• Data collection techniques, standards & frameworks

• Virtual factory models using realtime data

• Domain-specific systems

• Some ERP systems have infrastructure features

• Standard taxonomies & generic
infrastructure models

• Integrated physical control & performance models

BUSINESS FUNCTIONS

• Expensive data collection

• Easy, transparent modeling & simulation

• Real-time data links
• Links to external & internal information sources

• Extensive market assessment models
& tools

• Automated knowledge management
techniques

OPERATIONS FUNCTIONS
Operations Resource
Management (Section 4.3.2.1)
Performance Management
(Section 4.3.2.2)
Factory Operations
(Section 4.3.2.3)
Facility Infrastructure
Management (Section 4.3.2.4)

Note 1: There is a very wide gap between “state of practice” and “state of art” for enterprise M&S capabilities among different industries and companies. A number of the attributes of the
“Expected 2005 State” and “IMTR 2015 Vision” are already emerging among leading practitioners; however, from the IMTR perspective these capabilities will not be considered mature until
they are in wide use among more than a handful of companies, and meet the test of total plug & play compatibility and robust functionality to serve any industry.
Note 2: The timeframes given for various capabilities reflect application of “reasonable” R&D resources toward their attainment. The timelines for most capabilities shown could be significantly
shortened through creation of focused R&D efforts with adequate funding.
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* Gaming Algorithms for Macro Models – Conduct research to identify and develop
gaming algorithms for exercising macro models of strategic decision processes.
* Macro-Level Enterprise Models – Develop macro-level manufacturing enterprise
models and tools to address enterprise-level needs supported by different levels of
source information (varying amount and quality of data).
* Capability Representation Models – Develop manufacturing enterprise models to
represent capabilities and core competencies at the enterprise and extended enterprise
level.
* Enterprise Model Library – Develop a library of manufacturing enterprise models
that can be selected and tailored based on a manager’s dialogue with the system.
– Real-Time Model Data Links – Develop real-time linkages to information sources internal and external to the enterprise. (Additional requirements in this area are discussed in
the IMTR Roadmap for Information Systems, Section 5.3.2.)
* Basic Data Requirements Definition – Research and develop detailed strategic data
requirements to support macro-level modeling and simulation.
* Global Data Requirements Definition – Define global data requirements (including
technological, economic, and political information) to feed the enterprise model.
* Data Availability Evaluation Tools – Develop tools to evaluate current state of data
availability.
* Macro View Processing Tools – Develop methods and tools for processing data at different levels and developing a unified view of the information at the macro level.

4.3.1.2 Market Assessment & Positioning
Vision: Real-time awareness and fast, accurate response to market forces
Future executives and managers will have timely, current, accurate visibility of market research
that indicates the enterprise’s position relative to its competitors. They will be able to quickly
evaluate options for introducing new products, modifying product and product family attributes (price, functions, capabilities, features, etc.), and ending product offerings. They will understand the effects of different courses of action (e.g., trade off smaller market share for higher
dollar volume per product, or vice-versa). They will be able to evaluate demographic, social,
political, technological, and competitive trends and forecast resulting effects.

Goals & Requirements for Market Assessment & Positioning
• Goal 1: Timely, Accurate M&S Processes for Market Assessment – Provide the capability
for manufacturers to make accurate, timely, informed market decisions based on comprehensive, useful, accurate information which includes operations, infrastructure, risk, and financial knowledge.
– Gaming Algorithms for Macro Models – Research and develop gaming algorithms for
exercising manufacturing enterprise macro models.
– Data Requirements Research – Conduct research to identify data required for macrolevel modeling and simulation functions to support manufacturing enterprises.
– Opportunity Models – Develop models to evaluate opportunities to enter or exit manufacturing markets and predict results with high confidence.
– Qualitative Forecasting Tools – Develop M&S tools to forecast manufacturing requirements based on more than quantitative factors, and more than just past data. Apply
emerging techniques (fuzzy logic, neural nets, etc.) to enable non-quantitative analysis.
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• Goal 2: Rapid Change Response Tools – Provide M&S tools and techniques enabling enterprises to respond quickly and opportunistically to rapid, unpredicted change.
– Discontinuity Event Modeling – Develop capability to predict the impacts on the enterprise of major “inflection points” and emerging unanticipated changes in technological,
economic, or political developments (such as the collapse of the Soviet Union, or the explosion of Internet use).

4.3.1.3 Risk Management
Vision: Complete, accurate, real-time visibility of risk issues and mitigation performance
In the future, managers will have models with sufficient knowledge to detect potential risks, to
assess the impact of a given risk, and to make a plan to mitigate or avoid a given risk. Enterprise managers will have clear visibility into potential risks and will be immediately alerted to
events that create a potential risk or change the status of a previously identified risk. Project
managers and operations managers will be able to quickly perform initial risk assessments for
contemplated programs and activities, which take into account all applicable forms of risk (cost,
technical, schedule, liability, safety, etc.).

Goals & Requirements for Risk Management
• Goal 1: Risk Assessment & Analysis Toolset – Provide and enhance a generic risk modeling and simulation system that supports quantification and analysis of technical, cost, and
schedule risks for complex products, processes, and ventures.
– Risk Quantification Methodology – Develop mechanisms and algorithms to represent,
measure, monitor, and evaluate risk based on activities and their outcomes – linked to
analytical models (e.g., of a product design); must be able to weigh against risk tolerance.
– Risk Integration Methodology – Develop mechanisms and methods to combine the
qualitative and quantitative aspects of risk in risk models.
– Risk Knowledge Base and Data Linking Methodology – Develop methods and tools to
establish and maintain knowledge bases of risk experience, from across the enterprise,
that link into risk M&S tools.
– High-Risk Tradeoff Tools – Develop, validate, and expand risk modeling tools to evaluate trade-offs, approaches, and potential payoffs for high-risk ventures.

4.3.1.4 Financial/Cost Management
Vision: Fast, accurate insight into financial issues and opportunities
Future decision-makers will be able to quickly and accurately predict the financial and cost implications of any contemplated decision. Manufacturing enterprise systems and the models that
drive them will accurately reflect cost and profitability, in near real-time.

Goals & Requirements for Financial/Cost Management
• Goal 1: Enterprise Financial Simulation Environment – Provide the capability to obtain
and evaluate current financial status information and requirements, and to accurately predict effects of contemplated actions or events on capital requirements, funds flow, profitability, ROS/ROI, rates and factors, and other financial parameters.
– Integrated Financial Modeling – Develop techniques to integrate cost and financial
models with other models as a seamless part of the global enterprise model.
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– Multilevel Cost Modeling – Develop methods and tools to model costs at different levels
and from different perspectives (e.g., activity-based costing versus general ledger versus
total cost of ownership), and integrate cost models extending down to the lowest level of
granularity (e.g., down to the component and constituent material level of individual
products).
– Predictive Cost Modeling – Develop tools and techniques for predictive cost modeling.
– Financial Engineering Analysis Tools – Migrate engineering analysis methods and tools
to financial operations.

4.3.1.5 Enterprise Resource Management
Vision: Total visibility, quick response, precise control of all enterprise resources
In the future, enterprise managers will be able to quickly and accurately predict the effects of
potential (planned or possible) change on enterprise resources, and evaluate the effect of
changes (e.g., in cost or availability) in a given resource on all aspects of enterprise operation.
Richer decision support will be available because enterprise models will address the notion of
which capabilities and resources represent critical competencies for the enterprise, and extended enterprise models will include assessment of the capabilities, performance, and other
characteristics of partners and suppliers as well as internal assets.
Enterprise resource models will have direct links to real-time status data about all resources
available to or needed by the enterprise. Embedded resource advisors will recalculate “on the
fly” the impacts of an actual or planned change in resources on all other dependent resources,
and provide recommendations for corrective actions before impending resource constraints impact operational throughput.

Goals & Requirements for Enterprise Resource Management
• Goal 1: Real-Time Resource Modeling System – Provide enterprise resource models able
to deal with multiple constraints and optimize operations to simultaneously meet multiple
criteria.
– Base Resource Models – Develop a common framework of plug & play resource models
that include the capabilities, performance and attributes of all internal and external resources, including partners and suppliers, and which can be adapted and extended by
any manufacturing enterprise.
– Resource Performance Simulation – Develop capability to assess specific resource performance based on simulations of performance options and models of process.
– Change Requirements Identification – Develop enterprise operational resource models
able to assess strategic plans, evaluate core competencies and existing/forecasted/
planned resources, and identify where (or if) changes are required based on an internal
or external change or event.
– Multiple Constraint Processing – Develop techniques and algorithms for identifying,
capturing, and correlating multiple resource constraints.
– Multiple-Criteria Resource Optimization – Develop methods and tool for multiplecriteria resource optimization.
– Resource Status Monitoring – Integrate real-time data collection interfaces that enable
the master enterprise resource model to interact with hardware and software mechanisms for resource status and usage monitoring (developed as outlined in the IMTR
Roadmap for Manufacturing Processes & Equipment, Section 2.3.3) to maintain current understanding of resource readiness, availability, and fitness for use.
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• Goal 2: Distributed Resource Management – Provide M&S tools and techniques to manage resources across all components of the extended enterprise.
– Resource Status Modeling & Linkages – Develop methods, tools, and techniques for
modeling extended enterprise and linking to current resource status information from
different sites.
– Multi-Source Data Integration – Develop mechanisms to integrate and exploit the usefulness of varying resource information from different sources.
– Distributed Resource Integration – Develop methods and techniques for composing, integrating, and harmonizing multiple resource models across the extended enterprise.

4.3.1.6 Quality Management
Vision: 100% quality the first time, every time
Future manufacturers will design high-quality products from inception and precisely control
their manufacturing processes to ensure that every product is 100% free of defects. Quality will
therefore no longer be a competitive discriminator. Product and process designers and managers will have modeling and simulation tools that enable evaluation and prediction of quality in
all aspects of enterprise operation and performance. Extremely precise product models, coupled with extremely precise process models supported by precisely monitored and controlled
processes and equipment, will enable elimination of all post-process quality inspection and
nonconformance correction needs.

Goals & Requirements for Quality Management
• Goal 1: Quality Tradeoff Tools – Provide tools and techniques to quickly trade off cost impacts and effects of contemplated improvements (i.e., cost impact of measures to incrementally improve quality).
– Comprehensive Quality Models – Develop M&S tools to evaluate quality in design,
manufacturing, and operations, incorporating applicable parameters of quality standards
such as ISO 9001 (and its successors) using “live” quality performance data from all enterprise operations.
– Continuum Quality Modeling – Develop M&S tools to evaluate the impact of individual
and multiple events and parameters on total product, process, and enterprise performance.
– Early Problem Indication – Develop methods and tools to quickly detect subtle influences on quality performance and suggest corrective action.
• Goal 2: Quality Model QA Techniques – Provide methods and tools to evaluate and assure the quality of enterprise quality models themselves.

4.3.1.7 Enterprise Architecture Management
Vision: Seamlessly integrated, multidimensional enterprise model for management and
control
In the future, enterprise managers will have an enterprise architecture model that provides
clear, immediate visibility into any and all aspects of the enterprise – organizational, skills, core
competencies, financial data, facilities, operations, databases, networks, supplier/partner relationships and capabilities, and other physical and information assets. The manager can browse
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conveniently through any aspect of the enterprise, drilling down for more information (current
or historical enterprise data as well as forecasts) when needed to make decisions.
The model and simulations will work because the architecture guides how different component
models are integrated and unified within the context of the overall enterprise structure. Based
on the architecture, vendors of equipment, software and other components will see how their
product fits into the overall manufacturing enterprise. There will be libraries of architectural
components for different activities carried on in various manufacturing sectors. For any given
enterprise, selecting the components that best fit the enterprise strategy and business plan can
assemble a complete simulation capability.
The business rules captured in the model define how the enterprise does business. Managers
will use the living enterprise model, with direct linkage to current data on enterprise structures,
systems, and assets, to evaluate configuration options to respond to growth, consolidation, and
other types of change. For some enterprises, the simulation may actually be used to control enterprise operations.

Goals & Requirements for Enterprise Architecture Management
• Goal 1: Extendible Enterprise Model & Reference Architecture – Provide a generic, extendible reference architecture for manufacturing enterprises, enabling managers to use a
visually presented model to represent all aspects of their operations and assist in making
decision. The enterprise model must depict the interrelationships of all relevant functions
and knowledge bases within the enterprise.
– Architecture Evaluation Tools – Develop metrics and tools for evaluating and testing
candidate architecture designs.
– Architecture Adaptation – Develop a methodology to tailor generic architecture to a specific enterprise.
– Software Implementation Tools – Develop methods and tools for designing and implementing software systems based on the reference model architecture.

4.3.1.8 Extended Enterprise Management
Vision: Seamless, flexible enterprises, utterly transparent to geography and complexity
In the future, enterprise managers will be able to look anywhere in the supply chain to instantly
obtain real-time information (such as capacities or capabilities) at the desired level of detail.
Modeling and simulation tools will enable rapid tradeoffs to support partnering decisions and
drive the mechanisms for establishing concurrence and initiating work. Potential partners will
share information freely, trusting multilevel information filtering and access mechanisms to
protect proprietary information appropriately.

Goals & Requirements for Extended Enterprise Management13
• Goal 1: Extended Enterprise Management System – Provide an extended enterprise management system that enables enterprise managers to establish and manage complex supply
chains.
– Enterprise Multi-Model Integration – Develop a methodology to integrate multiple
types of enterprise models within the framework of the extended enterprise architecture.
Extended enterprise operations and interactions will be modeled and used to guide production planning and other business decisions.
13

Additional goals and requirements for enterprise management are addressed in the IMTR Roadmap for Information Systems, Section
4.3.6, and in the IMTR Roadmap for Technologies for Enterprise Integration.
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– Extended Enterprise Modeling Tools – Develop methods and tools for modeling extended enterprises, including evaluation of supplier and partner contributions, values,
and capabilities to support teaming decisions.
– Risk/Reward Models – Develop models to enable modeling and equitable sharing of
risks and rewards in proportion to contribution of enterprise participants to the extended
enterprise operation.
– Resource Model Integration Tools – Develop methods, tools, and techniques for composing, integrating, and harmonizing multiple resource models across the extended enterprise.
– Plug & Play Enterprise Process Model Library – Develop a library of plug & play manufacturing and business process models supporting seamless extended enterprise operations.

4.3.2 OPERATIONS FUNCTIONS
4.3.2.1 Operations Resource Management
Vision: Full visibility, accurate prediction, real-time control of distributed operations
In the future, operations managers and operational personnel will optimally meet their business
objectives using model-based control systems that enable real-time, in-depth (and appropriately
filtered) access to all factory status, performance, and capability information. The factory model
will be a real-time representation of the factory, and will be used to directly control operation of
the factory. Model-based control systems now in place for individual processes will evolve to
provide finer control and become-plug-compatible to support integrated, hierarchical control
systems for integrated process suites.
Managers will be able to quickly identify and assess performance issues (e.g., bottlenecks) and
trade off resources (equipment, material, personnel) to optimize operations – both in the current
state and predict with confidence the impacts of planned or potential changes to support flexible, adaptive, reconfigurable operations to meet dynamic business requirements.
Simulation- and model-based training (including immersive virtual reality) and qualification
will be pervasive, applied to all skills development. The equipment models and operational
simulations will be used not only for process and decision support, but also intended for training to enable workers to perform required tasks to standards.
Environmental stewardship and economic issues may become more compatible in the future
with better modes of information sharing on resources. The enterprise view of resources will
broaden to encompass knowledge of other nearby enterprises and their byproducts and waste
materials, to allow potential reuse of these materials in the manufacturing processes. Similarly,
the enterprise will make available its byproducts and waste to any other enterprises which may
make effective use of them.

Goals & Requirements for Operations Resource Management
• Goal 1: Real-Time Factory Model – Provide factory models to provide real-time representations that also runs large portions of factory operations and is able to deal with multiple
constraints and optimize operations to simultaneously meet multiple criteria.
– Multiple Constraint Integration – Develop techniques and algorithms for identifying,
capturing and correlating multiple constraints.
– Multi-Resource Optimization – Develop methods and tools for multiple-criteria resource optimization.
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• Goal 2: Distributed Resource Management Tools – Provide M&S tools and techniques to
manage resources across all factory components of the extended enterprise – including
partners’, suppliers’, and sub-tier suppliers’ shops.
– Extended Factory Modeling – Develop methods, tools, and techniques for modeling extended factory and linking to current resource status information from different sites.
– Extended Factory Integration & Optimization – Develop methods, tools, and techniques
for composing, integrating, and harmonizing multiple resource models across the extended enterprise.
• Goal 3: Enterprise Knowledge/Skills Management – Provide M&S tools and techniques to
enable a growing store of corporate knowledge plus an integrated training and certification
environment that transforms manpower assets into capable, qualified skill/knowledge
workers.
– Model-Driven Training Systems – Develop model-driven training systems that automatically capture shop-floor data and update models used for training. This includes
model-driven training systems that draw directly from live enterprise data, and selflearning training simulators embedded on process equipment to support on-the-job training and continuous learning.
– Embedded Process & Equipment Simulators – Develop training simulators that are embedded into process and equipment control systems. These simulators are updated
automatically with actual operating data collected from the processes and equipment.

4.3.2.2 Performance Management
Vision: Real-time visibility and control of all aspects of enterprise performance
Future operations managers will able to monitor, in real or near-real time, any time and from
anywhere, all defined aspects of enterprise factory operational performance at any desired level
of detail, and to evaluate the impact of performance variations or changes and potential corrective actions, against business objectives. The simulations will learn and adapt based on previous experience to produce improved behavior of the manufacturing enterprise system. Furthermore, the simulations will be "mixed initiative" systems, allowing human insights and
decisions to be mixed with automatically produced system inferences to guide future operations to produce desired results.

Goals & Requirements for Performance Management
• Goal 1: Performance Optimization Systems – Provide models and simulations able to generate optimal performance profiles, define corrective actions (from knowledge base or input
by user) to meet the profiles, and promulgate corrective action directions back into the system.
– Performance Data Integration & Assessment – Develop tools and techniques to provide
access to accurate, current performance data on all aspects of enterprise operations. Develop generic metrics for enterprise performance measurement, and integrate into modeling and simulation tools. (reference that IS provides the data; expand from MS perspective (application)
– Continuous Improvement Techniques – Develop M&S tool and techniques that provide
ability to explore alternatives for improvement and corrective action.
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• Goal 2: Adaptive Performance Management System – Provide the capability for modelbased performance management systems to adapt, to improve performance over time, and
to evolve to accommodate new parameters.
– Self-Assessment & Learning Tools – Develop mechanisms enabling system to learn
based on self-assessment of performance (recognize recurring occurrences).
– Automated Reconfiguration Capability – Develop mechanisms for system reconfiguration based on human input.

4.3.2.3 Factory Operations
Vision: Real-time control for continuous optimization and instantaneous response
In the future, factories will be run by control models, integrated within a complete virtual factory above the shop floor, fed by real-time, accurate information from shop-floor processes and
implemented by sensors and intelligent, proactive controllers. All routine manufacturing operations will be automated, plus the models will be adaptive to modify operations in response
to engineering changes. In addition, the control models will be monitoring the status of various
resources, factoring in shop-floor economic considerations, and predicting or planning needed
maintenance operations. In many factories, human intervention will be required only to handle
unplanned events.
For geographically distributed "virtual factories,” decisions on manufacturing operations will
be based on best use of needed resources, wherever they are.

Goals & Requirements for Factory Operations14
• Goal 1: Total Factory Control Model – Building on the factory control model developed in
Section 4.3.2.1, provide models for total factory control driven by full, complete, accurate,
real-time process status and performance data.
– Component Operations Models – Develop framework and tools for component-based
modeling and simulation for factory operations at the machine, work cell, and line levels.
– Multi-View Factory Vision – Integrate capability to view the factory at macro level with
ability to zoom down to any level of detail.
• Goal 2: Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control – Provide methods and tools for integrating factory monitoring and control models and interfacing with enterprise management systems to enable reactive and proactive problem-solving.
– Integrated Manufacturing Change Management – Develop model-based methods and
tools for managing engineering changes in a fully automated manufacturing system.
– Data Fusion Tools – Develop mechanisms to fuse and mine varying information from
different sources (see the IMTR Roadmap for Information Systems, Sections 3.3.1 and 5.3.2).
– Predictive Maintenance Response Systems – Develop intelligent mechanisms to use
sensor information plus knowledge of shop-floor economics to monitor status and predict and plan needed maintenance operations.

14

Additional goals and requirements for factory operations are addressed in the IMTR Roadmap for Manufacturing Processes &
Equipment, Section 2.3.
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4.3.2.4 Facility Infrastructure Management
Vision: Deep knowledge and responsive control of extended enterprise infrastructure
In the future, the control models that run the factory will extend their scope and effectiveness
by having total knowledge and control of the extended facility infrastructure, such as the physical plant, utilities, and telecommunications and computer networks, irrespective of geographic
separation. These control models will be integrated in a complete virtual factory, fed by realtime, accurate information from all operations and support facilities and implemented by sensors and intelligent, proactive controllers. Given knowledge of the production schedule and the
status of the operational facilities, the system will be able to plan maintenance and upgrade operations to minimize impact on production. Human intervention will be required only to handle required maintenance, physical upgrades and modifications, and to launch/run simulations
to optimize exception situations which cannot be handled automatically.
The system will provide accurate, current information on available vs. used infrastructure capacity (e.g., space, utilities, common infrastructure and other resources) and enable evaluation
of options to support new or modified operations at the individual factory level or the extended
(distributed) enterprise factory level. In the case of globally distributed enterprises, the control
models will incorporate knowledge of relevant cultural or economic differences which affect
resources and how they can be used.
Goals & Requirements for Facility Infrastructure Management
• Goal 1: Integrated, Distributed Factory Infrastructure Model – Provide and enhance generic factory control models that provide robust capabilities to model and simulate operations of complex physical plants and associated infrastructure.
– Infrastructure Model Representation – Develop representation mechanisms, tailorable
generic models, and techniques and tools to fully, accurately model physical plant and
associated infrastructure.
– Infrastructure Model Library – Develop libraries of generic, knowledge-based, plug &
play modules for modeling different factory infrastructure components.
– Live Factory Models – Develop capability to dynamically update factory models directly
from current operational status information.
– Facility Integration Models – Develop methodologies and tools to integrate facility infrastructure models with operations models manufacturing process models, and enterprise models.

4.4 Roadmap for Enterprise Modeling & Simulation
Using the goals outlined in Section 4.3 above, the workshop team mapped the associated requirements and R&D areas over near-, mid-, and long-term timeframes as presented on the following pages. The attached roadmap represents a “first cut” at defining a research, development, and implementation plan, and additional work is required to develop detailed task plans
as well as to align dependencies among the various activities.
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4.3 ENTERPRISE FUNCTIONS

0 to 3 Years

3 to 10 Years

10+ Years

4.3.1 BUSINESS FUNCTIONS
4.3.1.1 STRATEGIC POSITIONING
4.3.1.1 Goal 1: Timely, Accurate M&S
Processes for Strategic Positioning

1.1 Strategic Decision Modeling

1.1.1 Gaming Algorithms for Macro Models
1.1.2 Macro-Level Enterprise Models
1.1.3 Capability Representation Models
1.1.4 Enterprise Model Library
1.2 Real-Time Model Data Links

1.2.1 Basic Data Requirements Definition
1.2.2 Global Data Requirements Definition
1.2.3 Data Availability Evaluation Tools
1.2.4 Macro View Processing Tools

4.3.1.2 MARKET ASSESSMENT &
POSITIONING
4.3.1.2 Goal 1: Timely, Accurate M&S
Processes for Market Assessment

1.1 Gaming Algorithms for Macro Models
1.2 Data Requirements Research
1.3 Opportunity Models
1.4 Qualitative Forecasting Tools

4.3.1.2 Goal 2: Rapid Change Response Tools
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4.3 ENTERPRISE FUNCTIONS

0 to 3 Years

3 to 10 Years

10+ Years

4.3.1.3 RISK MANAGEMENT
4.3.1.3 Goal 1: Risk Assessment & Analysis
Toolset

1.1 Risk Quantification Methodology
1.2 Risk Integration Methodology
1.3 Risk Knowledge Base & Data Linking Methodology
1.4 High-Risk Tradeoff Tools

4.3.1.4 FINANCIAL/COST MANAGEMENT
4.3.1.4 Goal 1: Enterprise Financial
Simulation Environment

1.1 Integrated Financial Modeling
1.2 Multilevel Cost Modeling
1.3 Predictive Cost Modeling
1.4 Financial Engr Analysis Tools

4.3.1.5 ENTERPRISE RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
4.3.1.5 Goal 1: Real-Time Resource
Modeling System

1.1 Base Resource Models
1.2 Resource Performance Simulation
1.3 Change Requirements ID
1.4 Multiple Constraint Processing
1.5 Multiple-Criteria Resource Optimization
1.6 Resource Status Monitoring

4.3.1.5 Goal 2: Distributed Resource
Management

2.1 Resource Status Modeling & Linkages
2.2 Multi-Source Data Integration
2.3 Distributed Resource Integration
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4.3 ENTERPRISE FUNCTIONS

0 to 3 Years

3 to 10 Years

10+ Years

4.3.1.6 QUALITY MANAGEMENT
4.3.1.6 Goal 1: Quality Tradeoff Tools

1.1 Comprehensive Quality Models
1.2 Continuum Quality Modeling
1.3 Early Problem Indication

4.3.1.7 ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE
MANAGEMENT
4.3.1.7 Goal 1: Extendible Enterprise
Model & Reference Architecture

1.1 Architecture Eval Tools
1.2 Architecture Adaptation
1.3 Software Implementation Tools

4.3.1.8 EXTENDED ENTERPRISE
MANAGEMENT
4.3.1.8 Goal 1: Extended Enterprise
Management System

1.1 Enterprise Multi-Model Integration
1.2 Extended Enterprise Modeling Tools
1.3 Risk/Reward Models
1.4 Resource Model Integration Tools
1.5 Plug & Play Enterprise Process Model Library

4.3.2 OPERATIONS FUNCTIONS
4.3.2.1 OPERATIONS RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
4.3.2.1 Goal 1: Real-Time Factory
Model

1.1 Multiple Constraint Integration
1.2 Multi-Resource Optimization

4.3.2.1 Goal 2: Distributed Resource
Management Tools

2.1 Extended Factory Modeling
2.2 Extended Factory Integration & Optimization
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4.3 ENTERPRISE FUNCTIONS

4.3.2.1 Goal 3: Enterprise Knowledge/
Skills Management

0 to 3 Years

3 to 10 Years

10+ Years

3.1 Model-Driven Training Systems
3.2 Embedded Process & Equipment Simulators

4.3.2.2 PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
4.3.2.2 Goal 1: Performance
Optimization Systems

1.1 Performance Data Integration & Assessment
1.2 Continuous Improvement Techniques

4.3.2.2 Goal 2: Adaptive Performance
Management System

2.1 Self-Assessment/Learning Tools
2.2 Auto Reconfiguration Capability

4.3.2.3 FACTORY OPERATIONS
4.3.2.3 Goal 1: Total Factory Control
Model

1.1 Component Operations Models
1.2 Multi-View Factory Vision

4.3.2.3 Goal 2: Integrated Factory
Monitoring & Control

2.1 Integrated Mfg Change Management
2.2 Data Fusion Tools
2.3 Predictive Maintenance Response Systems

4.3.2.4 FACILITY INFRASTRUCTURE
MANAGEMENT
4.3.2.4 Goal 1: Integrated, Distributed
Factory Infrastructure Model

1.1 Infrastructure Model Representation
1.2 Infrastructure Model Library
1.3 Live Factory Models
1.4 Facility Integration Models
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APPENDIX A
NGM: An Industry-Driven Collaboration
The NGM project, completed in 1997, was a groundbreaking effort to examine long-term trends
in U.S. manufacturing in light of unprecedented changes taking place in the global business environment, and to identify actions required to respond to these new challenges. More than 500
technologists and business leaders from industry, government, and academia participated in
the project.
Key global drivers identified by NGM that will shape the competitive environment in the 21st
century include:
• Ubiquitous availability and distribution of information
• Accelerating pace of change in technology
• Rapidly expanding technology access
• Globalization of markets and business competition
• Global wage and job skills shifts
• Environmental responsibility & resource limitations
• Increasing customer expectations.

One of the major recommendations from
the NGM project was
the need to establish
technology roadmaps
to guide development
of the necessary technical and “cultural”
solutions. The IMTR
initiative represents a
follow-on activity
aimed at implementing
this critical recommendation for the technology-related imperatives.
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In response to these drivers, the NGM project identified six attributes that will characterize successful manufacturing enterprises in the future, as well as a number of barriers that must be resolved to attain these attributes. These in turn led the NGM project to identify 10 interrelated
“imperatives” (i.e., enabling business practices and related technologies) that will be needed to
overcome the barriers
NGM Attributes & Imperatives:
and achieve the sucKeys to Success for Next-Generation Manufacturers
cessful enterprise attributes.
Success Attributes

Technology-Related Imperatives
Advanced Processes & Equipment
Pervasive Modeling & Simulation
Adaptive, Responsive Information Systems
Enterprise Integration
Other Imperatives
Workforce Flexibility
Knowledge Supply Chain
Rapid Product/Process Development
Innovation Management
Change Management
Extended Enterprise Collaboration
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APPENDIX B
The IMTR Roadmapping Process
The IMTR team has applied a structured methodology (Figure A-1) to develop technology
roadmaps that identify the “Grand Challenges” and define specific goals and requirements to
meet the defined needs of the national manufacturing infrastructure. The first step was to conduct a broad-based survey (see Appendix C) of the national manufacturing community for each
technology area. This provided input for the IMTR participants to start mapping near- and
long-term needs, and at identifying solution approaches to meet those needs. The IMTR team
then conducted a focused workshop for each technology area to define time-based goals, requirements, and tasks for R&D to address the high-priority, cross-cutting needs of the nation’s
manufacturers and manufacturing infrastructure.
Based on the survey and workshop results, the roadmap documents were developed and distributed to a broad cross section of the manufacturing community for review. All of the roadmaps are maintained on the IMTR Internet website (http://www.IMTI21.org) and will be updated as progress is made against the plan.
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Figure A-1. The IMTR roadmapping process provides a structured methodology for identifying
needs, developing plans to fulfill those requirements, & measuring progress toward the future state.
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APPENDIX C
Highlights of IMTR Modeling & Simulation
Survey Findings
The IMTR Modeling & Simulation questionnaire was constructed around a functional model
very similar to that defined above to gather data from a wide distribution. The responses to the
survey were then used to refine the functional model for use at the M&S workshop at the National Center for Manufacturing Sciences (NCMS) facility in Ann Arbor, MI. The questionnaire
comprised three parts:
• Assessment of the validity and completeness of the functional model.
• Assessment of the adequacy of current technologies and identification of needs for the future.
• Suggestions on technologies and innovations that offer the potential to add significantly to
current capabilities.
General Observations – The questionnaire drew fewer responses than expected (about 30)
based on the team’s experience with the Information Systems (IS) survey, which drew more
than 80 responses. This is attributed to the fact that the M&S community is much smaller than
the IS community, by several orders of magnitude. Despite the low number of responses, the
quality of the input was judged very useful and served as good input by the participants in the
M&S workshop in Ann Arbor.
Comments on Functional Model – The model of M&S functions of the manufacturing enterprise was expanded based on several respondents’ suggestions to include some non-traditional
processes. Several suggestions related to addition of various planning support functions. The
lack of technology management in the baseline model also concerned some participants.
Product M&S – A large fraction of the responses described the need to develop modeling systems using sets of features whose structures are sufficiently rich to incorporate material, manufacturing (including producibility indices), and cost (predicted and experienced) information as
well as geometric information. These feature definitions should also have seamless interfaces to
modeling tools that generate performance information based on first principles and are correlated with real test information. Life-cycle considerations also dictate the inclusion of environmental concerns and reuse/recycle opportunities in product design.
Process M&S – Physical process models drawing from comprehensive materials databases are
needed for a wide range of processes. These models must be yield accurate predictions of surfaces generated, both geometry and surface finish, and the resulting property information. The
influence of tolerance stackup on assembled product performance is needed. Support tools are
needed for designing workholding fixtures and material handling equipment.
Enterprise M&S – Business models are needed that acquire and interpret customer input. Cost
and affordability decisions must be correlated with predicted and documented performance
data. A better employment and deployment of resources – both human and other – within and
across plant and company boundaries is required, including maintenance and material movement and storage functions.
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APPENDIX D
Glossary
Agility – For a company, Agility is the ability to thrive and prosper in a competitive environment of continuous and unanticipated change, and to respond to rapidly changing markets
driven by customer-based valuing of products and services.
Application Program Interface (API) – The interface (calling conventions) by which an application program accesses operating system and other services. An API provides a level of abstraction between applications and ensures portability of applications from different sources.
Architecture – A model of the arrangement and connectivity of the physical or conceptual
components of a system.
CMM (Coordinate Measuring Machine) – A machine for automatically measuring the surface
position and features of 3D parts using a touch probe or non-contact sensor.
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) – An Object Management Group
specification which provides the standard interface definition between OMG-compliant objects.
Computer Aided Design (CAD) – The use of computers in interactive engineering drawing
and storage of designs. Programs complete the layout geometric transformations, projections,
rotations, magnifications, and interval (cross-section) views of a part and its relationship with
other parts.
Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) – The use of computers to program, direct, and control production equipment in the fabrication of manufactured items.
Concurrent Engineering – The process of developing products with all enterprise disciplines
interacting continuously from the start of the design effort, in a manner that reduces the time
and downstream changes associated with the traditional practice of first designing the product
and then designing its manufacturing execution processes.
Consortium For Advanced Manufacturing International (CAM-I) – An international, not-forprofit consortium founded in 1972. Membership includes over 50 Fortune 200 companies who
are recognized leaders in manufacturing. The CAM-I charter includes conducting precompetitive, industrially based, industrial-driven applied research and development of advanced manufacturing and management systems, enabling technologies, and standards.
Core Competencies – The basic technologies, skills, and knowledge possessed and required by
a company to excel in its business. A manufacturer of small power transformers may have core
competencies such as transformer design, computer-aided design and manufacturing, and electrical insulation technology.
DARPA – Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
Distributed Enterprise – An organization that has operations in more than one geographic location.
DOD – Department of Defense.
DOE – Department of Energy.
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Enterprise Architecture – The body of knowledge for designing, building, operating and modeling enterprises. The architecture contains guidelines and rules for the representation of the
enterprise framework, systems, organization, resources, products and processes. (ISO TC184).
Enterprise Modeling – The generation of models of an enterprise or part of an enterprise (e.g.,
process models, data models, resource models).
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) – An ERP system is: 1) An accounting-oriented information system for identifying and planning enterprise-wide resources needed to take, make, ship,
and account for customer orders. An ERP system differs from the typical MRP II system in
technical requirements such as graphical user interface, relational database, use of fourthgeneration language, and computer-assisted software engineering tools in development, clientserver architecture, and open-system portability. 2) More generally, a method for the effective
planning and control of all resources needed to make, take, ship, and account for customer orders in a manufacturing, distribution, or service company.
Expert Systems, or Knowledge-Based Systems – Interactive computer programs that help users with problems that would otherwise require the assistance of human experts. Expert systems capture knowledge in rules that can be communicated to others as advice or solutions.
Programs that present the computer as an expert on some topic. The programs often simulate
the reasoning process used by human experts in certain well-defined fields.
Extended Enterprise – A group of companies that work together as a team and act as a single
business entity to satisfy a particular set of customer needs. Generally includes the prime
manufacturer and all suppliers and vendors who contribute to creation, delivery, and support
of the product to the customer.
Extranet – Linked intranets from a variety of enterprises that have agreed to share information
and some business processes.
Framework – A basic structure, a frame of reference, or a systematic set of relationships. A
framework does not include the art, science, style, and methodology required to develop the
system, only the scope of the system and the arrangement of the components are considered.
Genetic Algorithm – A method for representing knowledge in decision support tools, based on
the analogy of DNA and Darwinian “natural selection.” In simple terms, a decision process involves “chains” of options from a limited set (as in the four basic compounds of DNA) and can
decompose complex decisions into strings of selection of best options.
Integrated Product Realization (IPR) – A concept of totally interconnected and interrelated
processes for creating product, from generation of the initial product concept and definition of
its requirements, to optimization of the design of the product and its manufacturing processes,
and to eventual creation of the product itself.
Integrated Product/Process Development (IPPD) – The discipline of developing products and
the processes used for their manufacture in parallel, so as to reduce the time and cost of moving
products from concept to production. Commonly accepted as the next step beyond the practices of concurrent engineering.
Intelligent Control Systems – Advanced control techniques that use artificial intelligence,
knowledge-based, and other nonconventional approaches to control systems to autonomously
achieve a specific goal.
Internet – An openly accessible network of computing systems, servers, and interconnecting
communications equipment that operate using standard interfaces and protocols.
Interoperability – The ability of two or more systems, subsystems, products, or applications to
work together and/or share information or inputs and outputs.
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Intranet – An internal network of information systems and supporting services using Internet
protocols and a common user interface such as a web browser.
Lean Manufacturing – A set of practices intended to remove all waste from a manufacturing
system, especially by reducing the cost of non-value-added activities. “Lean” encompasses
concepts such as just-in-time, Kaizen, Kanban, empowered teams, cycle time reduction, small
lot manufacturing, and flexible manufacturing.
Life Cycle – The collective set of phases a product or system may go through during its lifetime
(e.g., concept definition, development, production, operation and support, decommissioning,
and disposal).
Manufacturing Execution System (MES) – A factory floor information and communication system with several functional capabilities. It includes functions such as resource allocation and
status, operation/detailed scheduling, dispatching production units, document control, data
collection and acquisition, labor management, quality management, process management,
maintenance management, product tracking and genealogy, and performance analysis. It can
provide feedback from the factory floor on a real-time basis. It interfaces with and complements accounting-oriented, resource planning systems.
Mass Customization – The manufacture of large volumes of products that are tailored to meet
the specific preferences or requirements of individual customers.
Metamodel – A model in which many detail-level or micro models of different types can be
quickly and easily composed to create macro models that reflect the attributes and behaviors of
the whole system as well as those of the constituent parts. As an example, detailed models of
the individual processes and equipment that comprise a factory can be composed to create a
macro factory model. Tuning of the factory model automatically propagates appropriate
changes in individual micro models, thus keeping every process in continuous tune with every
other process.
Methodology – A set of instructions, rules, and/or guidelines that defines the process of achieving a specific task.
Model – A mathematical representation of an object (a part, a product, a machine, a facility, an
organization, etc.) or a process (e.g., a specific manufacturing process or a business process). A
mathematical model characterizes the behavior of its subject through the form of the equation(s)
chosen, the variables and parameters present, and the ranges or values of those terms for which
the model is considered valid.
Modular Design – A design approach or philosophy that emphasizes the use of standard modules or components to assemble equipment, products or systems.
Natural Language – Ordinary human language; unlike precisely defined computer languages,
it is often ambiguous and is thus interpreted differently by different hearers.
Neural Net – A method for analyzing large amounts of data to create “convergence” (define
common trends and reach conclusions) faster than conventional methods. The methodology is
based on the biological model of the neurons of the human brain.
Next Generation Manufacturing (NGM) – A 1996-97 program to develop a broadly accepted,
industry-driven model for a next generation manufacturing enterprise and action plans that individual companies can use to help plan, achieve, and sustain world-class manufacturing.
NGM was funded by the National Science Foundation, Department of Defense, Department of
Energy, National Institute of Science and Technology, and several industry sponsors and participants.
NIST – National Institute of Standards and Technology.
NSF – National Science Foundation.
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Open Architecture – Information and control system structures that are well documented and
non-proprietary.
Open Systems – Systems that are designed to interconnect using defined standard interfaces
with a variety of products that are commonly available, thus allowing a large degree of vendor
independence as to product form, fit, and function.
Process Model – The defined description and/or representation of a process.
Product Data Management (PDM) – The process of, or a system for, managing all information
about a product as it moves through the engineering and manufacturing life-cycle. Generally
includes function such as management of engineering drawings, processing of change notices,
and configuration control.
Product Data Model – The description of data about a product (e.g., a STEP standard).
Product Model – Information about a product captured in a standard representation format
(e.g., a CAD file).
Simulation – A process for exercising mathematical models through simulated time wherein
one or more models can be run with varying values of input parameters to evaluate the effects
of interaction among variables.
Standard – An established norm or specification against which measurements of compliance
may be made.
STandard for Exchange of Product model data (STEP) – A neutral mechanism for describing
product data throughout the life cycle of a product independent from any particular system
(ISO 10303).
Supply Chain – A manufacturing enterprise and the tiers of subcontractors and suppliers who
provide materials, parts, components, subsystems, assemblies/subassemblies, services, expertise, or other assets that enable the enterprise to create, deliver, and support its products and
services.
Technologies Enabling Agile Manufacturing (TEAM) – A joint industry/government program to develop, integrate, demonstrate, and validate manufacturing technologies that support
the vision of manufacturing as a seamless, tightly integrated process from concept to delivery.
Theory of Constraints – A theory that states that every system has at least one constraint limiting its output. Therefore, by addressing the major limiting constraints of a system (e.g., cycle
time), the system can be improved to realize the greatest benefit with the least investment of
time and resources.
Virtual Enterprise – A temporary alliance of companies, linked primarily by information technology, that join together to take advantage of a market opportunity.
Workflow – The sequencing (and often, automation) of business processes into structured
movement of tasks, documents, and data among people performing different functions or responsibilities.

We gratefully acknowledge the sources of some definitions used above:
CAM-I, Strategic Supply Chain Management; Dictionary of Relevant Terms
APICS Dictionary, Ninth Edition
Compendium of Agility Terms created by the Agility Forum, supported by the National Science
Foundation under Cooperative Agreement No. DMI-9696175
Next-Generation Manufacturing Project Report on "Enterprise Integration"; Glossary
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APPENDIX F
M&S Cross-Walks for IMTR Nuggets
The “Nugget” roadmaps presented in Section 1.3 of each of the IMTR documents identify
40 critical capabilities that collectively underpin the IMTR visions for Information Systems, for
Modeling & Simulation, for Manufacturing Processes & Equipment, and for Technologies for
Enterprise Integration.
Each of the Nugget roadmaps identifies a sampling of goals from the various IMTR roadmaps
that support each Nugget. The following “cross-walk” matrix provides a more comprehensive
listing of goals from the M&S document that support each of the 10 Nuggets from the M&S, IS,
MPE, and TEI roadmaps.
Nugget Cross-Walk for Modeling & Simulation
M&S Nuggets

Related M&S Roadmap Goals
(By Document Section & Goal Number)

1.

Micro to Macro Continuum
Modeling

2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework

2.

Science-Based Models
Integrated with Living
Knowledge/Experience
Bases

3.

M&S Is Rule, Not Exception

4.

Intelligent Design &
Analysis Advisors

2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly Modeling & Simulation Tools
3.3.4, G1: Integrated Packaging Modeling
3.3.5, G1: Integrated Material Stream Modeling
4.3.1.3, G1: Risk Assessment/Analysis Toolset
4.3.1.5, G1: Real-Time Resource Modeling System
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.4, G1: Producibility Requirements Integration
2.3.5, G2: Total Service Modeling Environment
3.3.4, G2: Integrated Life-Cycle Material Behavior Modeling
3.3.5, G3: Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite
4.3.1.1, G1: Timely, Accurate Modeling & Simulation for Strategic Positioning
4.3.1.3, G1: Risk Assessment/Analysis Toolset
4.3.1.4, G1: Enterprise Financial Simulation Environment
4.3.2.1, G2: Distributed Resource Management Tools
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.4, G2: Parallel Multi-Attribute Producibility Evaluation
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
3.3.1, G2: Collaborative Analytical Systems
3.3.5, G3: Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite
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5.

M&S as Real Time
Enterprise Controller

6.

Smart, Self-Learning
Models

7.

Open, Shared Repositories
& Validation Centers

8.

Integrated, Robust Product &
Process Models Supporting
All Domains & Applications

9.

Total, Seamless Model
Interoperability

10. Real Time, Interactive,
Performance-Based Models

Modeling & Simulation Roadmap

3.3.2, G2: Assembly Process Control Simulation
4.3.1.5, G1: Real-Time Resource Modeling System
4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System
4.3.2.1, G1: Real-Time Factory Model
4.3.2.1, G3: Enterprise Knowledge/Skills Management
4.3.2.3, G1: Total Factory Control Model
4.3.2.3, G2: Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.2, G2: Assembly Process Control Simulation
4.3.1.5, G2: Distributed Resource Management
4.3.2.2, G2: Adaptive Performance Management System
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.3, G2: Zero Post-Process Certification
4.3.1.1, G1: Timely, Accurate M&S Processes for Strategic Positioning
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.4, G1: Producibility Requirements Integration
2.3.5, G2: Total Service Modeling Environment
3.3.1, G2: Collaborative Analytical Systems
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly Modeling & Simulation Tools
3.3.3, G2: Zero Post-Process Certification
3.3.5, G1: Integrated Material Stream Modeling
4.3.1.1, G1: Timely, Accurate M&S Processes for Strategic Positioning
4.3.1.4, G1: Enterprise Financial Simulation Environment
4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
3.3.1, G2: Collaborative Analytical Systems
3.3.2, G2: Assembly Process Control Simulation
3.3.3, G2: Zero Post-Process Certification
3.3.5, G3: Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite
4.3.1.1, G1: Timely, Accurate M&S Processes for Strategic Positioning
4.3.1.5, G1: Real-Time Resource Modeling System
4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System
4.3.2.1, G1: Real-Time Factory Model
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Nugget Cross-Walk for Information Systems
IS Nuggets
1.

Information-Driven
Seamless Enterprises

2.

Shared Knowledge
Repositories

3.

Customer/RequirementsDriven Manufacturing

Modeling & Simulation Roadmap

Related M&S Roadmap Goals
(By Document Section & Goal Number)
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.4, G1: Producibility Requirements Integration
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly M&S Tools
3.3.3, G1: Product Attribute Specification Capability
3.3.3, G2: Zero Post-Process Certification
3.3.4, G2: Integrated Life-Cycle Material Behavior Modeling
4.3.1.4, G1: Enterprise Financial Simulation Environment
4.3.1.5, G1: Real-Time Resource Modeling System
4.3.1.5, G2: Distributed Resource Management
4.3.1.7, G1: Extendible Enterprise Model & Reference Architecture
4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System
4.3.2.1, G2: Distributed Resource Management Tools
4.3.2.2, G1: Performance Optimization Systems
4.3.2.2, G2: Adaptive Performance Management System
4.3.2.3, G1: Total Factory Control Model
4.3.2.3, G2: Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control
4.3.2.4, G1: Integrated Distributed Factory Infrastructure Model
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
3.3.1, G1: Science-Based Material Modeling Knowledge Base
3.3.3, G2: Zero Post-Process Certification
3.3.4, G2: Integrated Life-Cycle Material Behavior Modeling
4.3.1.3, G1: Risk Assessment & Analysis Toolset
4.3.1.5, G1: Real-Time Resource Modeling System
4.3.1.5, G2: Distributed Resource Management
4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System
4.3.2.1, G3: Enterprise Knowledge/Skills Management
4.3.2.3, G1: Total Factory Control Model
4.3.2.4, G1: Integrated Distributed Factory Infrastructure Model
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.4, G1: Producibility Requirements Integration
2.3.4, G2: Parallel Multi-Attribute Producibility Evaluation
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
2.3.5, G2: Total Service Modeling Environment
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly M&S Tools
3.3.3, G1: Product Attribute Specification Capability
3.3.3, G2: Zero Post-Process Certification
3.3.4, G1: Integrated Packaging Modeling
3.3.4, G2: Integrated Life-Cycle Material Behavior Modeling
3.3.4, G2: Optimized Life-Cycle Packaging
3.3.5, G1: Integrated Material Stream Modeling
3.3.5, G3: Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite
4.3.1.2, G1: Timely Accurate M&S Processes for Market Assessment
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4.

Mature Integrated
Product/Process
Development

5.

Totally Connected Extended
Enterprise

6.

Plug-&-Play, Interoperable
Systems Components

7.

Design & Operation
Advisors

8.

Self-Correcting, Adaptive
Operational Systems
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4.3.1.5, G1: Real-Time Resource Modeling System
4.3.1.5, G2: Distributed Resource Management
4.3.1.6, G1: Quality Tradeoff Tools
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.2, G2: Fast Background Performance Simulation
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.4, G1: Producibility Requirements Integration
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly M&S Tools
3.3.4, G1: Integrated Packaging Modeling
3.3.4, G2: Integrated Life-Cycle Material Behavior Modeling
3.3.5, G3: Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite
4.3.1.4, G1: Enterprise Financial Simulation Environment
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.3, G2: Distributed Enterprise Assembly Planning System
4.3.1.1, G1: Timely, Accurate M&S Processes for Strategic Positioning
4.3.1.2, G1: Timely, Accurate M&S Processes for Market Assessment
4.3.1.4, G1: Enterprise Financial Simulation Environment
4.3.1.5, G1: Real-Time Resource Modeling System
4.3.1.5, G2: Distributed Resource Management
4.3.1.7, G1: Extendible Enterprise Model & Reference Architecture
4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System
4.3.2.1, G2: Distributed Resource Management Tools
4.3.2.3, G2: Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control
4.3.2.4, G1: Integrated Distributed Factory Infrastructure Model
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
4.3.1.7, G1: Extendible Enterprise Model & Reference Architecture
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.4, G2: Parallel Multi-Attribute Producibility Evaluation
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly Modeling & Simulation Tools
3.3.2, G2: Assembly Process Control Simulation
3.3.1, G1: Product Attribute Specification Capability
3.3.4, G2: Integrated Life-Cycle Material Behavior Modeling
3.3.5, G1: Integrated Material Stream Modeling
3.3.5, G3: Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite
4.3.2.2, G1: Performance Optimization Systems
4.3.2.2, G2: Adaptive Performance Management System
4.3.2.3, G2: Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly Modeling & Simulation Tools
3.3.3, G2: Adaptive, Real-Time Equipment/Process Control Models
2.3.3, G2: Real-Time Factory Operations Optimization Model
4.3.2.2, G1: Performance Optimization Systems
4.3.2.2, G2: Adaptive Performance Management System
4.3.2.3, G1: Total Factory Control Model
4.3.2.3, G2: Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control
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9.

Self-Learning Systems

10. Integration of Multiple
Design Domains

2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.3, G2: Zero Post-Process Certification
3.3.5, G1 Integrated Material Stream Modeling
4.3.1.3, G1: Risk Assessment & Analysis Toolset
4.3.2.2, G1: Performance Optimization Systems
4.3.2.2, G2: Adaptive Performance Management Systems
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.4, G2: Parallel Multi-Attribute Producibility Evaluation
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability

Nugget Cross-Walk for Manufacturing Processes & Equipment
MPE Nuggets
1.

Zero Net Life-Cycle Waste

2.

First Part Correct

3.

Intelligent Control Systems

Modeling & Simulation Roadmap

Related M&S Roadmap Goals
(By Document Section & Goal Number)
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.4, G3: Optimized Life-Cycle Packaging
3.3.5, G1: Integrated Material Stream Modeling
3.3.5, G2: Comprehensive Material Flow Models
3.3.5, G3: Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite
4.3.1.5, G1: Real-Time Resource Modeling System
4.3.2.1, G2: Distributed Resource Management Tools
4.3.2.3, G1: Total Factory Control Model
4.3.2.4, G1: Integrated Distributed Factory Infrastructure Model
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.4, G1: Producibility Requirements Integration
2.3.4, G2: Parallel Multi-Attribute Producibility Evaluation
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.1, G2: Collaborative Analytical Systems
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly Modeling & Simulation Tools
3.3.2, G2: Assembly Process Control Simulation
3.3.3, G2: Zero Post-Process Certification
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly Modeling & Simulation Tools
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly Modeling & Simulation Tools
3.3.2, G2: Assembly Process Control Simulation
3.3.3, G2: Zero Post-Process Certification
4.3.1.5, G2: Distributed Resource Management
4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System
4.3.2.1, G1: Real-Time Factory Model
4.3.2.1, G2: Distributed Resource Management Tools
4.3.2.3, G1: Total Factory Control Model
4.3.2.3, G2: Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control
4.3.2.4, G1: Integrated Distributed Factory Infrastructure Model
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4.

Innovative Breakthrough
Processes

5.

Science-Based
Manufacturing

6.

Intelligent Design &
Process Advisors

7.

Knowledge Repositories
& Validation Centers

8.

Distributed Control Across
Extended Enterprises

Modeling & Simulation Roadmap

2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
3.3.1, G2: Collaborative Analytical Systems
3.3.2, G2: Assembly Process Control Simulation
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.1, G2: Collaborative Analytical Systems
3.3.5, G3: Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.4, G2: Parallel Multi-Attribute Producibility Evaluation
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.1, G2: Collaborative Analytical Systems
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly M&S Tools
3.3.2, G2: Assembly Process Control Simulation
3.3.3, G2: Zero Post-Process Certification
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.4, G2: Parallel Multi-Attribute Producibility Evaluation
3.3.1, G1: Product Attribute Specification Capability
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly Modeling & Simulation Tools
3.3.2, G2: Assembly Process Control Simulation
3.3.4, G2: Integrated Life-Cycle Material Behavior Modeling
3.3.5, G1: Integrated Material Stream Modeling
3.3.5, G3: Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite
4.3.2.2, G1: Performance Optimization Systems
4.3.2.2, G2: Adaptive Performance Management System
4.3.2.3, G2: Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.3, G2: Zero Post-Process Certification
3.3.4, G2: Integrated Life-Cycle Material Behavior Modeling
4.3.1.3, G1: Risk Assessment & Analysis Toolset
4.3.2.1, G3: Enterprise Knowledge/Skills Management
4.3.2.3, G1: Total Factory Control Model
4.3.1.5, G1: Real-Time Resource Modeling System
4.3.1.5, G2: Distributed Resource Management
4.3.2.4, G1: Integrated Distributed Factory Infrastructure Model
4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System
4.3.1.5, G1: Real-Time Resource Modeling System
4.3.1.5, G2: Distributed Resource Management
4.3.1.7, G1: Extendible Enterprise Model & Reference Architecture
4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System
4.3.2.1, G1: Real-Time Factory Model
4.3.2.1, G2: Distributed Resource Management Tools
4.3.2.2, G1: Performance Optimization Systems
4.3.2.2, G2: Adaptive Performance Management System
4.3.2.3, G1: Total Factory Control Model
4.3.2.3, G2: Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control
4.3.2.4, G1: Integrated, Distributed Factory Infrastructure Model
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9.

Engineered Materials &
Surfaces

10. Freeform Manufacturing

2.3.4, G2: Parallel Multi-Attribute Producibility Evaluation
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
3.3.1, G1: Science-Based Material Modeling Knowledge Base
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation

Nugget Cross-Walk for Technologies for Enterprise Integration
TEI Nuggets
1.

Coupling of Business & Production
in Enterprises

2.

Seamlessly Integrated & Interoperable
Supply Chains

Modeling & Simulation Roadmap

Related M&S Roadmap Goals
(By Document Section & Goal Number)
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.4, G1: Producibility Requirements Integration
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
2.3.5, G2: Total Service Modeling Environment
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly M&S Tools
4.3.1.1, G1: Timely, Accurate M&S Processes for Strategic Positioning
4.3.1.2, G1: Timely, Accurate M&S Processes for Market Assessment
4.3.1.2, G2: Rapid Change Response Tools
4.3.1.3, G1: Risk Assessment & Analysis Toolset
4.3.1.4, G1: Enterprise Financial Simulation Environment
4.3.1.5, G1: Real-Time Resource Modeling System
4.3.1.5, G2: Distributed Resource Management
4.3.1.6, G1: Quality Tradeoff Tools
4.3.1.6, G2: Quality Model QA Techniques
4.3.1.7, G1: Extendible Enterprise Model & Reference Architecture
4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System
4.3.2.1, G1: Real-Time Factory Model
4.3.2.1, G2: Distributed Resource Management Tools
4.3.2.1, G3: Enterprise Knowledge/Skills Management
4.3.2.2, G1: Performance Optimization Systems
4.3.2.2, G2: Adaptive Performance Management System
4.3.2.3, G1: Total Factory Control Model
4.3.2.3, G2: Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control
4.3.2.4, G1: Integrated, Distributed Factory Infrastructure Model
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.4, G1: Producibility Requirements Integration
2.3.5, G2: Total Service Modeling Environment
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.1, G2: Collaborative Analytical Systems
4.3.1.2, G2: Rapid Change Response Tools
4.3.1.3, G1: Risk Assessment & Analysis Toolset
4.3.1.4, G1: Enterprise Financial Simulation Environment
4.3.1.5, G1: Real-Time Resource Modeling System
4.3.1.5, G2: Distributed Resource Management
4.3.1.6, G1: Quality Tradeoff Tools
4.3.1.6, G2: Quality Model QA Techniques
4.3.1.7, G1: Extendible Enterprise Model & Reference Architecture
4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System
4.3.2.1, G1: Real-Time Factory Model
4.3.2.1, G2: Distributed Resource Management Tools
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3.

Manufacturing as an Integrated System
(Integrated Product Realization)

4.

Totally Integrated Life-Cycle
Management

5.

Self-Integrating Systems & Processes

6.

Web-Based Manufacturing

Modeling & Simulation Roadmap

4.3.2.1, G3: Enterprise Knowledge/Skills Management
4.3.2.2, G1: Performance Optimization Systems
4.3.2.2, G2: Adaptive Performance Management System
4.3.2.3, G1: Total Factory Control Model
4.3.2.3, G2: Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control
4.3.2.4, G1: Integrated, Distributed Factory Infrastructure Model
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.2, G2: Fast Background Performance Simulation
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.4, G1: Producibility Requirements Integration
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
2.3.5, G2: Total Service Modeling Environment
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.1, G2: Collaborative Analytical Systems
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly M&S Tools
3.3.2, G2: Assembly Process Control Simulation
3.3.3, G2: Zero Post-Process Certification
4.3.2.1, G1: Real-Time Factory Model
4.3.2.1, G2: Distributed Resource Management Tools
4.3.2.1, G3: Enterprise Knowledge/Skills Management
4.3.2.2, G1: Performance Optimization Systems
4.3.2.2, G2: Adaptive Performance Management System
4.3.2.3, G1: Total Factory Control Model
4.3.2.3, G2: Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control
4.3.2.4, G1: Integrated, Distributed Factory Infrastructure Model
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.4, G1: Producibility Requirements Integration
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
2.3.5, G2: Total Service Modeling Environment
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.4, G2: Integrated Life-Cycle Material Behavior Modeling
3.3.4, G3: Optimized Life-Cycle Packaging
3.3.5, G1: Integrated Material Stream Modeling
3.3.5, G2: Comprehensive Material Flow Models
3.3.5, G3: Remanufacturing Modeling Tool Suite
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.1, G2: Collaborative Analytical Systems
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.4, G1: Producibility Requirements Integration
4.3.1.7, G1: Extendible Enterprise Model & Reference Architecture
4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System
4.3.2.1, G1: Real-Time Factory Model
4.3.2.1, G2: Distributed Resource Management Tools
4.3.2.1, G3: Enterprise Knowledge/Skills Management
4.3.2.2, G1: Performance Optimization Systems
4.3.2.2, G2: Adaptive Performance Management System
4.3.2.3, G1: Total Factory Control Model
4.3.2.3, G2: Integrated Factory Monitoring & Control
4.3.2.4, G1: Integrated, Distributed Factory Infrastructure Model
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7.

Seamless Knowledge Management
Across Extended Enterprises

2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
3.3.1, G1: Broad-Based Material Modeling Framework
3.3.1, G2: Collaborative Analytical Systems
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly M&S Tools
4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System
4.3.2.1, G3: Enterprise Knowledge/Skills Management

8.

Mature Electronic Commerce

4.3.1.8, G1: Extended Enterprise Management System

9.

Human Enablement via Technology

2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.1, G3: Direct Product Model Design
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
3.3.2, G1: Knowledge-Based Assembly M&S Tools
3.3.3, G2: Zero Post-Process Certification
2.3.1, G1: Flexible, Complex Representation
2.3.1, G2: Distributed Product Modeling Collaboration Environment
2.3.2, G1: Robust Performance Modeling Environment
2.3.3, G1: Robust Cost Modeling
2.3.3, G2: Enterprise-Wide Product Cost Models
2.3.4, G1: Producibility Requirements Integration
2.3.5, G1: Integrated Life-Cycle Modeling Capability
2.3.5, G2: Total Service Modeling Environment

10. Customer-Responsive Concept
Development

Modeling & Simulation Roadmap
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Modeling & Simulation Roadmap
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